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1 . THE NETHERLANDS ANTILLES : 
A BIRD' S EYE VIEW 
On my a rr ival a t Iowa State University , I no t i ce d that most s tu-
dents a nd pro f essors had never heard about t he Ne the r l ands Antilles . 
Some thought it t o be a country in Af r ica while o t hers thought it to 
be in Europe . Only the students from Latin Ame r ica and the Caribbean 
knew that it was a group of islands located in the Caribbean . Hence, 
I decided to p rovide the r eaders , who know little or nothing about this 
country , some ins i ght in the geographical , histo r ical and political 
situation of the country as well as some background information about 
the economy and fiscal system a t this point in time . Readers who are 
already familia r with the ge neral nature of the Nether lands Antilles 
can continue with Chapt e r 2 . 
1 . 1 . Geogr aphy 
The Netherlands Antilles consist of six islands tha t lie in the 
Car ibbean area . I n Dutch re fe rence books , they a r e also classified 
as the Leeward Islands: 1 Aruba , Bonaire and Curacao; and the Wind-
war d Islands : 2 St . Maarten, St. Eustatius and Saba . 
1 . 1 . 1 . The Leewa r d Islands 
The Leewar d I slands a re located in the southern part of the Car-
ibbean , 38 miles north of Venezuela , out side o f the hurricane area. 
Curacao is the largest island in this gr oup with 64% of the total popu-
lation (see Table 1.1) . 
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Table 1 . 1 . Area and population of Netherlands Antillesa 
Island 
Leewar d Islands Ar uba 
Bonaire 
Curacao 
Windward Islands St. Eustatius 
Saba 
St . Maarten 
Capital 
Oranjestad 
Kralendijk 
Willemstad 
Oranjestad 
The Bottom 
Philipsburg 
Land area 
in miles2 
74 
111 
172 
8 
5 
13b 
Population 
63 , 000 
9 , 000 
161,000 
1,400 
1 , 000 
16,000 
a 
Data source : Beers , H. C. The Financial Sectors of t he Nethe r -
lands Antilles. Goslinga , Cornelis Ch. A Short History o f The Nether-
lands Antilles and Surinam. 
bSix square miles is Dutch territor y. The rest is French terri-
tory . 
The c limate of this group of islands is tropical with an average 
annual temperature of 81°F. September is the ho ttes t month, January 
and February are the coolest . The s un i s in Zenith twice a year : 
Ap r il 22 and August 22 . Average yearly rainfall is around 22 inches on 
Curacao, 20 on Bonaire, and 18 on Aruba. There are two rainy seasons: 
one from October to January and a shorter one in May or June . The wind 
blows from the northeast to the southwest with a steady velocity of ten 
3 miles per hour . 
The flora of the i slands is p r edominantly xerophitic and very simi-
4 lar t o the flora of the nearby coas t . The fauna o f the islands is 
still being inventoried . 5 Ther e a re no big native animals. The Span-
iards importe d goats , horses , and cattle. 
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1 . 1 . 2. The Windward Islands 
6 The Windward Islands are perched on the northern rim of the 
Lesser Antilles, near to Puerto Rico . They are located in the area 
of both the trade winds and the hurricanes . The climate is tropical 
with a temperature steady at 79°F. Average yearly rainfall is between 
40 and 46 inches. The Dutch half ·of St. Maarten has good salt pans . 
Saba is a high hill and is therefore somewhat cooler than the other 
two, while St. Eustatius lies lower and is warmer . St. Maarten is the 
largest island in this group . 
The geographic position of both the Leeward Islands and the Wind-
ward Islands allowed for active international trade and services and 
intensive relations with North and South America as well as Europe. 
The main economic ac tivities are located on Aruba and Curacao 
(industry, tourism and trade) and on St . Maarten the tourism industry 
is flourishing. The "lingua fr an ca" on t he Leewo rd I s l a nds is Papia-
mento ; on the Windward Islands English. The offi cial language, however, 
is Dutch , while English and Spanish are widely spoken . The indigenous 
people of the islands are indians, however, there is not one to be found 
on the islands. When the Dutch, in the sixteenth century, ar rived on 
these islands, the Spanish governor l eft for the mainland of Venezuela 
with all the remaining indians . This leads us into the next topic, name-
ly, the history of the Netherlands Antilles . 
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1. 2 . History 
In 1T49 , the Spanish conquistado r Alonso de Ojeda discover ed 
t he islands Bonair e , Aruba and Curacao . These islands were inhabit ed 
by the peaceable Caiquet1os, a coastal tribe of the Arowak indians 
occupying t he near by mainland of Venezuela . Fr om 1499 until 1630 , 
these islands were under Spanish dominion, and so were St . Maar ten, 
St. Eustatius and Saba . 
In 1626 , the Dutch , in their desperate need fo r salt for t heir 
prosperous herring industry, landed on Bonaire . In 1630 , they con-
que r ed St . Haarten , in 1634 Curacao . A month later they occupied 
Aruba and f r om St . Maarten they took St . Eustatius in 1636 and Saba 
in 1641 . Afte r the defeat, the Spanish governor le ft with all the r e -
maining indians for the mainland . 
The Dutch kept the islands fo r their strategic location , sal t 
and to acquire a firm foothold in the Caribbean fo r their empire around 
the Atlantic . They built a waterfort at the e n trance of the harbor 
of Cur acao to p rotect themselves , and once they fel t themselves and 
the ir property secured , a busy traffic in salt , wood from Brazil and 
slave trade from Africa began . The first settlers cultivated tobacco 
and sugar b ut when export became impossible , depending on with whom 
the Dutch were at war or allied , smuggling and privat eering became com-
mon practices . 
The eighteenth century was a time of almost undisturbed prosperity . 
The islands were not always under Dutch dominion. Several times t hey 
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have been unde r Engl ish and French dominion , due to the wars between 
Holland and England. In thi s century , St. Eustatius was called the 
Go l den Rock . Governor Johan de Graaff from St . Eus t atius , in 1778, 
r ecogni zed t he r ebe l l i ous colonies of Great Bri t ain in America , not as 
a r ebel b ut as a pr omising cl ient by fi r ing nine salute shots . This 
act annoyed England so much t hat in 1780 Admiral Sir George Bridged 
Rodney set out fo r t he Golden Rock and dest r oyed it . The island never 
recovered its former p rosperity . 
The nineteenth century was a difficult time for the islands . 
The economy was not growing and the governmen t faced huge budget defi -
cits . A report of 1825 called Curacao a ba re improductive rock . In 
Holland , however , King William I dreamt of making Curacao the nerve 
center for the interchanges between America and Europ e - - or , at least, 
to turn the islands into a port of access to Central and South Amer ican 
market for Dutch traders . He dispatched commer cial envoys to the Car-
ibbean and Latin America to foster trading and also the political in-
terests of The Netherlands . The objec tive of the measures was not the 
economic development of the colony for its own sake but the expansion 
of Dutch trade and sale of Dutch products in Latin America . Curacao 
had to be safe and an open marke t place . Safety could be ass ured if 
Curacao became a Caribbean Malta. Openness cal l ed for abolitLon of 
duties and discr iminatory provisions on trade and shipping . However, 
opting for the side of Spain against the rebels in Venezuela , he lost 
the full advantage of important commercial opportunities . The struc-
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tural changes which had taken place in the Caribbean since 1789 made 
the West Indian Islands less important to their metropolitan owners. 
The rise of the United States also brought a shift in trading patterns . 
In 1822 , the policies were changed. The negative at titude towards 
Bolivar's struggle was abandoned in favor of neutrality , and in 1829, 
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Holland officially r ecogni zed the Republi c of Grand Columbia . These 
steps were beneficial for the colonies. In 1863, slavery was abolished. 
The twen tie th century , at l eas t the first ha lf, was a period of 
new hope and pr osperity fo r the islands. The dis covery of crude oil 
in Venezuel a and the r efinement of this o i l in Curacao and Aruba by 
Shell and Lago (Exxon) altered the economic s tructure of the islands . 
The higher wages and fringe benefits of the oil industry caused a shift 
f r om the traditional sector to the oil sector . Immi grat ion f r om Holland, 
Sur inam and other Caribbean islands incr eased dr a mat i cally . Trade and 
tourism inc r eased and the economy s t arted growing again . The es tabli sh-
ment of the r efine ries in the Antilles i s due t o the fo llowing reasons : 
Venez ue l a was politically unstable , its ports had poor facilities , it s 
clima t e was unhealthy, and Curacao was cl os e to Europe, Maracaibo and 
New York. The second ha l f of t he twentieth century will be explained 
in the sect i on : The Economy . 
1. 3 . Toward Autonomy 
From the s ixteenth century until the nineteenth century , the is-
l ands we r e col onies of Holland . In the early twentieth century the 
word was changed from colony to dominion . The co l on i al s tatus was 
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changed to States of Curacao . 
The feeling that in reality nothing had changed and that Holland 
was still in control led to the organization o f political parties . 
In 1936 , the Roman Catholic Church was the first to en ter the poli t i -
cal a r ena . In 1944, the Democratic Party was founded . The gr owing de -
mand for autonomy contributed to the popularity of t he l a tte r , and in 
1948 , they won the elections . In 1942 , Queen Wilhelmina, then in exile 
in London , promised self- governmen t to the Dutch East and West Indies 
once the war was over. After the Second World War a number of Round 
Table Conferences were held and f inally in 1954 t he so- called Statute 
(Statuut in Dutch) was drafted, discus sed , amended and adopt~d as a 
permanent basis for the relations between the three partners. The mon-
archy was to consist of The Netherlands, The Antil les and Surinam . 8 
The crown reigns over each of the partners , while a Council of Ministers 
was set up , composed of The Netherlands Ministers and Surinam to dis -
cuss all matters concerning the three partners of the Kingdom. The 
Netherlands , the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam were considered equal 
par tners . Autonomy became a r eality . 
1 . 4 . The Constitution 
The constitution of the Netherlands Antilles is taken to mean the 
organizat ion of t he Government of the Netherlands Antilles . However, 
in the Netherlands Antilles we don ' t use the word "constitution, " but 
the " polity ac t. " In other count r ies , this document of state is called 
the constitution. 
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Together with The Netherlands , the Netherlands Antilles make up 
the t err itor y of t he Kingdom of The Ne therlands and any person belong-
ing to one of the part s of the kingdom is a national of The Netherlands . 
Ute territory of the Netherlands Antilles is formed by fou r so-
called insular territories, viz : 
1 . the insular territory of Aruba , which includes the 
island of Aruba; 
2 . the insular terr itory of Bonaire , which includes the 
island of Bonaire and Klein Bonaire; 
3. the insular territory of the Windward Islands , which 
includes the islands of Saba, St . Eustatius and St . 
Maarten (Dutch part); 
4 . the insular territory of Curacao , which includes the 
islands of Curacao and Klein Curacao . 
The Po lity Act of the Netherlands Antilles dis tinguishes three 
powers : the legislative, the executive and the judiciary. The legis-
lative powers are exe r cised by the Governor jointly with the "S taten" 
or Parliament . 9 The executive i s exercised by the Governor , and the 
judiciary by judges10 appointed fo r life by the Queen . 
1 . 4 . 1 . The Governor 
The Queen is the Head of Gove rnment of the Netherlands Antilles . 
Due to her residence in The Netherlands , she is r ep resented in that ca-
pacity by a Governor, who is appointed and removed by her . The r efore, 
the Government of the Netherlands Antilles is formed by the Governo r 
and the Council of Ministers . 
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1 . 4.2. The Advisory Cotmcil 
The Advisory Cotmcil consists of not less than five members ap -
pointed by the Governor, one of whom is the vice-chai rman. They are 
an advisory body and advise the Governor when requested or of their 
own acco rd. The members are in office for a period no t exceeding five 
years and are immediately eligible for reelection . 
1 . 4 . 3 . The Co tmcil of Ministers 
With the Governor, this body consti tutes the government of the 
Netherlands Antilles and consists of not more than nine ministers who 
a r e in charge of the departments of general administration and are ap -
pointed by the Governor af ter consultation with the "Staten11 (parlia-
ment) and after the Advisor y Council has advised on the appointment. 
1. 4. 4. The "St aten" or parliament 
The Staten represent the entire population of Netherlands Antilles. 
The Staten consist of 22 members elected as fol l ows : 1) 8 members are 
elected by the insular territory of Aruba , 12 by Curacao , 1 by Bonaire 
and 1 by the insular territory of the Windward Islands . 
In Aruba and Curacao, the election takes place on the basis of 
p r oportional representation, which means that the various parties are 
entitled to a number of seats pro rata t o the number of votes they have 
obtained in the elections . The members are elected for a 4-year period . 
They r etire from office simul t aneously and may be reelected irmnediat e -
ly. On their accession to office as members of parliament, the members 
a r e r equired to pr esent their credentials . 
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The annual assembly of the Staten is opened by the Governo r on 
the second Tuesday of the month of ~~y ; in this opening speech, he 
reviews the financial and economic situa tion of the country . The presi-
dent and vice-president o f the Staten are appointed by the Governor . 
Legislative power is exercised by t he Staten jointly with the Gover-
nor. The Staten have the powers of initiative, amendment , add r ess with 
questions , inquiry and budget . 
1 . 4 . 5 . Franchise 
A distinction is made between the right to vote and the right to 
be eligible fo r election . The Staten are e lected in universal s uffrage 
of men and women ; eligibility fo r election applies to both men and 
women . Elect ion is direct and by ballot . A vo ter must be at least 
21 ; a person eligible for election must be at least 23 years of age . 
The Netherlands Antilles are not governed out of one central 
point . Each of the four insular territories has been granted aut onomy 
for attending to their own affairs . Therefore, t hey enact their own 
insular ordinances, and in certain cases they can execute ordinances 
of the Central Government independently . 
The administ r ation of each insular territory is conducted by the 
Island Council , the Executive Council and the Lieutenant Governor . 
The members of the Island Council (a legislative body) are elected by 
the voters of the insula r territory on the basis of proportiona l repre-
sentation . 
On the islands of Aruba and Cur acao , the Island Councils consist 
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of 21 members each ; those of Bonaire a nd the Windward Islands con-
sist of 9 and 15 members , respectively . The members of the Island 
Council are elected for a four-yea r term. The Lieu t enant Governo r 
is the chairman of the Island Council ; however, he does not have the 
r ight to vote, he can only advise . The members of the Staten (parlia-
ment) of the Ne therlands Antilles and the members of the Island Co un-
cil and the Lieutenant Governor enjoy iDllllunity . 
The Lieutenant Governor is appointed by the Queen fo r a six- year 
t erm. He must be at least 25 at the time of his appointment . He is 
a member of , and p r esides over, the Executive Council of his insular 
territory and he is responsible for execution of the resolutions of 
the Island Council and the Executive Council , and, moreover, he is the 
local chief of police. 
1 . 5. The Economy 
The Netherlands Antilles economy is very small and very open . 
It has a narrow production base and almost everything consumed or in-
vested has to be imported . 
In standard open macroeconomics , smallness of an open economy is 
often defined in terms of a macroeconomic variable such as GNP or in 
terms of price-taking behavior . 
The use of a macro variable such as real GNP , capi tal or labor 
force to define smallness involves a p r actical problem for these small 
islands -- namely the lack of data . 
Defining a country as small on the basis of being unable to in-
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fluence world prices for goods and assets involves the problem that al-
most all count ries are price takers and hence small in this sense, 
because price taking is only one of the char acteristics of smallness . 
The degree of openness t o trade and capital movements and export de-
pendence are other char acteristics that bear directly on the conduct 
and effectiveness of economic policies in ministates (as they are also 
called) . 
Ministates are often defined as states or territories with a 
population of less than one million people . Hence , we can say t hat t he 
Netherlands Antilles with a total population of 251 , 400 people falls 
within this catego ry . 
General characteristics of ministates or territories a re: 
1) small population, hence a smal l labor s upply and 
lack of skilled laborers; 
2) small domestic market hampering the estab l ishment 
of large- scale industries; 
3) l imited land area and natural r esources; 
4) prices are given, leading to imported inflation; 
5) narrow production base, often one or two primary 
products or industries mainly producing fo r exports; 
6) restricted export mar kets and import suppliers; 
The Netherlands Antilles is no exemption to these characteristics , 
as will become evident in the sectoral analysis . 
The geographic f r agmentation of the islands and the r emot eness of 
the Windward Islands has resulted in a heavy infras tructure and high 
transportation cost between the Leeward and Windwa rd I slands. Here, 
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remoteness refers t o the geographic distance between the two gr oups 
of islands . (Note : There is a 500- mile distance between the Leeward 
and Windward Islands.) 
The limited land area, small population , hi gh l abor costs, absence 
of raw material and the small size of the domestic market are constr aints 
that preclude the es t ablishment o f large- scale capital- intensive indus-
tries . Such industries will not be able to take advantage of incr eas-
ing ret urns to scale or even r eaching technically or economic optimum 
size unless they can export a large portion of their output . 
1. 5.l . Sectoral development 
In this section , I shall only describe the leading economic sec-
tors, namely: tourism, transportation , financial offshore and oil 
refinery . 
Description o f these sectors pr ovi des some general knowledge of 
economic welfare in these leading sectors of the Anti llean economy 
during the last few years and can be considered a way of assessing na-
tional income . 
1 . 5 . l . l . Tourism Tourism can be described by the development 
of the number of people visiting the Antilles and the r eceipts of 
tourist-spent foreign exchange . Table 1. 2 shows the number of t ourists 
vis iting Aruba, Curacao, Bonaire and St . Maarten during 1980-1982 . 
From Table 1. 2 , it will be noted that the t otal number o f visi t or s 
to Curacao has been declining s ince 1980. This is due to l ack of a 
rigorous promotional campaign . Aruba experienced a modest decline in 
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Table 1. 2 . Tou rism per i sland (xlOOO)a ,b 
1980 1981 1982 1983 
Aruba : 
Total stay- over vis itors 188. 9 221. 3 220. 2 195.1 
Total visitor nights 1192 . 5 1285 . 5 1357.2 1252 . 6 
Cruise 73 . 4 54 . 7 51.1 39 . 1 
Curcacao : 
Total stay-over visitors 184 . 7 176 . 1 174 . 4 110. 9 
Tota l visito r nights 863 . 2 691. l 778. 3 
Cruise 169 . 0 129 . 3 109 . 9 107.1 
Bonaire : 
Total s t ay- ove r visitors 22 . 6 26 . 0 28. 0 20 . 2 
Total visitor nights 106 . 0 117 . 8 126 . 0 79 . 7 
Cruise 2 . 9 12 . 0 6 . 8 290 . 0 
St. Maarten: 
Total stay- over visitors 204 . 7 190 . S 213 . 4 263 . 3 
Total visitor nights 
Cruise 105 . 4 106 . 0 98 . 3 73 . 0 
a Stay- ove r and cruise tourism: number of tou ris t s . 
bCentral Bank Qua rterly Bulletin, 1984 , Vol. 3 . 
1982. In Bonaire and St . Maarten , tourism kept growing . However, in 
1983, all t he islands but St . Maarten experienced a significant decline 
in t ourism. I n Curacao , the decline was 36% i n 1983 over 1982, in 
Aruba 11.4%, in Bonaire 27 . 9% . Cruise ship calls also declined s teadily 
over all the islands since 1980 . 
The r eason for this decline in t ourism was the devaluation of the 
Venezuelan bolivar and other restrictions imposed by the Venez uelan 
authorities on for eign transactions . In o rder to s t op the outflow o f 
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foreign exchange , Venezuela stopped all charter flights. 
During the month of April , tourism from Venezuela to Curacao was 
virtually nonexistent . Only 712 Venezuelans visited the island com-
pared with 6 , 512 during April 1982 . The Venezuelan ferry tour ism de-
clined by nearly 80% . The following table illustrates the tremendous 
decline in Venezuelan tourists . 
Table 1 . 3. 
a 
Stay- over tourism by island from Venezuela (xlOOO) 
1982 1983 Pe r centage change 
Aruba 74 .4 28 . 5 - 61 . 7 
Curacao 94 . 0 26 . 4 - 71.0 
St . Maarten 4 .8 1 . 4 - 70 .0 
Bonaire 4 . 4 2 . 3 -47 . 7 
aCentral Bank Quarterll Bulletin , Vol . 3, 1984 . 
This sudden drop in Venezuelan tourists had an adverse effect 
on income and employment in the tourist and free-trade zone sector in 
Cur acao and Aruba. Several shops closed the i r doors and layed off 
personnel . Table 1.4 shows the decline in the inflow of bolivar s . Re-
ceipts f r om tourism as r ecorded on the balance of payment decreased 
from Naf . 776 million in 1982 to Naf . 577 million in 1983, a decline of 
25 . 6% in 1983 over 1982 . Corrected for an inf lation rate of 2 . 2% in 
1983, this means a real decrease of 27 . 8% in 1983 . Thus, 1983 as a 
tourist year is cha racteri zed by less t ourists who also spent less . 
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Table 1 . 4 . External cash flow : currency s urvey 1982 - IV (in 
millions)a 
~ Flow 
Inflow 1982 
1983 
Bolivar 
44.4 
2 . 9 
us $ 
564 . 5 
517 . 1 
aCentral Bank Quarterly Bulle tin, Vol . 3 , 1984 . 
In t erms of domestic and nat i onal income , the di r ect contribut ion 
of t ourism in 1983 to the Leeward Islands has declined . To stimulate 
tourism , the Central Gove r nment deleted import duties on tourist arti-
cles such as watches , crystal and porcelain . Promo tion a nd expa nsion 
to othe r markets in Latin Amer i ca and t he Car ibbean will be necessary 
to offset the loss of r eceipts due to the decline in Venez ue l an tourism . 
1.5 . 1 . 2 . Transpor t ation Cur acao has the lowest pilotage dues 
in the Caribbean Basin (for cruise ships these dues ar e zer o) . In 
other words, the total cost fo r freighters i s far be l ow the average of 
other harbors . 
Despite these advantages , t he numbe r of ships calling i n the har-
bors of Curacao and Aruba declined from 10 , 362 in 1982 t o 7 , 672 in 
1983 . This meant less activity fo r local shipchandlers and o the r ha r bo r-
relate d business . 
The worldwide r e cession and decline in demand fo r shipping re -
pair order s adversely affected the Cur acao Docki ng Comp any (C . D. M. ). 
To so l ve the lack of demand a t t he company , the Venezuelan authorit ies 
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were willing to repair their ships at the do cking company . At least 
12 ships of their fleet wo uld be docked in Curacao . 
The Dutch, Central and l ocal government also gave the company a 
financial injection in 1982 . But it was not enough t o save the com-
pany . In 1983, the C. D.M. recorded a loss of Naf . 36 million despite 
the fact that the employees gave in 25% of their income . The company 
laid off 290 employees . 
The good harbor and excellent infrastructure of Aruba and Curacao 
allowed for the opportunity o f taking advan t age of the rapid container 
development in the world . Hence, a con t a iner harbor was constructed 
and put into ope ration in 1983, in order to i mprove the level of activi-
ties . The foreign exchange inflow originating from ship repairing ac-
tivities decreased by 49% (Naf . 41 million) . 
The n.:itional ca rrie r (Dutch Antilles Airway,:, o r A. L. M. ) recorded 
a loss of af . 11 million in 1982 and the forecas t for 1983 was Naf. 25 
million , due to overstaffing and high labor costs (wages) , a strong de-
crease in passengers and difficulties in transferring proceeds in con-
vertible currency from a few countries in the region with balance of 
payment problems . 
In or der no t to increase the already high unemployment r ate , emer-
gency plans were designed with the aim of reducing labor costs by at 
least 25% without layoffs. 
The balance of payments shows that overall transportation reve-
nues (g ross) decreased from Naf . 374 million in 1982 t o Naf . 374 mil-
lion in 1983 , a decline of 16 . 6%. 
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1 . 5 . 1 . 3. Financial offshore The offshore sector consists 
mainly of financial activities . It became of importance for the An-
tilles because of tax-treaties between the Nether l ands An tilles and 
other co untries, mainly the U. S. A. a nd The Netherlands , and the in-
direct tax treaties through the treaties The Netherlands has with 
o ther co untries . 
In 1984 , the U. S. government a pproved the r epeal o f the 30% with-
holding tax on portfolio interes t paid to foreign investors . The 
bill r epealed the tax for borrowings i ssued after enactmen t o f the 
legisla tion . 
Th i s measure was a seve r e blow t o the offshore business . By re-
pealing the withholding tax on inte res t , the United Sta tes corpora-
tions don ' t need the Netherlands Antilles any more to do business in 
the Eu rodollar ma rket . They can now do it directly . Hence , the future 
of the financial offshore sect or expe r ienced a substantial setback and 
its fu ture c l ouded with uncertainty . However , there is some optimism 
about the point in time t hey will become effe c tive . A period of seven 
yea r s i s expected befo re a r educ tion in the revenues will become evi-
dent . During 1983 , the high level of inte r est r ates , as well as the 
recovery of economic activity and the monetary policy of the United 
Stat es , caused the establis hment of finance companies to continue . 
The pr esence of offshor e companies i s important as they contribute 
to tax income , and forei gn exchange r e venue as well as employment . About 
1000 people are employed by the offshore compani es . 
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Revenues from offshore companies amounted to Naf. 519 million in 
1983 comp a red to Naf . 404 million in 1982 . Table 1 . 5 shows the number 
of offshore compani es in the Netherlands Ant illes . 
The futur e of the offshor e business depends upon what happens in 
the U. S . A. and The Netherlands and , hence , the development is uncertain. 
The offshore secto r, however , did contribute positively to employment 
and income dur ing the past five years . 
Table 1 . 5 . Numbe r of offshore companies established in the Netherlands 
Antilles a 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
Foreign exchange 
licenses issued 
5 , 001 
4 , 120 
3,359 
2,105 
Total number of 
offshor e companies 
24 , 335 
28 , 455 
31 , 814 
33 , 919 
a Cent ral Bank Qua rterlv Bulletin , 1983 , Vol . 4 . 
1 . 5 . 1 . ~ . Oil r efinery secto r The refining of petroleum has 
been the major economic activity of the Netherlands Antilles . This 
branch of indust r y comprises two large refineries - - namely , Shell 
Curacao and the Lago (Exxon) on Aruba . 
Fo r year s , they were the largest employers in the Netherlands 
Antilles but the establishment of refineries close to their markets 
(Europa) , the oilshock of 1973, and the protective measur es taken by 
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the U. S . A. against possible oilshocks changed the nature of the i ndus-
try . 
These factors caused massive layoffs and rigorous rationaliza-
tion of the oil refineries . The numbe r of people employed nowadays 
at Shell Curacao is less t han 3,000 and a t Lago less than 1 , 000. This 
sector accounts for 15- 20% of estimated G. D. P. Dur ing 1978- 1979, the 
refining outp ut declined from 1 , 020,000 barrels per day to 880,000 
barrels per day leaving both Lago and Shell with excess refining ca-
pacity . 
On October 31 , 1984 Exxon announced the termination of Lago's 
activities and informed the Gove rnment of the Nethe r lands Antilles that 
on March 31, 1985 , the plant will shut down indefini t ely . This means 
that Aruba , with basically two sources of income -- namely, oil re-
finery and t ourism -- will have its unemployment rate increase from 15% 
to 40%, and 900 workers will lose their jobs . le is estimated that 30-
40% of the population lives off Lago . Profit revenues accoun t for more 
than 30% of the island ' s total income in 1984. Mo reover, the refinery 
is the larges t customer of the island ' s utility s ources . In 1980 , the 
oil refineries had combined profits almost 50% lower than the yea r be-
fo re . 
Lago closed t he doors due co : 
1) the increase in losses resulting from the difficult 
comp etitive circumstances; 
2) Venez uela bound by the OPEC agreemen t was unable to 
provide Lago with the required minimum supply of c rude 
to gua rantee break- even point ; 
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3) the decline in demand fo r oil products; 
4) worldwide over- capacity hampered prospec ts for im-
provement. 
Since 1981, Shell Curacao has been recording losses. In 1982, 
Shell recorded a loss of Naf. 158 million; in 1983, Naf . 42 million . 
Total operational loss f or the company ' s firs t half of 1984 reached 
Naf. 65 million . 
To continue operations, Shell offered the gove rnment the follow-
ing proposal : 
1) majo r participation of the Ne therlands Antilles gover n-
men t in the refinery (2/3 of the shares of Shell) in 
o r der to obtain a prefe rential trea tment, as Venezuela 
recent l y declared that multinationals will no t be s ub-
sidized ; 
2) emiss i on of a decr ee to lay off excess personnel i n orde r 
t o decr ease costs (The Di smissal Law inhibits l ay off of 
personnel in permanent service ) ; 
3) an in c r ease in the supply of c rude oil from Venezuela. 
Majo r partici pa tion of the gover nmen t in Shell Cur acao is a risky 
business as international developments in the oil sector indica t e d for 
years the growing obsole t eness of refine ries in locations l ike Aruba 
and Cur acao , where c r udes have t o be impo rted. It also means that the 
govern ment will bear the lar gest part of losses made by Shell Curacao . 
Majo r part icipation of the gove rnment also does not imply tha t Venezu-
ela will be compelled t o supply Shell with mor e crude . Hence , the fu-
ture of Shell is uncertain and fo r the gove rnment a risky adven t ure . 
The re f ine rie s did no t contribute to mor e employmen t and their share 
in i ncome a lso declined during the past few year s . 
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There are other sectors like agriculture, manufacturing , and 
construction , but they are of minor importance to the economy . Ag-
ricultural development has been hampered by the scarcity of wate r and 
good soil , so it canno t develop with low skill intensity and a low 
capital base and is forced to develop along high technology lines. 
Manufacturing is confined to consumer goods and simple intermediate 
goods , in particular those favored through almost prohibitive freight 
costs , high import tariffs or prohibitions. Industrial growth is con-
strained by reasons mentioned in the beginning . However, the develop-
ment of small- scale industry is possible . Const ruction is hampered 
due to the fact that small firms lack the expertise and financial ca-
pacity to undertake larger sized projects . These are often carried 
out by fo r eign contractors. The constraints on a ministate economy 
are evident in all t he sectors of the economy of the Netherlands An-
tilles . 
1 . 5 . 2 . Balance of payment 
The narrow resource base and absence of a well- developed agri-
cultural sector a r e the reason that all goods have to be imported, 
both for consumption and productive purposes . Domestic pr oduction 
of goods for the local market is very small . Hence , the balance of 
payments is characterized by deficits on merchandise account. Sur-
pluses on current account of the balance of payment can only be achieved 
by a favorable balance of services , or by offsetting capital inflows . 
Table 1 . 6 gives an illustration of the merchandise account on the basis 
of available data . 
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Table 1 . 6 . Merchandise account (millions of ~etherlands Antilles 
guilders)a 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
Oil e xport 5,187 . 7 7 , 533 . 4 10 , 6 72 . 4 10 ,306 . 9 9 , 0 77 . 4 
Oil import 5 ,057 . 6 7, 063. 1 10 , 599 . 6 10 , 144 . 9 8 , 425 . 9 
Net oil ba l ance 130 . 1 470 . 3 112 . 8 162 . 0 581 . 5 
Nonoil exports 200 . 3 191. 6 224 . 3 260 . 0 188 . 3 
Nonoi l imports 1 , 226 . 2 1 , 329 . 5 1 , 62 7. 4 1 , 756 . 2 1 , 857 . 8 
Net nonoil 
- 1 , 025 . 4 - 1 , 137 . 9 - 1 , 402 . 1 - 1 , 495 . 4 - 1.669 . 5 balance 
Merchandise 89 5. 3 66 7. 6 - 1 , 290 . 3 - 1 , 333 . 4 - 1,088 . 0 
balance 
a 
Central Bank ' s annual report 1979- 1980. gua r terll Bulletin , 
Vol. 4 , 1983 . 
The significance of oil is clearly reflected on t:his merchandise 
account . The net nonoil balance is constantly nega t ive and inc r easing . 
The increase in net oil export was due to an incr ease in export prices 
of oil . However , in 1981 and 1982 , the expor t of oil decreased due to 
a decrease in the demand for oil products . The cont r ibution of the 
oil refineries also shows in the invisi ble ac count . Table 7 shows the 
invisible accoun t . 
Impo r ts a r e paid in for eign currency and t his i s ear ned by rende r -
i ng services . Fr om Table 1 . 7 , we see that tourism is a very important 
sou rce of for eign exchange . Reven ues f r om tourism incr eased by 17% in 
1979 a nd by 21% in 1981 . The net contribut i on of t our i st expenditures 
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Table 1 . 7 . Invisible account (mi l lions of Netherlands Antilles 
guilders)a 
1978 
Bunke r 310 . 0 
Ship repair 61. 5 
St orage fee 198 . 8 
Othe r t r anspor tation 80.9 
Tourism 410 . 9 
Dir ect i nves t men t i ncome - 239 . 3 
Other investmen t income - 18 . 3 
Offshore profit taxes 77 . 0 
Government 11. 4 
Ot her services - 57 . 7 
Invisible balance 835 . 2 
a 
Central Bank ' s annual report 1979-1980 . 
1979 
558 . 8 
70 . 6 
203 . 8 
119 . 9 
4 76 . 7 
- 728 . 7 
- 77 . 0 
62 . 4 
17 . 4 
9 . 6 
686 . 3 
1980 
589 . 2 
103 . 0 
214 . 8 
140 . 1 
586 . 2 
- 446 . 4 
- 24 . 4 
100 . 5 
16 . J 
- 71. 4 
1 , 207 . 9 
to the balance of payments , amounted to Naf . 480 million in 1979 and 
Naf . 590 million in 1980 . 
Tr ansporta t ion , compr ised of ship repair , airline company po r t 
charges and the rendering of services to shipping, is anothe r foreign 
exchange generato r . 
The trend in tourism and transportation remained favorab l e , unti l 
1983 and then it reversed , due to depreciation of the bolivar . Table 
1 . 8 illustrates the change in this trend . 
Revenues f r om all the sectors declined . Only the financial off-
s hor e sect or gene r ated tax r evenues to the government . The wages and 
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Table 1 . 8 . Inflow current acco unt by sector (millions of Netherlands 
Antilles guilde r s)a 
1982 1983 Change 
Revenues (gross) 776 577 -199 
Tourism 776 577 - 199 
Transportation 392 312 - 80 
Financial offshore 404 519 155 
Refineries 511 444 - 67 
Other 267 156 -111 
aCentral Bank Quarterll Bulletin , Vol. 4 , 1983 . 
salaries paid by offshore banks as well as the management fees of the 
trust offices i s r ecorded unde r " other ser vices . " Income f r om offshore 
activities of the domes t ic deposit banks is recorded under other in-
vestment in the balance of payment on the investment account. The con-
tribution of the offshor e companies to the economy of the Ne the r lands 
Antilles is of great importa nce . 
In 1978 and 1979 , la r ge out f l ows of capita l occurred, while a t the 
same time , for eign l oans and grants decreased . Factors t hat con tributed 
t o this a r e the monetar y financing of gove rnment def i cits t ogether with 
rapid c r edit expansion by the private sec t or . As domestic credit and 
internation al r eserves are inve r s ely related , the incr ease i n domestic 
c r edit caused a decline or a loss in reserves . The low inte r est r a t e 
in th e Ne the r lands Antilles as compared to the r es t of the world also 
reinfo r ced the out f l ow of capita l . At the end of 1979 , the rese rves had 
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been restor ed to a level of Naf. 19.!. million . In 1980 , a furthe r growth 
t ook place with mo re than faf. SO million t o Na f. 2 46 million . 
The protection of t he fo r eign exchange reserves, in o r der to fi-
na nce imports and t o maintain the e xternal value of t he Antillean 
guilde r is one of t he most i mpor tant objectives of economic policy . 
1 . 5 . 3. Unemployment 
According to the last census , 20% of the labor force is unemployed 
in Curacao as the following table shows . 
Table 1 . 9 . Estima ted situation as pe r end of 1978 
Island Population 
Aruba 63 , 000 
Bonaire 9 , 000 
Cu r acao 161 , 000 
Saba 1,000 
St . Eustatius 1 , 400 
St . Maarten 16 , 000 
Labor 
force 
24 ,000 
3 , 000 
58 , 000 
300 
450 
5 , 600 
Employed Unemployed 
22 , 500 1 , 500 
2 , 500 500 
47 , 000 11 , 400 
240 60 
380 70 
5 , 600 
% of 
labor fo r ce 
unemployed 
6 
16 
20 
20 
17 
0 
C\i . c. Beers , An Introduction to t he Financial Sectors of 
the Netherlands Ant illes . 
Unemployment is still gr owing especially among the youth and women . 
The lack of employment opportunities and rapid gr owth o f the labor force 
as well as the mismatch between the demand f or labor and the s upply of 
labor a re the cause of this high per centage . Most employers also op-
pose the legal minimum wage and Dismissal Law . The minimum wage raises 
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their costs and the Di smissal Law makes it difficult fo r them to lay 
off excess or unp r oductive personnel , hence, they don ' t c reate mo r e 
employment oppo r t uni t ies . 
Most of the unemployed ar e low- skilled workers and the demand 
is fo r high l y- skilled wor ke r s . 
The governmen t as the largest employer has r ealized that a further 
expansion of publi c sector employment will lead to problems of public 
finances and , due to the openness of the economy , also lead to balance 
of payment deficits . 
l. 5 . 4 . Currency 
The currency of the Netherlands Antilles is the Netherlands Antilles 
guilder (Naf . ) . The guilder is divided in 100 cents . On the Windward 
Islands , the g uilder and the U. S. dollar circulate concur rently . The 
Netherlands Antilles guilder is pegged t o the U.S . dollar . The conuner-
cial buying rate is Naf . 1.79 per U. S . Sl and selling r ate : Naf . J . 8 l 
U. S . $1 (excluding government tax of 13%) . 
1.5 . 5 . Inflation 
The openness of the economy means that the major part of inflation 
in the Netherlands Antilles is impo rted . Domestic prices are l a rgely 
determined by international inflation and exchange r ate movements . In 
1978, we had an i nflation rate of 6 . 3% . In 1980, it went up to 16%, but 
with the decrease of the inflation rate in the United States , our major 
trading partne r, inflation decreased to 4 . 7% in 1982 and 2 . 2% in 1983 . 
The stable import prices from Europe also helped to keep inflation down . 
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1 . 5 . 6 . Developmenc aid 
The Netherlands Antilles is one of the larges t fo r eign aid re-
ceiver s in the wor ld . The total aid received via t he balance of pay-
men t of Naf . 87 . 9 million in 1979 and Naf . 179 . 1 million i n 1980 , 
amounted to an ave r age of Naf . 535 pe r capita pe r year . In this i n-
c r ease was a n amount of Naf . 34 . 3 million s pecial foreign exchange aid. 
Special forms of s upport to the balance of payment are the compen-
sat ions of exchange rate losses fo r the national ai r line company and 
the Curacao Docking Company as well as a number of hotels in Aruba and 
Curacao . 
The redemp tion and the interest payments o f these development aid 
loans are in Dutch guilders . Above mentioned s upport comprises a non-
recurrent a id of Naf . 6 . 5 million of which Naf . 2 . 4 million is a nonin-
terest- bearing advance for the finan cing of redemptions and the remain-
ing part is a subsidy for the interest payments . Development aid is 
used fo r development projects and almost all development aid comes from 
Holland . 
The Eu r opean Economic Community also p rovides the Netherlands 
Antilles with development aid . Aid is also received from o r ganizations 
like the Uni ted States (Internal Labour Organization) . 
1 . 5 . 7. Socio-economi c data 
This section is based on data of 1979 and 1930, as data fo r na-
tional income accounts of 1981- 1984 were no t available . 
Gross domestic product in 1980 was Naf . 2,435 . 91 million , a 10 . 4% 
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incr ease over 1979 . When corrected for inflation, however , (16% in 
1980) in real terms the increase was negative (- 5 . 6%) . 
Gross national product or gross national income , on the contrary , 
was growing at a rate of 18%. Corrected for an inflation rate of 16% 
in 1980 , it means that in r eal terms GNP grew with 2% . 
This favorable development of national product in 1980 is mainly 
due to the increase on the account of primary income from ab road . The 
latter , in 1979 , showed an outflow of Naf . - 81 . 4 million . However, in 
1980 , this trend reversed into an inflow of Naf . 75 . 5 million beca use 
of a receipt of Naf . 35 million more in profit taxes f r om the offshore 
sector, and also less primary income was transferred ab road . 
Net national income (at factor cost) rose from Naf . 1 ,791 . 2 mil-
lion in 1979 to Naf . 2 , 146 . 6 million in 1980 . This means an increase 
of 20%. Nationa l i ncome per capita in 1979 was Na f . 7,774 and in 1980 
Na f . 9 , 255 . Corr ected for inflation , it meant an increase of 3%. 
The c rude birth rate and crude death r a te per 10 , 000 people is 
eight and five , respectively , while infant mortality per 1,000 live 
births amoun t s to 25 . 
Population per physician is 1 ,000 and the population per hospital 
bed is 14. More than 95% in the urban and rural area has access to piped 
water. 
The adult literacy r ate in the Netherlands Antilles is 96% and pri-
mary school enrollment is 99%. 
The above mentioned data indicate that the Antilles can be con-
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sidered in the middle income countries and that t he Netherlands Ant i lles 
are better off than most of their neighboring islands or coun tries . 
1 . 6 . The Fiscal System of the Netherlands 
Antilles 
The public finan c i a l sector of the Ne therlands Antilles is com-
prised of t he Cen tral Government , f our Island Governments and the So-
cial Insurance Bank (S . V. B. ) . All majo r taxes, like income and profit 
taxes, r eal estate and occupancy taxes, cus t oms and excise duties, are 
levied by the Central Governmen t . 
The Island Governments ' taxi ng powe rs are limited to a s urtax of 
up to 30% income tax and of up to 15% on the p r ofit t ax , to taxes on 
mot or vehicles and some miscellaneous l evies such as licensing fees . 
The Island Governmen t s collect di rect taxes and the Cen tral Govern-
ment collects indirect t axes . 
The Central Government and the Island Governments of Aruba and 
Curacao have a revenue-sharing a rrangement . Aruba and Cur acao have a 
revenue- sharing arrangement . The Island Regulation Ne the rlands An -
tilles (E . R. N. A. ) from 1951, and changed in 1978 but without rati fica-
tion, stipulates that t he Islands , Aruba and Cur acao should pay 25% 
(formerly 35%) of the inco me tax , wage tax and p r ofit tax t o the Central 
Government. The surcharges a r e excluded . 
The Cen tral Government on the o ther hand has to t r ansfe r 50% 
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(formerly 45 %) of the excise taxes and import duties to the Island 
Governments of Aruba and Curacao . 
The c r ite ria for the distribution of these means between Aruba 
and Cur acao depend on the island where the goods a r e consumed as far 
as excise taxes are concerned . With respect to import duties , it 
depends on the final destination of the goods , as many goods are im-
ported via Curacao . The result of this revenue- sharing regulat ion is 
that the island governmen t s of Aruba and Cur acao have to turn over on 
balance to the Central Government . 
The t ax- sharing is settled six months afte r the end of the year 
in which collection takes place , but payment is spread over the last 
six months of the year following the yea r of collec tion . 
Both the Central Gove rnment and the Island Government of Aruba 
and Curacao can borrow in the domestic capital market , and from com-
mercial banks . Howe ver , only the Central Government is permitted to 
bo rrow ab road or from the Central Bank . 
I n the Netherlands Antilles, we have four t ypes of social securi-
ty insurances , namely : Gene ral Old Age Pensions (A. 0 . V. ), Gene r al 
Widow and Orphans ' Pension Ac t (A. W. W. V. ) , The Incapacity fo r Work In-
sur ance. Act (o . u . ) , Sickness Benefit Act (Z . V. ) . 
The contributions of the national insurance (A. O. V. a nd A. W. W. V. ), 
and employees ' insurance (Z . V. and O. V. ) in favor of the Social Insurance 
Bank (S.V . B. ) are collected by the Cent r a l Government collectors . 
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The Social Insurance Bank (S . V. B. ) and the Cent r al Government 
have a current account and all deficits of the Social Insurance Bank 
are cove r ed by the Central Gove r nment . 
After this shor t in t roduction of the fiscal system , I shall dedi-
cate the next par agraph t o public finance . As we ar e mainly talking 
about the Netherlands Antill es , I de cided t o highlight the revenue and 
expendit ure scheme of the Central Government only . 
1 . 6 . 1. Public finance 
Over the pas t five yea r s , the Central Government as well as the 
Islands Governments have been incurring into large deficits . Publ ic 
expenditures continuously exceeded public revenues . The Cent r al Bank's 
annual report of 1980 showed that in 1979 the deficits amounted to 
Naf . 30million and in 1979 the deficit decreased to Naf . 13 million . 
From 1980- 1982 , the Central Government expenditures went up 50%, where-
as their income only increased 26%. Most of these expenditures were for 
consumption purposes . Table 1 . 10 gives a representation of the Gove r n-
ments ' revenues duriug 1983 as compared to 1982 . 
The tax revenues for the Central Government diminished in 1983, 
because of lower receipts from duties . This decline was caused by 
lower imports , and the increase in some import t ariffs that became 
effect ive in mid- November 1983 did not have a signifi cant influence on 
the total 1983 receipts . Fo reign exchange tax rose as the resul t of 
an increase in t he tariff from . 8% to 1 . 3% in September . The total 
revenues of the Central Government in 1984 increased , due to large trans-
fers from Ar uba and Curacao under the tax sharing a r rangement . 
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Table 1. 10 . Tax r evenues of the Central Government, Aruba and Cur acao 
(in Naf . millions)a 
Centra l 
Government Aruba Curacao 
1982 1983 1982 1983 1982 1983 
Income tax 10 7 34 34 
Wage t ax 73 88 188 180 
Profit t ax 183 161 286 380 
Veh i c l e t a x 3 4 9 10 
Ho t e l t ax 3 3 1 1 
I mport duties 108 99 "7 
Fo r ei gn exchange tax 16 17 
Exci se on liquor , 
39 41 
beer and t obacco 
Exci se on gasoline 4 9 
Othe r t axes 13 13 4 4 5 4 
To t al t ax receipts 180 178 277 266 523 609 
ERNA net 52 97 
Othe r 6 15 10 10 21 16 
Total r evenues 238 290 287 276 544 625 
a 
Central Bank Quarterly Bulletin , Vol . 4 , 1983. 
The inc r eas e in ERNA (Island Regula t ion Netherl ands Antilles ) re-
lated revenues of t he Government was the fact that Cur acao r edeemed part 
of its debt f r om forme r years in 1983 . To t al ERNA r ece i p t s i n 1983 
amounte d t o Naf . 97 mill ion compared to Naf . 52 million in 1982 . 
Exp endi ture , however, i nc r eased . Int e r es t payme nts on domes tic 
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bonds and treasury paper rose from Naf . 9 million to Naf . 24 mil lion . 
Total personnel costs amo unted t o Naf . 225 million of which Naf . 30 
mi llion had to be laid out for contributions t o the pension of reti red 
civil servants . The deficit in 1983 amounted to Naf . 68 million , which 
was seven million less than in 1982 . The Central Government financed 
this deb t by issuing local debt instruments up to the amount of Naf . 
16 million (net), an increase of the debt towa r d the Central Bank, and 
from interim profi t payments f rom this institution up t o the amount of 
Naf . 21 million. An amount of Naf . 13 million was financed from other 
sources such as the gove rnment account in The Netherlands . 
At the e nd of 1983, domestic debt of the gove rnment amounted to 
Naf . 100 million of short- t e rm treasury paper, Naf . 113 milli on in bonds, 
and liabilities t o the Central Bank on the advance account amoun ted to 
Naf . 99 million ; t otal domestic debt amounted to Naf . 311 million in 
1983 . The growth in demand for public debt investmen t declined in 
1983 . A net amoun t of Naf . 2 million of treasury paper had to be re-
deemed by the gove rnment and only 18 million could be placed in 1982 . 
The Government rece ived and spent 13 million guilders in Du t ch develop-
ment aid . Seven million guilders went t o Bonai r e and two million guild-
e r s to the three Wi ndward Islands and four million guilders was spent 
for projects of the Central Government itself . The debt of the Central 
Gove rnment to Holl an d rose from th r ee million Dutch guilders t o 180 
million Dutch guilders . 
The reasons for th ese enormous deficits a r e : high personnel costs 
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(in the pas t four year s , wages increased by more than 70% despite a 
per sonnel- stop decreed in 1979 , and salaries are au t omat i cally adapted 
t o the cost of living index) and the collection of taxes fa r behind 
schedule . The demand for loans also caused the interest rate to rise. 
To improve the situation , import duties on luxur y consume r durables 
increased and so did the excise tax duties on gasoline, tobacco and 
alcohol. 
In a s mall open economy like the Netherlands Antilles , deficits 
of this nature will lead to balance of paymen t deficits and eventually 
t o a depreciation of the exchange rate which in turn will affect the 
who le economy . Hence , it will be necessary fo r the government to cut 
back on expenditures to prevent the above-mentioned resul ts . 
1 . 7. Summary and Conclusion 
Chapter I of this thesis has been written at a point in time that 
our economy finds itself in a very difficult period . The openness of 
the economy makes it very vulnerable to exogenous shocks . The deprecia-
tion of the Bolivar affected the tourism sector, the inflow of foreign 
exchange , and the trade sector, and as a result of this several shops 
clos ed their doo r s and laid off people , and revenues of the airline 
company declined . 
A decrease in wo rld demand for oil produc ts af fected the oil r e-
finery and as a result of that, Lago (Exxon) shut down its operation in 
Aruba . This in turn will affect all oil-rela t ed businesses in Aruba and 
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massive unemployment will follow . The gove rnment will lose the profit 
tax paid by Lago each year and will have less income . The decision 
of the American Congress with respect to the withholding tax law was 
a severe blow to the offshor e financial sector , and consequently , the 
future of this sector is uncertain a nd income from this secto r as well 
as expansion of this sector and employment in this sector will sur ely 
decrease and so will the inflow of foreign exchange. 
The fact that our guilder is pegged to the dollar means that when 
the dollar is s trong, our Antillean guilder is also ·strong . But on the 
other side , our products become expensive when compared with o ther 
Caribbean, Latin American and European products . As a resul t, we ex-
perience a comparative disadvantage which hampers our exports . A de-
crease in exports means a decrease in foreign exchange and when producers 
cannot sell their products, they find themselves with excess inventories . 
As a result, they will dec r ease production and lay off excess personnel. 
An increase in inflation in the United States induces imported 
inflation in the Netherlands Antilles. Since wages in the Antilles 
automatically are adapted to inflation (wage indexation), it causes 
wages to rise , raising the costs of a factor of production (labor) . 
This has the result of making the Antilles less competitive in the ar ea 
because while labor costs are rising in the Antilles , in other countries 
they remain stable or are declining . These high labor costs , t he Dis-
missal Law and the political future of the Netherlands Antilles are 
making potential in vestors very reluctant to invest in the Ne therlands 
Antilles. 
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I f, in a situa tion like this , the government is running high 
deficits (for consumption purposes) , then the si tuation becomes even 
worse . In short , we can say tha t the economic setback is caused by 
some exogenous factors beyond our control , that will lead t o 
1) increase in labor cos ts 
2) inc r ease in unemployment 
3) decr ease in international reserves o r foreign 
exchange 
4) ba lance of paymen t deficits 
5) decrease in income , standar d of living , domestic 
activity 
6) decrease in economic growt h 
7) political instability 
8) massive outflow of capital 
9) devaluation of the c urrency 
In a situation like this , fiscal policy and mone t a r y policy become 
necessary tools t hat must be used t ogethe r in o rder to tur n the direc-
tion of before- mentioned development . 
Gove rnmen t expendi t ures have to be curtailed s i gnificantly and 
cer tain t axes incr eased , otherwise fiscal pol i cy will have no effect 
due to the c r owding- out effect. This measure wil l inc r ease gove rnment 
saving , r educe the balance of payment defic it and these savings should 
be used fo r produc tive investment purposes that wil l gene r a t e employment 
and income in the l on g run. I n my opinion , the government spent a lot 
of income on consumption as it is r eceiving lar ge amounts of fo r eign 
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aid for productive investment projects from The Netherlands and the 
Eur opean Economic Community . 
As the amo unt of international reserves is such an important need 
in an open economy as the Antilles where almost everything has to be 
imported , controlling the amount of international r ese rves becomes very 
important. As a r esult of this and the fact of a fixed exchange rate 
system , domestic credit should be observed carefully . An inc r ease in 
domestic credit will induce a decrease in r eserves because as people 
find themselves with more money , they will want t o spend it on goods , 
and if they can ' t get the goods domestically , they will be imported . 
To pay fo r imports , international reserves will decrease . So domestic 
credit should be given fo r product i ve pu r poses that will c reate employ-
ment and enco urage the export of produced goods . 
The export of goods will induce an inflow of foreign exchange a nd 
improve the balance of payments . However , it must be said that too many 
restrictions on the purchase of foreign exchange may lead to a flourish-
ing black market in foreign exchange . 
In order to make the Netherlands Antilles competitive again with 
respect to the surrounding islands and continent , the wages or l abo r 
costs have to be r educed . If not , all the leading economic sectors 
will experience serious setbacks in the near future and the export mar ket 
will face serious problems in trying t o sell its products to other coun-
tries . 
To prevent the necessity of wage indexation , imports can be brought 
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in from other countries where the necessary products are cheaper . 
In my opinion , to take the economy out of its present state , meas-
ur es that perhaps are politically unpopular must be taken in order to 
save o ur sagging economy . 
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Footnotes 
1 . These i s lands are known as t he ABC Is lands . 
2 . The ar ea of St . Maarten i s 13 squar e miles . The southern pa rt 
with an a r ea of six sq uare miles i s Dutch territory , the r est 
is French. 
3. The divi- divi trees show the direc tion of the p r evailing winds . 
4 . Its best known specimens a re the divi- divi , the campeche or 
brazilwood tree , the aloe , the agave , and several varie t ies 
of cac tus . Coconut palms , tamarind, guyaba , mango and papaya 
trees a re found i n cult ivated a r eas . Halophit i c or salt- loving 
veget a t ion is represented by the mnnzanilla t r ee . 
5 . The Spaniards imported goats , horses and cattle , and more than 
one hundred different types of birds a r e found , the bes t known 
bei ng the flamingo or Bonaire and the t otolica , a smal l pigeon . 
6 . The Win dward Islands a re 500 miles northeast of the Leeward 
Islands . 
7. Now known as Venezuela , Columbi a , Ecuador , Pe ru and Bolivia . 
8 . Suriname became independent in 1976 . 
9 . This is done on the responsibility of the ministers . The mini-
ster s shall answe r to the Staten (parliament of the Netherlands 
Antilles) fo r all ac ts of government . Not one single resolution 
can emanate from the government without having been countersigned 
by t he ministers responsible fo r its execution . 
10 . In the per fo rmance of their duties , the judges are independent 
of the Governor, the ministers and the Stat en (parliament of the 
Nether lands Antilles ) . 
11. Naf . is the short form fo r Ne t herlands Antilles guilder . 
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2 . MONETARY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
2 .1 . Devel opment Pr ocess of Couune r cial Banking System 
in the Netherlands Antilles 
Since the es t ablishment of the Dutch in The Netherlands, these 
islands have been a transport cen t er. International trade was the 
main economic activity wit h the center Curacao . Out of this commer cial 
nature of t he island, commercial banks a r ose . We can say that the 
commercial banking system as we know it in the Neth~rlands Antilles 
nowadays passed through t h ree stages , namely: 
1) the traditional stage (the colonial situation until 
the late fifties ; 
2) the period of bank expansion and diversificat i on of 
activity (1960 until 1969) ; 
3) bank concentration, integration and modernization 
(1969 until now) . 
2 . 1 . 1 . The traditional period 
In this period , ranging f rom the colonial time until after the 
Second Wor ld Wa r, banks had as their main purpose the provision of 
s hort- term business c r edi t to finance imports, export s and business 
inventor ies . According to an annual report of 1936 , only Curacao 
and Ar uba had comme r cial banks . 
1 
During the t hi rties , the oil refineries in Curacao and Aruba 
experienced rapid gr owth . The transport of machinery , constructi on 
mate r ial and cement destined for the oil re fine r y in Venezuela also 
increased. Consequently, shipping activities in Curacao and Aruba 
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increased and this growth in economic activity was very beneficial to 
the islands . Income , pur chasing power and the standard of living 
improved , which in turn proved to be beneficial to the commercial and 
construction sector. The increase in effective demand fo r goods and 
servi ces of the t rade sector both domestically and externally made the 
importance fo r expansion of the banking system more evident . 
The banks th at were es t ablished in 1932 were the Madur o & Curiels 
Bank , the Hollandsche Bank Unie , with a branch in Aruba , and the Ed-
wards Henriquez Bank and Co ., and in Aruba , the Aruoa Bank N. V. 
During this period , people saved their money at savings institu-
tions like the Postpaarbank (Postal Savings Bank) and the Spaar en 
2 
Beleenbank van Curacao . The total amount of savings at these institu-
tions in 1936 amounted to Naf . 1 . 1 million and Naf . 1 . 0 million , re-
. 1 3 spect1ve y . The latter extended loans for consumption purposes with 
movables as colla teral . Their main purpose was the promotion of hoard-
ing of small savers and to prevent the practice of usury . In those 
days , coaunercial banks knew their clients very well a nd were acquainted 
with the credit - worthiness of their clients . l\nother institution was 
4 
the Curacaosche Hypotheek Bank , established in 1876 . During this 
period , it was the only institution that issued mortgage loans . 
However, economic growth in different sectors of the economy 
led to an increase in the number of banks and an expansion of the 
banking services into a reas that before belonged to other institutuions. 
In short , we can say that t he main characteristics of this period are : 
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1) banks only incurred short-term credits fo r business 
inventories , import and expor t , 
2) savers deposited their mo ney in savings institutions . 
2 . 1. 2 . Bank expansion and diver sification of activities 
Afte r the second World War , the nature of the banking system 
underwent a chan ge and the number of banks con tinued t o gr ow . This 
change was reflec t ed in the net worth , current account , time and sav-
ings deposits as well as the t ype of credit extension by banks . 
New banks like the Aruba Commer cial Bank N. V., Banco Popular 
Antilli ano N. V. (1960), the Windwa r d Island Bank N. V. (1960) and the 
Caribbean Mercant i le Bank (1963) were established . The already-
es t ablished banks as well as the new ones opened br anches and of-
fices on the othe r islands of the Netherlands Antil les (Bonaire and 
St. Maarten) . 
The net worth of Madur o and Curiels Bank N. V. r ose fr om Naf. 2 .9 
million in 1936 t o Na£ . llmillion in 1960. The current account de-
posits in c r eased from Na£ . 9 . 8 million in 1936 t o Naf. 24 . 7 million 
in 1960 . Savings and time deposits amo unted to Naf . 21 . 8 million in 
1960 as compar ed to Naf . 12 million in 1950. The Aruba Bank N. V. 
and the Aruba Commer c i al Bank experienced similar tendencies . These 
developments have been the r esult of : 
1) more facilities offered by the commercial banks; 
2) the saver s are upper middle class and upper class 
people ; 
3) the easiness of t r ansferring money f r om one account 
to another; 
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4) the increase in the standard of living . 
At the traditional savings institutions , specializing in attract-
ing funds from small saver s , savings also increased . Savings at 
t h ese i nstituti on s i n 1960 amounted t o Naf . 9 . 6 mi lli on and Naf . 7.6 
mi l lion , r espect ively , as compared to Naf . 3. 5 milli on and Naf. 5 . 4 
million in 1950 . 
Keynes argued that at low levels of income , people ' s consump tion 
expenditures exceed their income . This is possible as they draw down 
their savings account . Their consumption function depicts a marginal 
propensity to consume that is bigger than ze r o but less than one . In 
those days , the social security system was not as well- developed as 
it is now , so people saved their money to be able to meet unfo r eseen 
circumstances , o r to buy a home or t o have some money in their old 
age . What holds is the implicit assumption, namely , people with highe r 
incomes are able to save a much larger part of thei r income t han do 
people with lower income . In the period under cons ideration , the 
save r s that made use of the bank were in general people with high in-
come levels . Nowadays , these phenomena have changed . Banks now have 
all t ypes of cus t ome r s, low income and middle income as well as upper 
income class customers . Another fact is that the upper middle class 
and upper class people in those days enjoyed higher education and 
hence were mo r e aware of the cost of money and availability of inves t -
ment opportunities . Consequen tly , they invested their money where 
the return on their investment was highest . The banks in turn used 
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these obtained funds to f ulfill the demand for c redit and for invest-
ment in fo reign securities with a higher yield and less r isk due to 
the absence of a money a nd capital market in the Netherlands Antilles . 
With respect t o the extension of medium-te rm credit transaction, 
the banks expe rienced competition from the Curacaosche Hypotheekbank 
(mortgage bank) and the Bo uw Kredietbank and the Spaar en Beleenbank 
Curacao . 
The sea r ch fo r more industrial activities by industrial enter-
pr ises during the decade 1950- 1960 induced banks t o ' pr ovide their 
clients with mo re extensive a nd dive r se financing facilities . One 
very important aspect of banking is the a bility to meet the needs of 
c ustomers . To be able to realize this, banks bega n t o strengthen the 
ties with their forei gn relations and focused t heir attention also on 
the a ttrac tion of foreign means . 
by : 
Thus, the second stage of banking development is char ac terized 
1) An expansion of banking activi ties in o ther a reas like 
savings and time deposits; 
2) An inc r ease in the competi tion fo r l oans and savings 
deposits ; 
3) A higher concentration of banks in the local market; 
4) The beginning of s trong international ties . 
2. 1 . 3. Bank concentration , integration a nd modernization 
Af t e r 1968, banks expanded their ac tivities to more and more a reas 
that formerly belonged to o t he r institutions, such as the ext ens i on 
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of mortgage loans fo r residential purposes . Banks also fo r tified 
their international relations, and several branches of well- known 
fo r eign banks we r e established in the Netherlands An t illes . For ex-
7 
ample , in 1969 , the Bank of America established a b r anch in Cur acao ; 
Fir s t Nat ion al Ci t y Bank opened a branch in Aruba and the Bank of 
Nova Scotia opened a branch in St • . taarten . Branches are considered 
to be an integral part of the parent bank and allowed to offer a full 
range of banking services like accepting deposits and making loans . 
The competition that local banks experienced from tne new established 
banks in the credit and deposit market caused some unrest in the 
market . As a result , the Cen tral Bank intervened and fixed the interest 
rate on savings accounts at 5% but the interest rate on time deposits 
was left to the banks and the depositor to decide upon . 
In o rder to maintain a reasonable share of the market , several 
local banks affiliated with foreign banks . For example , Banco Popular 
Antillano and Maduro and Curiels Bank Affiliated with Barclays Bank 
and Bank of Nova Scotia Ltd ., r espectively . The Hollandsche Bank Unie 
and later on Edwards Henriquez and Co . Bank N. V. me rged with the Al-
gemene Bank Nederland , a Dutch bank . 
The acceleration in the establishment of foreign bank br anches 
in the Netherlands Antilles is caused by the tax facilities for non-
residents and financial ins titutions , like mutual funds , financing and 
trust companies , shipping and free- zone enterpr ises . Most of these 
enterprises are f r om American origin and benefit from the tax agree-
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ments between the United States and The Netherlands. It is especially 
in this time that with the growth of cor porate finance subsidiaries , 
the off- shor e finance center in the Netherlands Antilles emerges . 
Incor porated as wholly owned subsidia ries of l a rge interna tional 
firms, the offshore corporate f inance subsidiaries were c r eated for the 
purpose of raising funds from the Eurodollar mar ket or other capital 
market in the fo rm of bond issues , syndicated loans or direct bank 
loans . Upon being secured , these funds would be on- lent to the parent 
firm or other related affiliates . 
The r apid expans i on of the banking sector , pr oviding all types of 
se r vices , made the use of compu ters inevitable . The l a r ge banks like 
Madur o and Curiels Bank and the Al gemene Bank Nederland have automatic 
teller ma chines , where customers can withdraw money f r om their bank 
accounts, make deposits and the like. The fo rmer also has a drive- in 
bank allowing clients to do business f r om their cars . Nowadays , there 
a r e about eleven primary banks with br anches o r subsidia ries na tion-
wide . Price competition hardly takes place as bank custome r s pay 
more attention t o the i mage o f the bank and the facili t i es that the 
bank offer s to them -- for example , can one ge t consumer l oans o r a 
residential mortgage when one has an account with t he bank o r is this 
a bank for the big businessman or the poor man or bo t h? Loca tional 
convenience also plays an imp ortant r ole . The r esponse , on the part 
of the bank clients, t o a change in the interest rate to at trac t 
saver s is weak . Nonprice competition i s widely used to a ttract de-
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positors . To ob tain a larger market shar e , extensive br anching also 
took place . Madur o and Curiels Bank even has a mobile bank which 
allows them to reach the rural population and to of fer them their 
banking ser vices . 
At this moment, the re a r e only two banks that a r e complete ly 
locally owned , namely , Banco di Caribe N. V. in Curacao and Aruba Bank 
N. V. in Aruba . All the other deposit institutions are branches or 
subsidiaries of foreign banks or operated as join t ventures of foreign 
banks . 
With the es tabl ishment of foreign banks in the Netherlands An-
tilles , competition in the market inc reased , and t hese foreign 
branches brought to the Antilles the know- how of modern banking de-
velopments and in particular international finance . The banks in 
the ~e therlands Antil les do provide all modern banking services . 
On the other hand , there is also a negative s ide and that 
is the foreign influence . The fact tha t the comme rcial banks a r e the 
most important financial intermediaries in the ~etherlands Antilles 
means that the extension of domestic credit is under foreign con trol 
and that the prof i ts probably return to the mother bank ab r oad . 
Ano t he r danger is that a downward trend in economic activity or 
political instability may induce these banks to leave as the maximiza-
tion of their profits will be in danger . Thus , maintaining a sound 
economi c environment is a must fo r the Netherlands Antilles . 
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2.1.4 . Financial intermediaries in the Netherlands Antilles 
Financial intermediaries in general sell a particular t ype of 
financial service to one gr oup of people and then take the acquired 
money and sell another t ype of financial service to another group of 
people . Since the intermediaries ar e large, they gain economies of 
scale in analyzing the creditworthiness of potential borrowers, in 
processing and collecting loans , and in pooling risks and thus helping 
individual savers avoid " putting all their financial eggs in one 
borrower ' s basket ." Specialized intermediaries can' enable savings to 
do more than just draw interest . For instance, put ting your money 
into banks allows you to receive interest and to make payments . Pu t -
ting your money in life insurance companies provides you both interest 
and protection against early death . 
In the Netherlands Antilles , we can divide the financial inter-
mediaries in two groups : 
1) monetary financial institutions or primary ins titutions ; 
2) norunonetary financial institutions or secondary institu-
tions . 8 
The monetary financial institutions are comprised of : 
1) commercial banks or deposit banks ; 
2) Giro service ; 
J) offshore business . 9 
These institutions accept deposits and create money by extending c redit 
t o their clients . The Giro service does not extend credit to its cus-
tomers but it does excend credit to t he I sland Government of Curacao 
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providing it with liquidity. 
The nonmonetary financial insti tu tions o r secondary institutions 
consist of: 
1) pension funds 
2) life insurance companies 
3) c redit unions 
4) Ontwikkelings Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen 
(Development Bank) 
These institutions do not c reate money but merely transfer money f r om 
suppliers to those who need it. They don ' t have demand deposits . 
Banks, as is true of all credit institutions and associations , 
must register with the Central Bank . To s t a rt a business, a Declar a-
tion of No Objection is r equired from the Cent ra l Bank. The latter 
must issue such a declaration unless the issuance of such declaration 
is detrimental to the development of a sound banking and c redit system 
o r in conflict with sound banking policy . Credit institutions a re 
defined as enterprises or institutions, with the exception of credit 
associations , whi ch substantially are making their business to accep t 
moneys and/or to grant c r edi t facilities . Credit associations are 
defined as institutions whose purpose is to assist their members in 
saving and/or to grant c redit and advances to such members . Next , I 
shall describe each one of these intermediaries in the Ne therlands 
Antilles . 
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2 .1. 5 . Commercia l banks 
Commercial banks are t he traditional "department stores" of fi -
nance , serving a wide variety of savers and t hose with needs for 
f unds . They can be considered the major institutions which handle 
checking accounts and through which the Central Bank expands or con-
tracts the money supply . In the Netherlands Antilles , banks are the 
largest financial inte rmediaries as a r esul t o f the wide dispersal of 
savings deposi ts among the population and the relatively large size 
of savings deposit in relation to the commercial bank ' s t o t a l domestic 
liability . 
The main business of commercial bnnks i n the Netherlands Antilles 
is short-te rm lending fo r comme rce , cons truction and consumption . 
Most of their liabilities consist of: 
1) demand deposits, 
2) time deposits, 
3) savings deposits . 
The nature of banks in the Ne therlands Antilles is oligopolistic . 
Oligopoly is said to exist when more than one seller is in the market, 
but when the numbe r is not so large as to r e nder negligible the con-
tribution of each . 
There are 13 basic banks with subsidiaries or br anches nat ionwide 
(see Appendix 1) . Some of these banks are the owner of mortgage banks 
or finance companies . 
Within these 13 banks , Maduro and Cu riels Bank can be considered 
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a lead bank . This bank, in 1984, had 65% of total domestic asse t s of 
al l commercial banks togethe r . 
The local deposit banks are allowed t o deal with r esidents and 
nonresidents . The offsho r e banks , however , a re only a llowed to r ender 
. .d 10 services to nonresi en t s . 
2 . 1 . 6 . Sources and uses of bank funds 
The activities of bankers can be classified into sour ces and 
uses of funds . If an increase in a n item increases a bank ' s cash , 
then the item is a source of funds to the bank. However , if a n in-
c r ease in the item decreases the bank ' s cash , then it i s a use of 
bank funds . An increase in an uncontrollable balance sheet item like 
deposi t s , capital and reserves is a source o f funds and the reverse 
is a lso true . Thus , liabilities and resources vary in the same direc-
tion , but assets and bank resources vary in opposite directions . 
Hence , a decrease in outstanding loans (asset) means an incr ease in 
bank resources , and an incr ease i n loans is a use of funds or a de-
c rease in resour ces . 
If we look at Table 2 . 1 , we see that gove r nment deposits a t 
commercial banks fluctuated a l i t tle bit , but deposits of the pr ivate 
sec tor increased from Naf . 770 . 6 million in 1980 to Naf . 1 , 090 . 2 mil-
lion in 1984 , which implies an increase in available sources of com-
me r ci al banks by 41%. Capital and reserves jumped from Naf. 81. 1 
million in 1980 to Naf . 135 million in 1984 . Table 2 . 1 shows that 
total deposits kept gr owing , but a breakdown of deposits at commercial 
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Table 2 . 1 . Commercial bank summa ry account (in Naf . millions)a 
End of : 
Assets : 
Liquid assets : 
Loans to public sector 
Loans to priva te sector 
Total domestic assets 
Net foreign assets 
Total Assets 
Liabilities : 
Deposits : 
Central Governmen t 
Island Gover nment 
Private sector 
Capital and reserves 
Miscellaneous net 
Domestic liabili ty 
1980 1981 1982 
89.6 77. 5 23 . 0 
58. 9 69 . 7 109 . 8 
716 . 7 861.0 956 . 0 
865 . 2 1 , 008 . 2 1 , 088 . 8 
35 . 1 56 . 7 57 . 7 
900 . 3 1 , 064 . 9 1 , 216 . 5 
7. 5 5 . 7 
19 . 1 58 . 3 
770.6 869 . 1 
81.1 95 . 2 
21. 9 36 . 5 
900 . 3 1,064. 9 
7. 2 
55 . 0 
l ,011. 9 
105 . 8 
36 . 6 
1 , 216 5 
aCentral Bank Quarterly Bulletin, Vol . 4, 1984 . 
1983 
65 . 8 
99.0 
1 , 090 , 8 
1 , 254 . 8 
49 . 0 
1 , 304 . 8 
7.0 
67 . 4 
1,074 . 8 
116 . 9 
38 . 7 
1 , 304 . 8 
1984 
47 . 2 
99 . 3 
1,100. 8 
1 , 247 . 3 
62 . 8 
1,310 . 1 
6 . 8 
48. 7 
1,090. 2 
135 . 0 
29 . 3 
1,310.1 
banks shows that the g rowth rate declined or remained constant as is 
the case in savings . Table 2 . 2 gives a breakdown . Demand and time 
deposits declined in 1983 and 1984 . The growth r a te in savings de-
posits declined f r om 18% in 1982 to 4% in 1983 and remained constant 
at 4% in 1984 . 
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Table 2 . 2. Breakdown of commer cial bank deposits in millions Naf . a 
1980 l\% 1981 l\% 1982 l\% 1983 l\% 1984 
Liabilities 
Deposits : 
Demand 183 . 1 8 197 . 8 21 239 . 7 - . 4 238 . 6 - 9 218 .l 
Time 58 .6 17 68 . 7 38 94 . 9 22 115 . 8 - 2 113. 4 
Savings 438 . 9 12 492 .1 18 579 .1 4 603 . 1 4 624 .9 
aCent r al Bank Quarterlv Bulletin , Vol. 4 ' 1984 . 
This development in deposits is due to the decline in economi c 
activity in 1983 and 1984 (see paragraph 1.5.1 , sectoral development) . 
Hen ce , a decline in t he amount people used t o save, and the decline in 
demand and time deposits, as a result of a decline in income . 
Another t ypical characteristic of savings deposi ts at the deposit 
i nstituti ons is tha t these deposits are wi t hdrawable on demand . Many 
banks don ' t have withdr awal conditions on checking accoun t s and savings 
deposits . Hence , savings accounts a r e used as current accounts even 
though the withdrawal and transfer cannot occur by way of check . 
Consequen tly , savings deposi t s in the Netherlands Antilles have a high 
rate of turnover or velocity and the average numbe r of months that a 
deposit (savings) has i s 14 or 15 months as Table 2 . 3 shows . This na-
ture of savings deposits, the l a r ges t source of fund of commer cial 
banks , constrains the deposit banks t o make long-te rm loans . 
The interes t r a t e pai d by most banks on savings deposits is 5%, 
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Table 2 . 3 . 
a 
Savings deposits at commercial banks 
End of: 1980 1981 1982 
Outstanding amount 575 . 8 664 , l 734.9 
Number of accounts 189 . 5 204 . 4 204 . 9 (xlOOO) 
Ave r age balance i n Naf. 303 . 8 324 . 8 358 .6 
Velocity of circulation . 80 . 86 • 84 
Average term of rest 
15 15 14 in months 
a 
Central Bank Quarterll Bulletin , Vol. 4 ' 1984 . 
1983 1984 
785 . 8 816 . 9 
216 . 3 224 . 8 
363 . 3 363 . 4 
. 86 . 81 
14 15 
although Banco Caribe N. V. pays 6 . 25%. At the end of 1984 , the com-
mercial banks , excluding the commercial banks ' offshor e department s , 
had on average 225 thousand savings accounts outs tanding . Most time 
deposits have a maturity of less than a year and the maximum time 
span is five years . This nature of time deposits reinforces the fore -
mentioned constraint on long-term loans . The minimum amount r equired 
for a time deposit var ies f r om Naf . 5 , 000 to Naf . 10 , 000 . 
The inter es t rate on time deposits is flexible and for amounts 
large r than Naf . 10 , 000 , the interest rate is determined by negotiation 
between the depositor and the bank. What also deserves some attention 
are the international transactions of the depos i t banks , which exceed 
the domestic transactions as is shown in Tab l e 2. 4 . In 1984 , total 
fo r eign asse t s comprised 63% out of total asse ts . I n 1982 , this per-
centage was 82% . Bankers in the Netherlands Antilles invest their 
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Table 2 . 4 . Consolidated balance sheet of commercial banks (in millions 
Naf . )a 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
To t al domestic assets 956 . 8 1 , 122 . 7 1 , 276 . 0 1,373. 7 1,383 . 6 
Total foreign asse t s 4 , 741.4 5,499 . 3 6 , 014 . 2 4 ,4 25 . 9 2 ' 396 . 5 
aCentral Bank Qua rterly Bulletin, Vol. 4' 1984 . 
funds in the American stock market due t o lack of investment projects 
in the Antilles and absence of a l ocal money or capital market. In 
this way , banks ob t ain a higher yield on their investment and reduce 
the risk . However , regulation of the Central Bank caused this per-
centage to decrease . The net foreign asset position of commer cial banks 
may at no time be negative without prior consent of the Central Bank. 
On the asset side of the commercial balance sheet , loans deserve 
attention . Loans can be divided into long- term, medium- term, and 
sho rt-term loans . Due to the nature o f savings deposits (withdr awable 
on demand) and the nature of time deposits (less than a yea r ) , the 
cormnercial banks make short-term loans and no long- term loans . Most 
of these loans are made t o the commercial sec t o r to finance imports, 
exports , and business inventories as Table 2 . 5 shows . A significant 
part of these loans go to individuals and are used for consumption 
purposes like the buying of durable consumer goods . A much smaller 
amount is extended to the manufacturing sector . 
The devaluation of the Venezuelan bolivar affected the trade 
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Tab l e 2 . 5 . Comme r c i al banks ' l oans to private sector (in mil lions 
Naf . )a 
Nov . Nov . ov. Nov. Nov . 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
Manufacturing 39 . 4 49 . 3 81. 9 115 . 8 116 . 9 
Electricity , gas 
42 . 6 48 . 6 41. 9 37 . 0 37.7 and water 
Construction 36 . 6 32 . 5 333. 1 26 . 8 29 . 9 
Trade 307 . 8 334 . 8 351. 4 . 376 . 1 361 . 5 
Hotels and restaurants 25 . 3 38 . 3 37 . 8 60 . 3 58 . 9 
Tr anspor t , storage and 26 . 2 30 . 4 21. 4 17 . 0 24 . 2 communication 
Financing , insurance 
36 . 4 3 7. !+ 45 . 6 56 . 4 63 . 6 and real estate 
Other services 19 . 5 26 . 4 33 . 3 33 . 4 36 . 2 
Individuals 192 . 5 253 . 1 286 . 8 318 . 7 326 . 2 
aCen tr al Bank gua rterl}'. Bulletin , Vol. 4 , 1984 . 
sec t or , causing a decline in t he number of Venezuelan tourists that 
visited especially Curacao and Aruba . As a r esult , many stores had 
to close down oper at i ons but o the rs r emained in business fac ing a 
shar p drop in demand for their products . Thi s in tu r n affected the 
demand fo r loans and from Table 2. 5 , we see that l oans to the trade 
sector dropped from Naf . 376 . 1 million in November 1983 t o Naf . 361. 5 
million in November 1984 , a slight decrease of 4%. 
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However , banks provided to many businessmen in good standing 
financial advice and support in order to maintain them in business . 
Table 2. 6 shows that 35 . 2% out of total loans to the private 
sector goes to wholesale and retail trade to finance comme r ce . Loans 
to individuals fo r consumption pur poses comprised 29 . 7% and loans to 
manufacturing and ag r iculture compr ised 10 .3 and . 1% , respectively . In 
general , this is a common behavior of commercia l banks as these fi -
nancial institutions tend to search avenues of employment for the funds 
they attract that maximize their profits; for example , where interest 
earned is high and the risk of nonrepayment small . Deposit banks tend 
to have a "demand- following " app r oach . 11 
The Central Bank has been trying to direct the flow of funds of 
commercial banks t oward productive investments by using selective 
c r edit controls on consumer credits because econonic acti vi t y has been 
declining and the country has a balance of payment defici t and a high 
unemployment rate . This has been a very good incentive of the Central 
Bank. However, a simple restriction on consumer c r edit to stop it 
f r om gr owing beyond the target limit will not in itself force banks to 
direct their loans to those a r eas that will c reate more employment, 
especially when the risk is a bit high. Hhat has to be done is fo r 
the governmen t t o r educe the deficits . This will create more stabili-
ty and confidence in the financial sector as the higher the deficit, 
the mo re reluctant prospective investors beco~e to invest . Then , the 
government should determine the areas of " high priority ." Then , to -
Table 2. 6 . Breakdown of comme rcial banks ' loans to domestic sectors 
by k i nd of economic activity per t he end of May 1984 
Sector 
Loans to the pr ivate sector 
a) Enterprises 
Agriculture : Forestry and fishing 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Food , beverages and tobacco 
Textiles and leather products 
Wood and wood products 
Paper , printing and publishing 
Chemicals and petroleum products 
Ceramics 
Basic metal industries 
Other manufacturing industries 
Electricity , gas and water 
Construction 
Wholesale and r etail trade 
Restaurants and hotels 
Transport , storage and 
communication 
Financing , insurance, real estate 
and business services 
Other services 
Activities not adequately defined 
Subtota l 
b) Individuals 
TOTAL LOANS TO THE PRIVATE SECTORa 
Loans to the Public Sector 
a) Central Government 
b) Island Governments 
TOTAL LOANS TO DOMESTIC SECTORS 
Loans outstanding 
Cur r ent Term 
account 
1.1 
50 . 2 
4 . 1 
2. 1 
2 . 7 
10 . 8 
13 . 8 
0.3 
13 . 3 
3. 1 
7. 9 
23 . 4 
296 . 5 
21.0 
17.1 
31.5 
14 . 3 
2. 7 
465.7 
19 . 3 
485.0 
0 . 2 
7. 3 
492 . 5 
loans 
0 . 2 
53 . 9 
1. 3 
.o. l 
5 . 2 
45.9 
0 . 8 
0 . 6 
26 . 0 
6 . 3 
50 . 9 
8. 5 
2 . 7 
19 . 1 
19 . 7 
0 . 2 
187 . 5 
107 . 5 
295 . 0 
9 . 4 
1.6 
306 . 0 
Mortgages 
0 . 1 
2 . 4 
2.0 
0 . 2 
0 . 2 
0 . 3 
3 . 5 
15.4 
19 . 7 
2 . 8 
6 . 8 
2 . 4 
0 . 3 
53 . 7 
180. 0 
233 . 7 
233 . 7 
aincluding special loans , not including amounts receivables. 
Total 
1.4 
106 . 5 
7. 4 
2. 2 
2 . 7 
16 . 2 
59 . 7 
0 . 3 
14 . 3 
3. 7 
34 . 2 
33 . 2 
362 . 8 
49 . 2 
22 . 6 
57 . 4 
36 . 4 
3. 2 
706 . 9 
306 . 8 
1 , 013 . 7 
9 . 6 
8 . 9 
1 , 032 . 2 
Curre nt 
accoun t 
0 . 2 
10 . 2 
0 . 8 
0 . 4 
0 . 6 
2 . 2 
2 . 8 
0 . 1 
2 . 7 
0 . 6 
1. 6 
4. 8 
60 . 2 
4 . 3 
3. 5 
6. 4 
2. 9 
0 . 5 
94 . 6 
3. 9 
98 . 5 
l. 5 
100 . 0 
60 
Pe r centages 
Tenn 
loans 
0 . 1 
17.6 
0 . 4 
l. 7 
15 . 0 
0.3 
0 . 2 
8 . 5 
2. 1 
16 . 6 
2 . 8 
0 . 9 
6 . 2 
6 . 4 
0 . 1 
61. 3 
35 . 1 
96 . 4 
3. 1 
o.s 
100 . 0 
Mortgages 
1.1 
0 . 9 
0 . 1 
0 . 1 
0 . 1 
l. 5 
6.6 
8. 5 
l. 2 
2.9 
1.0 
0 . 1 
23 . 0 
77 . 0 
100 . 0 
100. 0 
Pe r centage 
of t o t al 
loans 
0 . 1 
10 . 3 
0 . 7 
0 . 2 
0 . 3 
l. 5 
5.8 
l. 4 
0 . 4 
3. 3 
3. 2 
35 . 2 
4 . 8 
2 . 2 
5. 6 
3. 5 
0 . 3 
68 . 5 
29 . 7 
98 . 2 
0 . 9 
0 . 9 
100 . 0 
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gether with t he Development Bank (On twikkelings Bank van de Nede r landse 
Antillen) , the deposit institut ions can be ur ged t o di ve r t t heir f unds 
from " low pr ior i t y" a r eas i n to t he " hi gh priority" a r eas. The adva n t age 
i s t he Devel o pment Bank has t he expertise to asses s the c r editwor t hi-
ness of t hese sect or s as well as the l ong- run so c i o- economic contribu-
tions of projec ts wi t hin these sec t or s t o the ~etherlands Ant i lles , and 
t he feasibility of these projects f r om an economic viewpoin t . 
The weakness of the Cen tra l Bank in attemp t ing t o di r ect credi t 
is that they don ' t analyze the pr oductive inves t ment p r ojects . Conse-
quently , it depends on the goodwill of commercial banks whether they 
invest their funds into the requi r ed ar eas (productive investment) . 
The problem is that commercial banks are pr ofit maximizers , hence , 
they observe variabl es like r isk , uncertaint y and in t erest and p rofi t 
ve r y carefully . Projects that they will car ry out must be commer cially 
viable . Now , the Development Bank has the expertise to assess pr ojects 
and t o do economic analysis . Mor eover, the government and the fou r 
bi g commercial banks are shareholder s i n the Development Bank of the 
Ne t her lands Antilles . This may lead to a midway and the high r isk 
ave r sion and conser vative app r oach of local bankers may be tempe r ed . 
Furthe r econ omi c decline is not desired as in t he long r un i t 
will also affect commercial bank sour ces of funds as national income 
wi ll decl i ne and savings will decline . From the viewpoint of con-
t r olling reser ves ( i nternational) r est r icting consumer credit was 
cert ainly benefici al , because if wi th a deficit of Naf . 90 milli on , 
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in 1983 , bank credit for consumption purposes also increases, then 
international reserves will decline , because in a small open economy , 
with little natura l resour ces , and insignificant domestic production 
any c redit and monetary expansion in excess of the optimlllll will lead 
t o an excess domes t ic demand that will be covered by excess imports 
and in a shortfall in the actual monetary expansion matched by a 
depletion of international r eserves . In a small count r y like the 
Netherlands Antilles , the maintenance of the external stability of 
the cur r ency , including the maintenance of an adequa t e level of in-
ternational reserves must be regarded as a prerequisite for the develop-
ment and maintenance of a sound monetary system. 
Hence , the Central Bank , in 1983, imposed restrictions on con-
sumer credit . These credits , beginning October 31 , 1983, are not 
allowed to increase. Table 2 . 7 gives a breakdown of consumption and 
production loans to the private sector . 
Table 2 . 7 . Cr edits of commercial banks to the private 
a 
sector 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
outst. % outst. % outst. % out st. % out st . % 
Loans to 
enterprises 499 8 585 17 620 6 746 20 754 1 
Mortgage 
loans 104 49 129 24 150 16 158 5 165 4 
Consumptive 
credi t 104 8 125 20 152 22 138 - 9 124 - 10 
Total 
credit 707 12 839 19 922 10 1042 13 1043 0 
aCentral Bank Quarterl;):'. Bulletin, Vol. 4 , 1984 . 
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Fr om Table 2 . 7 , we notice that from 1980 up to 1982 consumption 
c redit was growing much faster than production credit, even when tak-
ing into account the inflation rate . With the selective control 
measures of the Central Bank , in 1983 the growth rate of the former 
reversed . 
In 1984 , the economy was still not out of the recession . Gove r n-
ment r evenues fell short of expenditur es, and there was a balance of 
payment deficit of Naf . 70 million . In this period , consumptive credit 
declined by 10% and investment rose by only 1% as compared to 20% in 
1983 . Mortgage loans r ose by 4%. 
These facts indicate the prudence of comme rcial banks . In the 
Netherlands Antilles, banks are not venturesome but tend to be conserva-
tive and risk averse . The high deficits are also not encouraging for 
prospective investors . Moreover, the high demand for loans to finance 
the deficit will drive up the interest rate and discourage investment . 
The sale of treasury paper is not used for monetary purposes but 
to finance deficits , and development a id from the Netherlands and t he 
European Economic Commission is used in productive investment projec ts . 
2.1 . 7 . Inter- bank re lat i ons 
A banking system consists of individual banks and in most coun-
tries , they have dealings with one another in their day- to- day opera-
tions . In the Netherlands Antilles , this is somewhat different . 
Banks have very little contact with one another . They almost operate 
as unit banks and have s ufficient liquidity to provide their cus t omers 
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loans to take care of their daily operations . 
Coins and currency are provided by the treasury via the Central 
Bank . When coDIDlercial banks have excess liquidity , the amount ove r 
and above what they need for their daily ope rations are transferred 
t o a time deposit at the Central Bank on which t hey r ece i ve inter est 
that varies between 4-1 /2 to 6% depending on the timespan of the 
deposit . 
2 . 1 . 8 . Clea ring and collection 
Clearing and collec tion of checks refers to a system wher ein 
r eciprocal amounts of checks are offset a gainst one another and where 
only the net differences are paid, or collected . This process in 
the Netherlands Antilles is done at the clearing desk of the Central 
Bank . Every working day at eleven o ' clock in the morning , representa-
tives of the banks i n question meet at the before- mentioned clear ing 
desk of the Central Bank to exchange the debit and c redit items . 
Thi s c learing occurs on t he basis of mutual confidence and the 
items r eceived are not veri f ied but for the number . Possible mistakes 
and unpaid checks a r e br ought in the next day and the clearing is 
done by means of a transfer note . Now by Agreement of May 1974 , banks 
have a current account at t he Central Bank on which each individual 
bank holds an amount that equals 10% of it s domestic liability payable 
at demand , and t he claims and liabilities of the differ ent banks a r e 
settled on these accounts a t the Central Bank. The latter, howeve r , 
does not participate in the c l earing pr ocess . 
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Ther e is no inter- bank loan mar ket in the Netherlands Antilles , 
whe r e surplus banks loan their excess funds on a n over night basis to 
deficit banks . Mos t of the time , if a bank needs funds it can get 
these funds f rom one of its br anches either in the island or a t a 
bran ch on one of t he othe r isla nds . 
2 . 1 . 9 . Foreign exchange 
All the local commercial banks are authori zed by the Cen tral 
Bank to deal in fo r eign e xchange currencies . When dealing with the 
public , they have to app l y f or the offi cial r a tes . In dea l ing with 
the deposit banks , the Centra l Bank mainly dea ls in U. S. doll a r s a t 
the interbank r a te of Naf . 1. 80 f o r one dollar . Residents must hand 
ove r e xchange pr oceeds t o an autho r ized bank . However, a ltho ugh a 
must , this provision i s ve r y f l exible whe n interpreted by the a utho ri-
ties in or de r to accommodate tourism . Hence , r es idents a r e allowed t o 
have some foreign curre ncies in cash t o mee t exchange p r oblems aris-
ing from payments made by t ouris t s . Res ident ente rprises are a lso 
allowed to hold accounts at the deposit banks that a r e expr essed in 
f oreign c urrencies and the comme r ci al banks also p r ovi de l oans and 
overdraf t s in foreign cur r enc i e s , mainly in U. S . dollars . Payment 
fo r legally imported and e xpo rted goods can be made freely under a 
Gene r al License f r om the Central Bank . 
Bankers usually communicate with one another through t he Bankers 
Associations , set up in Aruba as well a s Curacao and of which all the 
local primary banks are members . These associa tions , however, don ' t 
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represent the banking community vis-a-vis the government, nor can t hey 
be considered a cartel organization, and they a lso don't fix interest 
rates, fees and other char ges. Usually, they meet periodically to dis-
cuss subjects like opening hours and bank holidays . 
We can conclude that the Netherlands Antilles have a very well-
developed commercial banking system and that notwithstanding the eco-
nomic malaise of 1983 and 1984, comme r cial banks' assets and capital 
kept growing . The banking system is very sound, but risk averse and 
conserva tive and concentrates heavily on short-term loans (self-
liquidating) to finance comme r ce (impo rts , exports , business inven-
tories)-. Medium- term and long-term loans to finance manufac turing 
and agriculture or industry have been neglected due to the nature (short 
term) of their liabilities (deposits) and liquidity requirements of 
the Central Bank (see Chapter 3) and the l ack of local ly pr oductive in-
vestment oppo rtuni ties . The main sour ce o f fund s is savings deposits . 
But the high velocity of the latter constrains the commercial banks in 
making long- term loans. 
2 . 2 . Offshore Banks 
Before 1945, banking used to be a domestic enterprise. After t he 
second World War, an international f inancial community emerged first to 
furnish the capital t o rebuild a war-torn Eu r ope and later on to con-
tribute to other aspects of the developing inte rnat i onal commerce . 
International financial centers used to be extensions of exist-
ing domestic cen ters as the trained personnel and communications net-
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work were already present in domestic cen ters . The most important 
center s for international finance were London and New York. However , 
after 1970 , othe r areas not known for their existing banking facili-
ties grew to become i mportant cen t ers for international banking on 
account of favorable regulator y and taxation policies . Among these 
newly developed centers , in the mid- 1960s with the growth of corporate 
financial subsidiaries , the Netherlands Antilles emerged as one of 
the most sophisticated offshor e investment centers in the Caribbean 
a rea . 
Offshore banking is a term usually applied in banking transac-
tions between foreign borrowers and foreign lenders . The purpose is 
to facilitate international transfers of funds in a business environ-
ment supportive of that goal . Many times they have been created to 
hold ownershipshares in foreign companies and rea l estate enterprises 
and to hold rights to patents , royalties and copy righ t s . 
The possibility for the Netherlands Antilles to become an off-
shore center was created by means of an income tax treaty between the 
United States and the Netherlands , concluded on April 29 , 1949 in 
Washington, and extended to the Netherlands Antilles in 1954 . Con-
sequently , a revision of the Antillean p ro fit tax ordinance took place 
whereby net income out of dividends , interest , royalties , e t c . , of a 
number of companies (investment , holding , finance, royalty , real es-
state , copyrights companies) would be subject to a very low tax r ate 
of 2 . 4- 3%
12 
(2 . 4% on the first Naf . 100,000 net profit and 3% on the 
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remainder) . These rates have been gua r anteed by law until the year 
two thousand . Moreover , under the current tax treaty between the 
United States and the Ne therlands Antilles , a n American offshore fi-
nancing company registered in Curacao is exempted f rom the 30% with-
holding tax on the int erest paid by the U. S. parent t o the Nethe r lands 
Ant illes subsidiary . 
Income f r om local o perations is s ubject t o t he standard r a tes o f 
27 to 34 % and there i s also a municipal sur cha rge of 15%. This special 
tax treatment , together with the tax treaties concluded with the United 
States, th e United Kingdom and The Netherlands , allowed the Netherlands 
Antilles to become an a ttrac tive offshor e cente r . 
Othe r fac tors t hat contributed t o the gr owth o f t he latte r a re : 
1) the political stability ; 
2) the supur b infra- structure ; 
3) the excellent telecommunication network with the rest 
of the wo rld , especi ally Cu racao ; 
4) the good r eputa tion of the Netherlands Ant i lles as 
compared t o the ze r o tax- havens in o ther places ; 
5) the libera l fo r eign exchange regula tions ; 
6) the supply of professional services o f banker s , lawyers , 
accountants as well as br oker ser vices offer ed by 
banks ; 
7) the living climate in the Nethe rlands Antilles . 
These fac t or s allowed the Nethe r lands Antilles t o serve the pur -
pose of be ing an intermedia r y . Via the Antilles , the wholly owned 
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s ubsidiaries of lar ge international finns could rai se f unds from the 
Eur ocurrency or ot her external capital , in the form of bond issue s, 
syndi cated loans o r direct bank loans. Upon being secur ed , these 
funds wo ul d be on- lent to t he parent firm or other r el a t ed aff i l i a te . 
Hence , th i s r oute became known as t he "Antil l en Route. " A nume r ical 
example will make it clear why it was so impo r tant for Ame r ican firms 
to use this rout e . 
Suppose tha t a financial subsidiary in the Netherlands Antil les 
borrows $100 , 000 f r om the Eur ocurrency market at an inter est rate of 
14% and in turn lends the funds to the parent firm in the Cnited St a t es 
at a r a te of 15%. The interest gain will be 1% . Now , suppose that the 
funds are held fo r one year . Af ter a year , the parent firm pays the 
finance subsidiary $100,000 (the nominal amount) plus 15% interest , 
which amounts to 15 , 000 . In other words , the fina nce subsidiary re-
ceives $115 , 000 . The latter then pays the lender in Europe $114 , 000 
(interest- plus nominal value) and its net pr ofit is Sl,000 . 
Without the t ax t r eaty , the finance subsidiary would have a t ax 
liability to the Uni ted States of 30% of $15,000 gross interest which 
amounts to $4 , 500 . 
Under the provision of the t r ea t y , the financ e subsidiary has no 
tax liability to the United States , bu t is only subject to a Ne t he r -
l ands Antilles p rofit tax of $300 (assuming a 30% profit tax rate over 
a net profit of $1 , 000) . Hence , the consolidated co r poration pays a 
total tax amounting to only 6 . 7% of what would have been paid in absence 
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of a tax treaty . In addition , the parent firm may also receive 
credit against U. S . tax liabilities for t ax payments made to the 
Netherlands Antil l es (Mathieson and Laudicina , 1982) . 
Thus, the bi ggest advantage of the Netherlands Antilles has been 
the possibility t o us e tax t reaties . The two most important ones 
we r e : the one with the Uni ted States and Holland , o r The Ne therlands . 
Another advant age is that the s t ockholder ' s name does not appea r 
on the cert i ficat e . This is done t o pr o tect the client . For ins t ance, 
a managing Direct or of a huge enterprise in England would like to keep 
the extent of his wealth secret , not to escape tax per haps but to 
prevent t hat someone of his family be kidnapped by a terrorist gr oup . 
The seat of the offshor e business in the Nethe r lands Antilles 
i s situated on the Island of Curacao . Ninety- five per cent of all 
offshore companies are there . 
The macroeconomic consequences of this sector a re significant . 
First , this sector generates enormous amounts of fo reign exchange 
which is of vi t a l importance for the Netherlands Ant illes . Wi t hout 
f o reign exchange , the trade sector , for instance, would come to a stand-
still . Almos t everything in the Antilles i s imported . Figure 2 . 1 shows 
t he foreign exchange contribution of the offshore sector . It is esti-
ma t ed that the number of people employed in the offshore sector lies 
between 1 , 300 and 1,400 people , and abo ut 4 , 000 workers in the priva te 
sector and public sector , mainly in Cu r acao , depend directly or indirect-
ly on the offshore sec t o r fo r employment . 
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A survey of the Stanford Research Institute In t e r national, in 
1982, showed that of the full-time employees in this sector, 792 
were Netherlands Antilles nationals and 130 were fo r eign nationals. 
Assuming tha t all part- time employees are Antillean, the total em-
ployment for c itizens of the Netherlands Antilles is 807, or some 86% 
of the total . The survey also showed that employment in the of fshore 
sector has grown consis t en tly since the mid- 1970s by an average of 
about 16% annually . Figure 2 . 1 shows t he growth in emp l oyment . Gove r n-
ment r evenues increased enormously due t o the profit tax received f r om 
the offshore sec tor . Sixt y pe r cent of total offs ho r e taxes assessed 
a re made on financ i al activities related to the U. S . Netherlands An-
tilles tax treaty . Figure 2 . 3 shows the g rowth of t o t a l offshore t ax 
r evenue that the government r ecei ved. 
From Table 2 . 8 , we notice tha t r evenues from t he pr ofit t ax ex-
cee d all other governmen t revenues and that the share of o ffshore 
profit t a x in total profit tax is conside r able . In 1982 , 42% of t he 
total profit tax came f r om t he offshor e sect or. In 1983 , 54% of pr ofit 
tax paid t o the government belonged t o the offsho re sect or . With 95% 
of all offshore activity on the Island of Cur acao , the latter has be-
come the lar ges t recipient of offshore t axes as Table 2 . 9 indicates . 
2 . 2 . 1 . Recent deve l opments in t he offshor e sector 
The offshore sect o r has become an important pillar of our economy , 
and it would be desirable if this sector could keep on gr owin g at an 
increas ing rate . 
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Table 2 . 8. 
a b Tax and ot her receipts of the government ' (Naf . millions) 
19 80 1981 1982 
Taxes on income and pr ofits 489. 7 659 . 7 787 . 3 886.0 
Income tax 59 . 2 47 . 5 46 . 2 45 . 7 
Wage tax 201. 5 266 . 6 281.0 290 . 5 
Profit tax (total) 229 . 0 345 . 6 459 . 7 549 . 7 
(from offsho r e) (100 . 5) (120 . 8) (193 . 7) (299. 4) 
Taxes on property 37 . 1 15 . 1 26 .1 14 .S 
Excise tax 68. 7 71. 8 72 . 7 79 . 8 
Taxes on international 
transactions 85 . 7 101. 6 121.0 112 . 7 
Ot her tax r eceipts 17 , 4 90 . 7 85 . 7 77 . 5 
To t al tax r eceipts 698. 7 938 . 9 1,092 . 9 1,170 . 5 
a 
Central Bank Qua rte rly Bulletin, Vo l. 4 ' 1984 . 
b 
Cen tral and Island Governmen ts. 
cPr eli minary figures . 
Table 2 . 9 . a Offshore tax r eceipts by a rea (Naf . in mi llions) 
Offshore tax 
receipts 
Arub a 
1982 198Jb 
2 . 1 7. 2 
Curacao 
1982 198Jb 
189 . 8 290 . 7 
Bonaire 
1982 198Jb 
a 
Central Bank Quarterly Bulleti n , Vol . 4 , 1984 . 
bPreliminary data . 
Windwar d 
Islands 
1982 1983b 
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However, da r k clouds gather ed in the s ky above the Netherlands 
Antilles . In the United States , there a r e two types of withholding 
taxes : one on interest and ano ther one on dividends . Over time, the 
United States was considering the possibility of eliminating the 
withholding tax on interest . Pressur e within the United States to 
eliminate the latter came from the government, corporations and Wall 
Street firms . 
The United States government dependence on foreign capital to 
finance the huge budget deficits made the Treasury p~sh very hard for 
t he repeal of the withholding tax on interest paid to foreign in-
vestors . Their arguments were that the l a tter could lead to greater 
foreign demand and perhaps lower interest rates for the Treasury . 
Corporations that wished to ensure their ac cess to the Eurobond 
market were in favor of the repeal as they were a f raid that renegotia-
tion of the tax treaty between the United States and the Antilles would 
lead to the treaty being terminated . 
In mid- July 1984, the United States House and Senate conferees 
decided to repeal the 30% withholding tax on interest paid to foreign 
investors in United States securities and to leave the withholding tax 
on dividends . This repeal of the withholding tax for foreign investor s 
in the United States was like an i ce cold shower on the financial off-
shore secto r and the tax collector of the Island of Curacao . The bonds 
that have been issued via the Netherlands Antilles befo r e the decision 
of the House and t he Senate will fall under the old regulations, allow-
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ing the Netherlands Antilles a grace period of more o r less seven 
years . 
In the same yea r , 1984, The Netherlands, unde r pr essur e of the 
United States , Wes t Ge rma ny and Italy with whom they have a t ax treaty, 
decided to make some changes in its treaty with the Ne t herlands An-
tilles . These countries allege that they are deprived of tax revenues 
because r esidents of co untries with whom there a re no tax treaties 
escape the tax on di vidends , interests , and royaltie s in their country 
by mak i ng use of the Dutch tax treaties and othe r t ax regulations in 
The Netherlands . These funds then leave the count r y , almost free of 
tax , to the Ne t he rl ands Antilles where they are subject to a 2 . 4- 3% 
ta r iff . Hence, The Netherlands made some changes i n the tax laws . I n 
the future , al l companies using the Holland- Netherlands Antilles route 
will pay more tax than before . 
Formerly , Holland charged a dividend tax of 25%. If a subs i diary 
f r om a Du t ch company i n the Netherlands An tilles received the dividend , 
then the dividend t ax to be paid was reduced t o 15%. In the Nether-
lands Antilles , the subsidia r y , depending on the income , would be sub-
ject to 2 . 4- 3% tax rate . 
If the subsidiary in the Netherlands Antilles held 25% of the 
stocks of the company in Holland (The Netherlands) , t hen the withholding 
tax on di vidends was reduced f r om 15% to 0% . This 0% has been changed 
to 7. 5%. This 7. 5% will be reduced t o 5% if the Antilles has inc r eased 
its tax f r om 3 to 5 . 5% . Consequently , the total tax in t hese dividends 
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payments will be 10 . 5%. 
Another development that also affected the offshor e sector is the 
future poli tical structure of the Netherlands Antilles . In 1986 , the 
Island of Arub a , that is now a part of the Nethe r lands Antilles , will 
become a sepa rate state (known as "Stat us Apar te" ) unde r the leader-
ship of Betico Croes, leader of the largest political party of Ar uba . 
This implies that the Netherlands Antilles , in the future , will con-
sist of five islands instead of six . How the ~etherlands Antilles as 
a group of five islands will develop is uncertain : it will depend on 
the efforts of the government to guide the country i n the right direc-
tion and maintain the political stability that is so important for the 
investment climate . The island of Aruba , in 1986 , will have its own 
gove rnment and own cen tral bank . 
2 . 2 . 2 . Impact of r ecent developments on the economy in the future 
By repealing the withholding tax on interests, the United States ' 
corporations don ' t need the Nether lands Antilles any more to do business 
in the Eurodollar ma r ket . They can do it now directly because the main 
reason for using the Antilles was the gains they made (see example on 
page 69) . As a r esult of this decision , the government of Curacao will 
lose between $120 mi llion and $180 million in r evenues . It will not 
mean the e nd of the offshore sector but a substantial se tback will be 
the result . Fo r eign exchange r eceipts will also decline . A decline 
in the offshore international transac tions will fo rce offshore banks 
and trust companies to r educe their l evel of activity , go out of busi-
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ness , or move to another country . In all these cases , this implies 
a lay off in personnel not only in the offshore sector but in all 
other activities that benefitted f r om these financial offshore busi-
nesses . 
The dec r ease in government r evenue will be reinforced by the 
fact that Aruba will receive its "S tatus Aparte" and consequently 
does not have to pay the Central Government 25% of the income t ax , 
wage tax and p r o fit tax, as established in the revenue shar ing ag ree-
ment (see Chap ter I: The Fiscal System of the Netherlands Antilles) . 
In the worst situation, this decrease in government revenues may 
trickle down to other areas that heavily depend on the government , 
for instance, the quasi government corporations . It may also have 
socio- economic consequences , for instance , the government may have to 
cut back on expenses for health car e, university education , subsidies 
for housing projects for the poor, as well as the transfers to the 
Island Governments (Bonaire , Windward Islands) . 
In short , 1984 meant a turning point for the flourishing financial 
offshore sector. Other offsho re activities (see Appendix II) still t ake 
place , but they will not generate those huge profit tax amounts to the 
government . Experts also believe that automatization , in the offshor e 
sector, will take place as it seems that offsho re activities in the 
Netherlands Antilles a re more expensive than in other offshore cente rs 
in the Caribbean . To keep the offshore business alive , new activities 
will have to be developed . The decrease in this sect or will cause 
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national income to decline over time . 
2. 2 . 3 . Future developments in offshore 
Future oppo r tllllities for the offsho re business is to attract 
a Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC). These companies must maintain an 
office outside the U. S. territory , maintain a summary of its perma-
nent books of account a t its foreign office , have at least one 
director who is a residen t outside the U. S. A. , and must be incorporated 
outside the United States (Antillen Review , 1984) . 
If the above nentioned require~ents also included that an FSC 
should be incorporated in a coun try with which the U. S. A. has concluded 
a tax- treaty , t hen the Ne t herlands Antilles would surely be an att rac-
tive location fo r Foreign Sales Corporations as there already exists a 
tax treaty between the U.S . A. and the Netherlands Antilles . 
A proposal under conside r a tion in t he Netherlands Antilles, to 
broaden the legislation concerning the registration of ships, also 
will bring some relief to the offsho re sector . 
The shipping companies that have ships sailing under the Antillean 
flag do have to pay a withholding tax on the profits they make . The 
before- mentioned proposal offers t he companies a choice. They can 
choose between paying the withholding tax or paying a fixed rate per 
registered gross tonnage . 
Experts believe that many companies will prefer to pay the fixed 
rate since it allows for a more certain calculation of costs . 
Expectations are t hat once this proposal is passed into law , a 
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reasonable numbe r of shipping companies register ed in Panama and 
Liberia will come t o the Ne t herlands Antilles . Another advantage 
is tha t these companies can make use of the Curacao Drydock Company , 
which is one o f the best in the Caribbean . Fr om a macro viewpoint, 
these companies will gene rate more emp l oyment oppor tunities and in-
come for t he government , and as a result, the economy might start 
gr owing again . Anothe r proposal is to set up and run an offsho re 
s t ock exchange where international capital transactions can take 
place and which will give more con t ent and international r eputation 
to the offshor e sector , and this may stimulate the pr ivate sector 
and prospective investor s to issue shares and bonds . 
2 . 3. Giroservice 
The Girose r vice was es tablished in 1965 on the Island of Cur acao 
and can be compared to the Giroservice in the Netherlands and the 
National Giro in England . The main purpose of this institution is 
to offer the majority of the public the opportunity to make payments 
l i ke house r ent , telephone bills , taxes , subscr iption fees , etc . by 
way of girochecks a t a very low cost and also t o make transfers . 
The Giroservice is an instituti on owned by the Gove rnment of the 
Island . of Curacao and deposits are held by the private sector, Cent ral 
Gover nment , and s eve r al banks . Deposi t holders cannot be debtor s at 
t he Gi r oservice . This means they are not a llowed to owe the Gir o-
service money. This institution does not make loans to its clients 
and also does not pay interest on deposits; they also don ' t have 
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savings account s . 
All excess funds are deposited with the Island Tax Collector 
and in this manner the Island Government of Curacao obtains liquid 
funds to finance Island Government expenditur es. Very lit t le of 
this money is used fo r local development projects . 
On before- mentioned excess funds , the Island Governmen t pays 
4% interest, but in the end the accrued interest returns to the 
Island Government . In other words , any amount deposited into the 
Giroservice means a deposit into the cash of the Island Tax Collector. 
Even though the Gir ose rvice in Curacao does not offer as many 
services as the one in Holland, fu t ur e plans are being developed to 
expand the r ange of services . 13 
Formerly, a ll assets of the Giroservice were entirely composed 
of claims on the Island Gove rnment of Curacao , but in 1980 the Central 
Bank of the Netherlands Antilles compelled the Giro to build up its 
own liquid cash reserves in order to guarantee its own liquidity . 
Cash reser ves rose from Naf . 1,5 million in 1980 to Naf . 6 , 1 million 
in 1983, as is shown in Table 2 . 10 . 
The other islands of the Netherlands Antilles don't have a Gi ro-
service . In Curacao, it is counted among the money- creating institu-
tions as the obtained funds (deposits) are extended as a credit to the 
Island Government of Curacao . Thus , the Gi ro creates liquidity for 
the benefit of the Island Government of Curacao . 
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Table 2 . 10 . Girodienst summary account (Naf . in millions)a 
Assets : 
Claims on: 
Governmen t Curacao 
Cash r eserves 
Total 
Liabilities: 
Deposits of : 
Cent r al Government: 
Checking a ccount 
Special accoun t b 
Banks 
Private secto r 
1980 
66 . 4 
1. 5 
67 . 9 
3 
36. 7 
4. 7 
26 . 2 
1981 
56 . 2 
4. 5 
60.7 
2 
32 . 6 
3. 8 
24 . 2 
1982 
55 . 1 
5. 7 
70 . 8 
4 
31. 5 
1. 3 
27 . 6 
aCentral Bank Qua r terly Bulletin , Vol . 3 , 1984 . 
1983 
56 . 9 
6 . 1 
63 . 0 
6 
31. 5 
2 . 1 
28 . 8 
1984 
67 . 8 
6 . 7 
74 . 5 
8 
31. 5 
5 . 5 
36 . 7 
bComprises tax obligations o f the Island Government of Curacao 
t o the Central Government , deposited on a blocked account at t he Giro-
service . 
Footnotes 
1 . It is interesting to know that the Curacaosche Bank , now the Bank 
van de Ne derlandse Antillen or the Central Bank, was established 
in 1828 and in the beginning it was a government institution as 
well as a commerc i al bank . With the continuous increase in the 
number of p r ivat e banks in the Nethe r lands Antil l es , the Curo.caos che 
Bank ceased to operate as a conunercial bank and in 1962 the Cura -
caosche Bank was changed i nto the Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen . 
2. The Spaar en Beleenbank van Curacao , established in 1850 and de 
Curacaosche Hypotheekbank , es t ablished in 1876 , are now wholly 
owned by the Maduro and Curiel ' s Bank. 
) . Bankwezen Nederlandse Antillen, belangri ike structuur veranderingen 
(I) Drs . H. Evers, Werkgroep Iotegrale Ontwikkeling . 
4 . See footnote 2 . 
5. This bank merged with Barclays Bank PLC . 
6 . The Caribbean Mer can tile bank is now a subsidiary of Maduro and 
Curiel ' s Bank N. V. 
7. In 1983, Bank of America ceased operation in Curacao and the 
First National Bank of Boston t ook over the bank . 
8 . In as far as these a r e not consolidated with primary banks . If 
it is owned by or has been acquired by a monetary creating institu-
tion then from a monetary point of view it is no longer considered 
a secondary institution but consolidated with the parent company . 
9 . Offshore financial activities in the Netherlands Ant illes consist 
of financial transactions -- borrowing , lending and inves ting --
between two or mo re entities located outside the jurisdiction of 
the offshor e center . Government po licy in the Netherlands Antilles 
has been designed to ensure that offshore activities remain st rictly 
separated from local fi nancial trans ac tions. 
10 . Pierson Heldring and Pier son N. V. , before an offs ho re bank , r e -
ceived permission from the Central Bank to provide services to 
residents in th e Netherlands Antilles . They will not deal in 
savings deposits (retail banking) but in capital management , trade 
financing , deposit and foreign exchange trade and in the trade 
of securities . Thus , thei r main local business will be wholesale 
banking . 
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11. The phenomenon in which the creation of modern financial institu-
tions, their financial assets and liabilities and related finan-
cial services is in response to the demand for these services by 
investors and save r s in the real economy . 
12 . The pr efer en t ial low tax treatmen t , as mentioned befo re , is bound 
to the condit ion that the company will not engage in any t r ade or 
business with i n the Netherlands Antilles -- the i n come of t he 
company must be fully derived from sources outs i de the Antilles . 
Howeve r, local banks can do local business and conduct in t ernation-
al banking activities but under the same conditions as offshore 
banks . 
13. The Gi roservice plans to issue guaranteed girochecks . With this 
check , merchants can be sure that they will receive their money, 
even if the account of the customer lacks the required amount of 
funds . This , then, will render the prohibi t iort of being a debtor 
at the Gi r oservice obsolete . However, these checks will be 
issued t o customers whose monthly stream of income is certain , 
for instance, government employees whose salary is paid out or 
deposited at the Giroservice at the end of the month . 
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3. NONMONETARY BANKING INSTITUTIONS 
3. 1 . Introduction 
Although comme r cial banks are the dominant t ype of financial 
intermediar ies i n t he Netherlands Antilles , as noted before they a r e 
not the only t ype . 
Next t o these institutions , we have the savings and mortgage 
banks which are labeled as norunonetary banking or secondary institu-
t ions . These banks bor r ow by accepting savings deposits and then 
lend by investing in mort gages . In principle , though not in detail , 
it is doing j ust what a comme r cial bank is doing : namely , intermediat-
ing between two different g roups of people . The main characteris tic 
of secondar y institutions is t hat t hey do not have demand deposits, 
they do not create money in the sense of a medium of exchange but 
merely transfe r savings . But on the other hand , they c r eate highly 
liquid financial assets by way of acquiring financial instruments . 
In the Ne the r lands An tilles , we don ' t have a well- developed money 
market or capita l market . Hence , the most i mpo r tan t investment activi -
ties of these institutions is the supply of mortgage loans on dwellings 
and investment in foreign assets (near money) . Mo rtgage loans compr ised 
76% out of total asse t s in 1983 , while f o reign assets have been declin-
ing . On t he liability side , we notice tha t savings and time deposits 
are far less than the savings and time deposits of commer cial banks . 
Most of the l oans t o the privat e sect o r are fo r consumption purposes . 
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The problem with mortgage loans on dwellings is that they do not 
cr eate long- term employment that will continue to ge nerate income . 
Even though the share of foreign investment decreased , we still no-
tice the risk averse na ture of these secondary institutions as they 
invest in areas with a very low risk . The reason most heard is that 
there are no viable investment p rojects in the Netherlands Antilles. 
Other types of nonmonetary financial institutions a r e the so- called 
institutional investor s like pension funds and life insurance com-
panies tha t will be descirbed in 3.3 . 1 and 3. 3. 2 , rl:!spec tively , while 
paragraph 3 . 2 will give a list of nonmonetary banking i nstitu tions . 
3 . 2 . Ins titutions 
Algemene Hypotheekbank N. V. 
Antilliaanse Hypotheekbank N. V. 
Banco Nacional de Hipotecas N. V. 
Bouwcredietba nk van de Nederlandse Antillen 
Caribbean Mort gage Bank N. V. 
Centrale Hypotheekbank N. V. 
Caribbean Cr edit Corporation N. V. 
Centraco Financier ingsmaatschappij N. V. 
Antilliaanse Financieringsmaatschappij " Anfimij '' N . V. 
H.J . Ruiz N. V. 
N. V. De Curacaosche Hypotheekbank 
N. V. De Spaar- en Beleenbank van Curacao 
N. V. Wederopbouw Willemsta d 
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Stich ting Bouwfonds N. V. Elect riciteit Maatschappij " Aruba" 
Postspaarbank 
Is land Finance (S t. Maar ten) N. V. 
Stichting Volkswoningbouw 
Volkskrediet Bank van de Ne derlandse Antil len 
Fundashon Fiansa Popular 
Island Finance N. V. 
Island Finance (Aruba) N. V. 
Corpor ashon pa Desar ollo di Co r sow " CODECO" N. V. 
Ontwikkelingsbank van de Nederlandse Antillen N. V. (OBNA) 
Banco Arubano di Desarollo N. V. 
3 . 3. Institutional Investors 
Pension funds and life insurance companies operating in the 
Netherlands Antilles are considered institutional investors . People 
save in pension funds and buy life insurance policies to pr otect them-
selves agains t the risk of not having an income in their old age . 
Hence , we might say that the driving force that causes people to have 
an insu rance policy and to pay a fixed amount of money to the pension 
fund each month is the precautionary motive . 
Just like deposit banks, these institutions a r e mobilizers of 
financial s urp l uses and so urces of lon g-term funds, because someone 
who enters a pens i on fund or buys a life insurance policy probably 
begins to receive payments at the age of 65 . 
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These institutions, in fact , have a long-term contract with the 
savers that is fulfilled by a regular payment of a pretty stable 
amount and over a long period of time . The premium in the ear ly years 
of a policy is e xcessive in relation to annual risk. As the insured 
gr ows older , the r isk becomes greate r until in later years the pre -
mium will become eventually smaller than annual risk . It is the es-
sence of life insurance that large life funds will be accumulated 
to cover claims payable at a conside rable period after the contrac t 
has been concluded. 
The tremendous amounts of funds that these institutions receive 
and that they do invest in the American or European capital markets 
do create additional sources of funds available for investment , name-
ly , the maturing bonds can be reinvested, and the dividends and interest 
received on existing bonds and stocks are another source of funds . 
Life insurance companies are potential sources of near money , because 
the liabilities of a life insurance company are the assets of the policy 
holder . This , in turn, enables the insured to borrow using his life 
insurance policy as collateral o r he may also sell it . 
In the Netherlands Antilles, there are eight life insurance com-
panies, eighteen pension funds , and twenty-two thrift foundations . 
All these institutions are subject t o regulation by the Central Bank 
under the National Ordinance of June 26, 1972 . 
3. 3 . l . Pension funds and thrift fo undations 
In the Nethe rlands Antilles , these institutions have been set up 
by the government or local ente rprises to provide their personnel an 
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old age pension . Th r ift founda t ions have been formed to assist thei r 
per sonnel with saving and sometimes pr ovide loans or a dvances . Table 
2 . 11 pr esen t s a consolidated balance s hee t fo r above ment ioned ins t i -
tu t i ons . 
A s tri ki ng feature of this b alance s heet i s the high pr opor t i on 
of fo r eign asse t s . In 1979 , fo r eign asse t s compr ised 71% of total 
asse t s . The r eason for this behavio r, t hey allege , is : 
1) the lack of viable investment pr ojects , 
2) the absence of a capital mar ket , 
3) investment in the Ame r ican capital market allows for 
better risk diversifica t ion and , in turn, the funds of 
the savers are better protected in this way . 
Thus , most of the funds leave the country to develop ocher coun-
tries , notwithstanding the fact cha t economic growth in the Antilles 
has been declining . On the a s set side of t he ba l ance sheet , we can 
see that most of the loans are made to the conventional areas that 
have a low risk factor involved , like private sector (consumption 
purpose) , mortgages , and financial instit utions . 
To stop the flow of domestic savings t o foreign countries , the 
Central Bank issued a regulation whereby institutional investor s must 
i nvest 40% of total assets domestically and 60% abroad . This again 
is a generous incentive of the Central Bank , but not too effective 
as the bank does not tell these institu t ions in what areas to invest , 
for example , development projects . Thus , what happens is that they 
follow the Central Bank ' s regulations , but they only invest where the 
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Table 2 . 11. Pension funds and thrift foundationsa (Na f. in millions) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 
Assets 
Liquid assets 18. 2 20 .1 27 . 2 27 . 5 
Loans to Central Government 4 . 4 7. 8 9 . 5 9 . 7 
Loans to I s land Government 24 . 5 19 . 6 19 . 4 19 . 4 
Loans t o finan cial institutions 40 . 1 46 . 0 49 . 9 49 . 9 
Loans to member s 8 . 8 10 . 9 10 . 9 11. 2 
Mortgages 31 . 0 28 . 9 30 . 4 30 . 4 
Other loans 8 . 3 17.J 29 . 4 29 .3 
Loans t o private sec tor 48 .1 57 . 1 70 .1 70 . 9 
Real es t ate and inventories 19 . 5 41. 7 46 . 1 46 . 1 
Other assets 38 . 1 105 . 7 108 . 5 108 . J 
Total domes tic asse t s 192 . 9 298 . 0 331 . 3 331 . 7 
To t al fo r eign assets 460 . 8 499 . 2 528 . 6 529 . 0 
Total asse t s 653 . 7 79 7 . 2 859 . 9 860 . 7 
Liabilities 
Reserve and capital 619 . 9 747 .s 808 . 6 809 . 3 
Credit f r om banks 2 2 2 
Total funds borrowed 2 2 2 
Other liabilit ies 33 . 8 49 . 5 51.1 51.2 
Foreign assets as 653 . 7 797 . 2 859 . 9 860 . 7 
a per centage of 
t otal assets (70 . 5) (62 . 6) (61.5 ) (65 . 3) 
a 
Cen t r al Bank Quarte r ly Bulle tin, Vol . 4 , 1984 . 
risk i s low (risk ave r se ) . 
The pension fund of civil servants , called Algemene Pensioen Fonds 
Nederlandse Antil l en (A. P . N. A. ) is t he larges t pension f und in the 
Netherlands Antilles . 
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A strategy has to be developed whereby funds of the pension funds 
are channeled to domestic development projects that gene rate employment, 
income and international reserves. More than 60% of these funds now 
leave the country. What remains in the country is used to finance 
deficits of quasi- government institutions or are used fo r mor t gages 
or other events involving low risk. However, the Ne therlands Antilles 
have something peculiar. Compared to other islands in the Caribbean 
and even other countries in Latin America, it must be sa id that the An-
tilles have a very good social security system. Many of these social 
security regulations in the Antilles have been taken over f r om the 
Nethe r lands . 
To finance these social security expenses , the government needs 
revenues that in turn come from taxes. Now, a decline in economic 
activi t y, as is the case right now , leads to a decline in national in-
come and a decline in government revenues. And when governmen t ex-
penditures exceed government revenues, we have a deficit . Expe rience 
shows that when the Island Governments and Central Government have 
defici t s , this leads to large arrears in pay off cont r ibutions to the 
pension f unds of civil servants (A. P. N. A. ), the lar gest pension fund 
in the Ne therlands Antilles . In the private sector, a decline in 
economic gr owth leads to unemployment or closing of the company no 
matter whether the employees are in a pension fund or not. Hence, the 
constant flow of funds toward the pension fund is jeopardized due t o 
economic condi tions of the country . In the case of the Netherlands 
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Antilles, where the funds are invested abroad, it means that less can 
be invested abroad . The funds that they will receive are the interest 
or dividends accrued on the funds of matured investments . In other 
words , a decrease in economic growth in the long run will affect the 
pension fund . This can be prevented by using the long-term funds of 
these institutions in local development projects that will keep the 
economy growing , and in this case , the government can play an important 
role . The following list indicates all the pension funds and thrift 
foundations in the Netherlands Antilles as of January 1985 . 
Algemeen Pensioenfonds van de Nederlandse Antillen (A. P . N. A.) 
Gouvernements Weklieden Pensioenfonds 
Stichting Pensioenfonds voor A. L. M. Vliegers 
Stichting Pensioenfonds voor Antilliaanse Energiebedrij ven 
Stich ting Pensioenfonds Samenwerkende Havenbedri jven 
Stich ting Pensioenfonds van de A. B.N . N. V. Nederlandse Antillen 
Stich ting Pensioenfonds Havenwerkers Aruba 
Stichting Pensioenf onds Madura & Curiel ' s Bank 
Stich ting Pensioenfonds Shell Curacao 
Stichting Pensioenfonds voor Personeel v . d . N. V. Curacaosche 
Dok Maatschappij 
Stichting Pensioenfonds Consales Bedrijven 
Stichting Pensioenfonds voor de Bouwnijverheid 
Stichting Pensioenfonds Smeets- Trust 
Stichting Pensioenfonds Horecaf 
Stichting Di r ectie Pensioenfonds Winair N. V. 
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Stichting Pensioenfonds VANDDIS Groep 
Stichting Pensioenfonds S . E. L. Maduro & Sons 
Stichting Directie Pensioenfonds "La Aurora" 
I . B. M. World Tr ade Corporation Netherlands Antilles Fo undation 
Lago Annuity Foundation 
Lago Thrift Foundation 
Stichting Fundashon Nos Deseo 
Stich t ing Voo r zieningsfonds N. V. Aruba Bank 
Stich ting Voor zieningsfonds Van Dien & Co . 
Stichting Spaar fonds tL.'1K/HMB 
Stich ting Voo rzieningsfonds E. Moreno Brandao & Sons N. V. 
Stichting Voor zieningsfonds We rknemers An tern , Elga , Anl o , KKO 
Stich ting Voo r zieningsfonds A. L. M. Personeel 
Stichting Spaarfonds San Francisco 
Stichting Voo r zieningsfonds voor Personeel Botica Wilhelmina 
Voo r zieningsfonds van de Curacao Trading Company (N . A. ) N. V. 
Voorzieningsfonds van Spri tze r & Fuhrmann N.V . en van 
Spritzer & Fuhrmann Aruba N. V. 
Fonds Ziektekosten Ove r heidsgepensioneerden 
Spaarf onds Garage Cordia 
Stichting Voo r zieningsfonds van de N. V. Cur acaosche Dok 
Maatschappij 
Voorzieningsfonds Morris E. Curiel & Sons N. V. e.a . 
Voo r zieningsfonds " Caja de Ahorros Y Prestamos de las 
Trabajadores del Banco Industrial de Venezue l a- Curacao" 
Stichting Vokad Spaa r fonds 
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3. 3 . 2 . Life insur ance companies 
These companies p rovide fi nancial pr o tection against life ' s 
various misfortunes . According to the National Or dinance on the 
Supervision of Banking and Cred it Institutions , life insurance com-
p anies have t o r egiste r at the Cent r al Bank. At the momen t , there 
a re eight life insurance comp anies that are registered at the Central 
Bank . 
In contrast t o the pens i on fund , these ins urance companies in-
vested a smaller part of their funds ab r oad and a much larger share 
domestically . However , the pattern of domestic inves t ment is similar 
to the one of the pension funds and the reason i s t he same . These 
companies also have a much smaller capital than do the pension funds . 
Table 2 . 12 gives an illustration of the life insurance assets and li-
ab i lities . It becomes eviden t t ha t this trend ha s to be changed . 
The gove rnment sho uld determine ce rtain priority ar eas tha t it con-
siders important to develop and a strat egy has to be developed to 
channe l f unds from the s urplus sectors (households) t o the defici t 
secto r s . Observing our narrow economic base , we may conc lude that 
much has to be done t o broaden the base and build up a more solid 
s truc ture . The funds to do so are present . Howeve r , the high risk 
avers i on of the financial sec t ors and t he lack of identi fied high 
priority a r eas by t he gove rnment as well as r egula tions to channel 
these funds to investmen t projec t s ar e a sever e obs t acle to the de-
velopmen t of the Antilles . 
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Table 2 .12 . Life insurance companiesa (Naf . millions) 
Assets : 
Liquid asse t s 
Loans to Central Gove rnment 
Loans to Island Government 
Loans on policies 
Mortgages 
Other loans 
Loans to financial institu-
tions 
Loans to private sector 
Real estate inventories 
Other assets 
Total domestic assets 
Foreign assets 
Total assets 
Liabilitie s : 
Reserves and capital 
Credit from banks 
Funds borrowed from 
financial institutions 
Other funds bor rowed 
Total funds bo rrowed 
Other liabilities 
Total liabilities 
For eign assets as a 
percentage of total assets 
1980 
2 . 5 
7. 3 
5 . 9 
8. 5 
39 . 2 
5.6 
l. 7 
53 . 3 
6 . 9 
9.0 
86 . 6 
50 . 6 
137 . 2 
118 . 6 
5 . 6 
3 . 2 
9.3 
9 . 3 
137 . 2 
(36 . 7) 
1981 
2 . 7 
11. 9 
6 . 3 
12 . 8 
49,4 
3.7 
1.7 
65 , 9 
11.6 
7.9 
108 . 0 
62.4 
170 . 4 
147 . 0 
6.6 
5 . 9 
12 . 5 
10.9 
170 . 4 
(36 . 6) 
a 
Central Bank Quarterly Bulletin, Vol . 4 , 1934 . 
bProvisional fi gures . 
1982 
7.1 
14 . 6 
4 . 2 
13 ,0 
58 . 0 
3 . 7 
4 . 7 
74 . 7 
14 . 9 
60 . 3 
135 . 9 
60 .3 
196.2 
165 . 7 
6 . 4 
12.9 
19 . 3 
11 . 2 
196 . 2 
(30 . 7) 
12 . 0 
14 .4 
5. 6 
12 . 8 
63 . 5 
4 , 1 
1.0 
80 . 4 
13.7 
69. 2 
162 . 8 
69.2 
232 . 0 
196.4 
7. 2 
15 . 6 
22 . 8 
12 . 8 
232 .0 
(29 . 8) 
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Af of January 1985 , the following life insur ance companies we r e 
register ed at the Cen t ral Bank and oper ating in the Netherlands An-
ti l les . 
American Life Insurance Company Ltd . 
Bri t is h Amer ican Li fe Insurance Company Ltd . 
Tr avele r s Lif e Insur ance Company Overseas Ltd . 
Crown Life Insurance Company 
ENNIA Levensver zekering N. V. 
Nationale Nede r landen Levensver zekering Maatschappij N. V. 
The National Life Assurance Company of Canada 
United Secur ity International Insurance and Reinsurance Ltd . 
3. 4 . Credit Unions 
Credit Unions are nonprofit, cooperative associations organized 
around some common membership , typically a cotmnon employer or religious 
g roup , whose members borrow from and to each other , often to buy 
du r able consumer goods . 
Thus , credi t unions are mutual or ganizations owned by their mem-
bers and the depos i t s are considered shares , while the interest pay-
ments on t hese deposits a r e considered dividends . 
What dis t i nguishes the credit union from other financial i ns t i tu-
t ions is t he conunon bond requiremen t fo r membership . The officers 
of the credit union are elected among the membe r s and usually work on 
a voluntary basis without payment . ~any times the sponsoring organi za-
tion offers f r ee office space . These t wo features lower the opera t i ng 
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costs of credit unions and as a result consumer loan rates are also 
lower than those of deposit banks . 
The main pur pose of credit unions is to promo te saving among 
members and pr ovide them with low- cost consumer c redit. 
In the Nethe r lands Antilles, c r edit unions are divided in two 
categories : 
1) district credit unions or barrio credit unions, 
2) industrial credit unions or p rofessional c redit unions. 
3. 4 .1. District credit unionsibarrio credit unions 
These are conununity- oriented credit unions . In other words, the 
members live in the same vicinity . These credit unions also have a 
s ocial tendency. 
Until 1970 , the dist rict credi t unions were dominant in number 
and impact, but after 1970, a new t ype of credit union emerged , namely, 
the professional credit unions which began to grow at the costs of 
barrio credit unions . The main factors that contrib uted t o this de-
velopment a re: 
l) the r elatively high rate of delinquent loans in the 
barrio credi t union, 
2) the relatively low rate of security on pay back , 
3) the growing needs for bigger loans, 
4) better and easy saving and loan system guaranteed by 
the collective agreements in professional c r edit unions, 
5) the relatively higher security, guarant eed by the work-
ing place that the loan will be paid in time (Beniamini, 
Haim , 1980) . 
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In the barrio credit union , the common bond did not make bor-
r owe r s r eluctant to default on loans . These defaults probably have 
been the result of lack o f expertise in how to manage a credit union 
financi al l y . These developments led to a decrease in member ship (and 
as a r es ult a decr ease in savings) , all to the benefit of indust r ial 
or p r ofessional credit unions . 
3 . 4 . 2 . Indus t rial credit unions 
These are occupation- based cr edit unions . They are mainly found 
with lar ge and middle- large companies and institutions . In contrast 
to the barrio credit unions , in these unions , the officers are partial-
ly hired and partially volunteers , and the administ r a tion is done in 
a more sophisticated way. These unions often use comp uter services 
and managerial services and have accounts in commercial banks. The 
savings of industrial c r edit unions are higher t han the savings of 
barrio credit unions . 
Another advantage is that professional cr edit unions obtain low-
cost information on the income and job security of bor r owers . Also , 
loan r epayments can be processed inexpensively through payroll deduc-
tions , whi ch in turn reduces the risk of default . Moreover , payr oll 
deduction plans a r e not onl y convenient for depositors but also assure 
the credit union of a constant inflow of funds , which is important 
as deposits are the only source of funds for c r edit unions . On the 
other side , a common bond based on employment restricts the asset 
gr owth of a c redit union t o the growth of its sponso r ing firm . A 
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sudden plan closing or substantial l ay offs can create severe liquidi-
ty problems f or credit unions and may force them into liquidation 
(Pear ce , 1984) . 
The rate of inte r est that both t y pes of credi t unions cha rge is 
1% pe r month calculated on the monthly balance of the l oan . 
Hany but not all of the c redit unions joined the master or ganiza-
tion Fekoskan (Feder ashon di Cooperativanan di Spaar i Cr edito Antiyanan 
Neerlandes) . They are also associated with the Cr edit Union National 
Association (CUNA) and the Confederacion Latina Ame rica Credit Unions 
(COLAC), which fo rms part of the World Co uncil of Credit Unions . 
The maste r o rganization provides: 
1) legal advice and administrative ass i stance to 
affiliated credit unions ; 
2) courses for members of the board of management , 
supervisor y boards and cr edit committees ; 
3) r epresents the cr ed it unions vis- a- vis t he government 
and the Cent r a l Bank in the consultation of monetary 
policy ; 
4 ) ac ts as a c l earing institut ion fo r the credit unions 
and assis ts the unions when they have liquidity 
problems. 
Being a credit union, these unions automatically fall under t he 
National Ordinance on Supervis ion o f Banking and Cr edit i ns titutions 
and as such must regis te r with the Central Bank. CrediL unions are 
not as powerful as thos e in the United States . The largest is one of 
the governmen t officials : The Ambtenaren Credit Union (A. C. U. ) . How-
ever, credit unions are not o f vital importance in the financial de-
velopment of the Netherlands Antilles . 
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3.5 . Ontwikkelingsbank van de Nederla nds e Antilles 
(Development Bank of the Ne therlands Antilles) 
A development bank is a financial institution whose lending policy 
is guided in part or in to t al by the perceived economic, social or 
political needs of a country or region rather than by commercial goals 
alone . 
Many s tudies made by economis ts suggested fo r a l ong t ime the es-
tabl i shment of a development bank in the Netherlands Antilles to fa-
cili t ate the financing of long- term investment projects, as commercial 
banks cannot finance these projects due to the short term nature of 
t heir sources. 
On October 1, 19 81 , the development bank , called t he On twikkelings-
bank van de Nederlandse Antillen N. V. , was officially inaugurated by the 
Hiniste r of Finance of the Netherlands Antilles , and was opened to the 
1 public in Feb r uary 1982 . 
The Boar d of Governors is composed of the public sect or as well as 
the privat e sect o r . 
The main obj e ctives of this bank are: 
1) 
2) 
2 balanced economic developmen t of the 1~etherlands 
Ant illes , 
t he pr omotion of enterprises and es tablishment of 
projects tha t contribute t o the economic development 
of the Netherlands Antilles, 
Projects that qualify fo r finan cing a r e : 
1) manufacturing industry , pr ocessing and assembly; 
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2) construction industry , transport and t ourism industry ; 
3) ag r iculture, horticulture , cattle- breeding and fish-
ing . 
To realiz e these objectives, the bank provides technica l and ad-
ministrative ass istance as well as financial advice. The bank par-
t i cipates in enter prises and project s . The authorized capital of 
t he Ontwikkelings Bank van de Nederlandse An t ill en was set at Naf . 15 
million of which 60% is from the public secto r and 40% from the pri-
vate sect or . The capital structure of the bank as of December 31 , 
1982 was as follows : 
Public sector 
Central Gove rn ment 
Island Gove rnment 
of Curacao 
Island Gove rnment 
of Bonaire 
Island Gove rnmen t 
of Windward Islands 
Total 
Private Sector 
Maduro & Curiel ' s 
Bank N. V. 
Algemene Bank 
Nederland N. V. 
Barclays Bank of the 
Netherlands Antilles 
N. V. 
Banco Industrial de 
Venezuela S. A. 
Banco di Caribe N. V. 
Subscribed 
Naf. 
Naf . 
Naf. 
:-laf. 
Naf. 
Naf. 
Naf . 
Na f. 
Na f. 
Naf. 
1 ,500 , 000 
1 , 500 , 000 
750 , 000 
750 , 000 
4 , 500 , 000 
600 , 000 
250 , 000 
100 , 000 
250 , 000 
25 , 000 
Paid up 
Naf. 
Naf . 
Naf. 
Naf. 
Na f. 
Naf . 
Naf. 
Naf. 
Naf. 
Naf. 
1,500,000 
1 , 500 , 000 
750 , 000 
750 , 000 
4 , 500 , 000 
600 , 000 
250 ,000 
100,000 
250 , 000 
25 , 000 
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Private sect or Subscr ibing Paid u2 
Curacao Banking Co rp . Naf. 50 , 000 Naf. 50,000 
N.V . Naf. 50 , 000 Naf. 50 , 000 
Bank of Nova Scotia 
N. V. Naf. 50 , 000 Naf . 50,000 
Grand total Naf. 5 , 825 , 000 Naf. 5 , 825,000 
The Bank also received a sof t loan of ECU . 840 , 000 (Naf. 2. 5 
million) from the Eur opean Investment Bank and a soft loan of ECU 
750 , 000 (Naf. 1 . 3 million) from t he European Economic Community . 
These loans are to be used to augment the Bank ' s capital contribution 
from the publi c sector and for agricultural pr ojects , respectively . 
The Nationale Investeringsbank N. V. (N . I . B. ) and the Nederlandse 
Par ticipatie Haatschappij voor de Nederlandse Antillen N. V. cooperate 
with the development bank in the form of co- financing of projects and 
of training facilities fo r the bank ' s staff . 
To enhance its operating funds, the floating of a bond issue wi t h 
a tax- free facility to bondholders is being discussed with the Minister 
of Finance . This issue would have to be guaranteed by the Cent r al 
Government and could be floated at a rate well below the going market 
ra t e , creating in this manner funds which could be lent at a beneficial 
r a t e to development projects and s t ill retain a profitable margin o r 
sp r ead fo r the bank . 
The developmen t bank finances pr ojects up to a maximum of Naf . 
500 , 000 , and the interest rate varies between 9 and 12% for t he in-
dustrial sector , tourism and transpor t . The interest r ate for agricu l -
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tur e is 7%. The interest rate does not fluc tuate with market in-
terest r ates but is fixed over the whole period of the l oan . Projects 
that exceed the amount of Naf . 500 , 000 are financed if they are eco-
nomically and technically feasible , and the funds a r e obtained from 
other financial ins titutions . The policy of the bank is to diversify 
as much as possible instead of put ting all eggs in one basket . The 
Development bank also offers a gr ace period of 2 years to , for instance , 
agricultural projects . 
At the end of 1984 , the bank r eceived 286 requests that needed to 
be f ina nced . From these 286 r equests, 76 were approved , up t o a t o tal 
amount of Naf . 7, 923 , 500 . Ninety-three were canceled and the remainder 
were still in the process o f evaluation . The sevent y- six approved 
projects can be divided as shown in Table 2 . 13 , a lthough six were can-
celed on request of their promoters . Forty-five have already received 
financial means up to a t otal of Naf . 5 , 063 , 000 . 
Twenty- two pe r cent of total loans went to the agricultural sec-
tor , which contributes 1 . 6% t o national product, while 40% went to the 
indust rial sector, which contributes 8% t o national product . 
From a macro viewpoint, the bank c rea ted 20 new jobs in the ag-
r icultur al sector, 37 in the t ourist sector a nd 15 in the industrial 
sector . The bank ' s investment contributed to the maintenance of 53 
employment opportuniti es of which 23 were in t he ag r icultur al sector 
and 30 in the industrial sector . 
Table 2.13. Approved projects in different sectors 
Curacao 
Bona ire 
St. Maarten 
St . Eustatius 
Saba 
Total 
Number 
of projects 
industrial 
sector 
11 
1 
1 
1 
14 
Naf. 
2 , 602,500 
183 ,000 
415 ,000 
20,000 
3,220,500 
Number of 
projects in 
agricultural 
sector 
30 
9 
1 
4 
s 
49 
Naf. 
1 , 380 , 000 
105 , 000 
90 , 000 
65 , 000 
121 ,000 
1, 761 , 000 
~umbe r of 
projects in 
t ourism 
sector 
3 
2 
l 
l 
2 
9 
106 
Naf. 
1 , 375 , 000 
295 , 000 
5, 000 
390 , 000 
404 , 000 
2 , 369 , 000 
Number of 
pr ojects in 
transpor t 
sector 
1 
1 
2 
4 
Naf. 
500 , 000 
10 , 000 
63 ,000 
573 , 000 
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3 . 5 . 1 . Possible r ole of the development bank 
The Ontwikkelings Bank van de Neder landse Antillen can become 
an important l ink between the suppliers of funds (Funds of house-
holds a t the financial institutions) and those who need funds (in-
vestors) . The bank can also play an importan t role in diversify-
ing the economic base o f the Ne therlands Antilles and in t his way 
reduce the foreign dependence on basic goods . They can also foste r 
entrepreneurship on the island . Lack of it is an enormous con-
straint on development. 
The agricultural sector, horticulture , cattle- breeding and manu-
facturin g are seccors that have been neglected in the past . Most 
of the funds went t o the trade secto r to finance i mports and exports , 
or simply left the country by means o f buying fo reign assets . Even 
th ough the trade sector created much emp loymen c, it is highly sus-
cepcible to foreign shocks . 
Th e reason for neglecting these sectors are: 
1) banks a r e risk averse and conser vative and follow 
the demand- leading app r oach , and their funds are 
short term; 
2) lack of low- risk , viable investment projeccs induces 
institutional investors to invest abroad where risk 
can be diversified . These investors , however , have 
long-term f unds . 
However, the developmenc bank can become an interrnediator that 
has the power t o reduce the risk aversion and conservatism of money-
creating institutions and provide viable projects, which l ower the 
out flow of mone y and create more employment opportunities . 
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To achieve this objective , the bank should follow the supply-
leading approach . The funds should be channeled toward those sectors 
that wil l cause growth . The bank should aggressively go out and search 
for projects and not wait till someone shows up , as has been the case 
with many institut ions , or study the local market and come up with 
project s that are feasible . A marketing plan should be developed and 
the islands should be promoted ab r oad to a ttract prospective investor s , 
especially those that are in high tech industries . 
The development bank has the expertise to analyze projects , and 
especially in Curacao the infrastucture is already present . 
Supply- led growth opens new horizons to those who have plans 
and entrepreneurial skills but due to lack of financial means (es-
pecially long term) could not carr y out their projects . Supply- lead-
ing finance presents an oppo rtunity to induce rea l gr owth by financial 
means . It also plays a significant role at the beginning of the 
gr owth process (Meier, 1976) . 
Economic growth is what the '.Jetherlands Antilles really need as 
gr owth has almost come to a complete standstill . The financia l means 
are also present both sho rt term and long term . However, even though 
the Development Banks, its appr oach should be more aggr essive than 
that of the other conservative financial institutions i n order t o 
stimulate economic activity , it should not lose sight of the risk 
facto r in every project to prevent bankrupt cy . 
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Footnotes 
1 . The Island Te rritory of Aruba withdrew f r om participat ion in the 
Ontwikkelings Bank van de Nede r landse Antillen and has i ts own 
development bank. 
2 . Economic deve lopmen t in this con t ext implies : 
- the developmen t of manufacturing , processing and assembly 
indust r ies ; 
- the development of building , construction industries 
transport enterprises and tour ism ; 
- the development of p r ojec ts in the f i eld of agricultur e , 
animal husbandry , hortic ulture , and fisheries . 
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4 . FINANCIAL MARKETS 
4 . 1. Introduction 
Business firms , as well as i ndividuals and gove r nment units , often 
need t o raise capital . Capital formation is one of the ma i n factors 
responsible for economic growth. For instance , if the waterplant 
fo r ecasts an incr ease in the demand for water in its service area and 
decides to expand the water plant, they will have t o raise capital to 
fi nance the investment . In society , there a r e entities that have in-
comes whi ch are g reater than their expenditures and these excess 
funds can be used t o invest . There are also entities wanting to bor -
row money, in other words , demanding funds . Now , the suppliers and 
demanders are brought together in the financial markets. 
There are many t ypes o f markets , however, we shall only discuss 
two markets in this thesis, namely, the money marke t and the capital 
marke t. 
4.1.1. The money marke t 
The money market consists of many interlocking mar ke ts in which 
borrowers r aise funds to finance their operations . The money marke t 
is a market for short- t e rm f unds . Banks conver t sho rt- term assets to 
cash a t an acceptable cost . Fo r the Central Bank, the money market 
serves the f unction of conducting open market operations . 
In the Net herlands Antilles, the money market is situated a t the 
local deposit banks . However , this market is not as sophis ticat ed as 
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those in the develo ped countries . The main ins trument of the local 
money market is the use o f time deposits and sav i ngs depos its . The se 
deposit facilities are offere d to individuals , f i rms, and corpo rations . 
Local deposit banks a l so engage in s hor t -term lending f or com-
me r ce and construction, and issue l etters of c redit t o merchants . 
This l e tter of c redit f uncti ons mo re or less l i ke the banke rs a cceptance 
in t he Unite d States , but it i s no t negotiable . Wi th this l e tte r o f 
c redit , the exporter ab road can be sure that the bank will pay fo r t he 
pr oducts or der ed by the importer in the Nethe r lands Antilles . 
Ano t her short- t erm instrument is the government t r easur y bi l l . 
These t r easur y bil ls can be bough t by everybody and as much as you want . 
However, these short- te rm paper s a r e mai nly bought by banks . The ma-
turi ty per iod of t r eas ury bills varies between t:hree and twelve months , 
and t he i nterest r ate on a thr ee- month treasury bill is 7. 25% and on a 
12- mon th t r easur y bill 8 . 25% . For t he past two yea r s , these int eres t 
r a t es di d not change . However, t he i nterest rat e on bonds and treasur y 
paper tend t o vary positively wi th the interest rate developmen t s in 
the U. S . bonds and t r easur y paper. If the interest rate on the l a t te r 
rises , then t he interest on t r easury paper in the Antilles also rises ; 
this i s done t o preven t l a r ge outflows of funds into the Ame r ican money 
and s t ock ma r ke t . 
When banks have excess liquidity , they can buy cer tificat es of 
de posi t s a t the Cent r a l Bank an d r eceive 5% interest on these cer tifi-
cat es . 
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Banks are the principal domestic traders in foreign exchange 
(mainly U. S . dolla r s) . Individuals who would like to invest in the 
money ma rket in the Uni ted States o r have a time deposit (s i x months 
up t o a year) in t he Unite d Stat es or somewhere else wher e higher 
inte rest is received can do this via a local deposi t bank (see Chapter 
3 under foreign exchange cont rols) . 
Interbank deposits are being made, but no ma r ket has been de-
veloped. There is also no interbank loan mar ket where deficit banks 
borr ow from surplus banks as is the case in the Uni ted States . Banks 
in the Netherlands Antilles are p retty liquid. Shor t - term funds is 
not a problem in the Nethe rlands Antilles , but to get medium- t o long-
term funds is difficult due to the s hort-term natur e of comme rcial 
banks, their resources , and the lack of capital market. 
4 . 1 . 2 . The capital market 
Capital markets are markets fo r long- term debt and corporate 
stocks . Just as in the money market , we also find the surplus sector 
providing r esources directly or indirectly through the financial inter-
mediaries and the deficit sector abso r bing these funds . But here we 
talk about long- term funds . The capital market thus works as a 
machine to channel the flow of financial savings into investment . 
Capital marke t s a rise partly because of the government require-
ment to borrow locally , and part ly as a r esult of an expanding pri-
vate sector that r equires local funds for both expansion and new de-
velopments . The size , effectiveness and operation of such a market 
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depends, among other things, on the supply of capital (national saving) , 
the extent to which the economy i s monetized, the numbe r of potential 
i nvesto r s , and the degree of sophis t i cation of the i nvesting public 
(Ar owol o , 1971) . 
I n t he Netherla nds Antilles , the r e is no capita l market or stock 
exchange market even though there is a well- developed financial sys -
tern . The suppliers of f unds in the Netherlands Ant i lles a r e : 
1) households , consis t ing of individuals , small business 
enterprises , 
2) corporations 
3) gove rnment . 
These same sec to r s also demand funds , however, for differ e nt purposes . 
4. 1 . 3 . Households and corpo r ations 
Individuals supply funds t hrough deposit banks and via institu-
tional investors . The funds at deposit institutions are in the form of 
passbook savings , o r savings accounts , while small businesses often 
have time deposits . The savings at the insti t ut i onal investors com-
p rise premiums us ually deducted from individuals ' sal ar ies . The f unds 
a t t hese instituti ons , like pension funds and life i nsu r ance compani es , 
have a long- term nature . The annual premiums that inst i tutiona l i nves-
tor s receive each year is between Naf . 30 million and Naf . 40 mi llion. 
Tot al savings a t co mmercial banks in 1984 amounted t o Naf . 817 mill i on 
spr ead over 224 , 800 accounts . Pens i on funds i nvest 40% of their to t al 
asse t s domestically . Corporations deposit some of t hei r s urplus f unds 
on t ime depos its (mor e or less ~af . 10 milli on each year ) . These time 
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deposits va r y be tween one and three year s. 
4 . 1 . 4 . Government 
The Central Government i ss ues bonds . In 1984 , the Central Govern-
ment issued Naf . 124 million in bonds , Naf . 11 million mo r e than the 
p r e ceding year . The Island Government of Aruba , due to the Lago Oil 
refinery t axes , had some surpluses in 1981 up t o 1983 . The offshore 
sect or also allowed the Island Government of Curacao t o have a surplus 
i n 1982 , due to the high profit t ax r eceived from this sector . Between 
1979 and 1982 , an amount between Naf . 150 million and Naf . 200 million 
was available in long- t e rm funds completely gene r ated from domest i c 
resources and , mo r eover, these amo unts r emained in the country (Haan , 
1984) . 
Another supplier of funds not mentioned before is the deve l opment 
aid recei ved from The Netherlands , European Economic Community and the 
United Nations . Yearly , about Naf . 100 million is recei ved in ex t ernal 
a i d . 
4. 1 . 5 . Demand fo r long-te rm funds and factors inhi biting the develop-
ment of a capital market 
In t he household secto r , individuals mainly demand long- term funds 
for the construction of residential dwellings . Even though there is a 
well- developed financial sys tem , getting a mortgage is not easy as the 
r equirements of the comme r cial banks to extend a mo r t gage are sever e . 
This is the result of the conservativeness and risk averse nature of 
financial institutions in the Netherlands Antilles . Another reason fo r 
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commercial banks to behave like this is that their largest source of 
funds, savings , has a sho rt- term nature . The velocity of savings is 
very high . Hen ce , banks have a lack of long-term funds . For indi-
viduals , it is not easy to get an inexpensive mortgage . The annual 
interest rate on mortgages is 12 . 4% . Furthermore, t he reserve re-
quirements of the Central Bank also r estrict banks to make medium- term 
to long- term loans. 
Small business enterp r ises often are sole prop r ietorships . A pro-
prietorship is easy and inexpensively formed , but on the other hand, it 
is very difficult to r eceive large sums of capital . Another problem 
with these small businesses is that their bookkeeping is inefficient . 
Many times, they cannot even present financial statements and some-
times they don ' t have bookkeeping at all. This restricts small busi-
nesses in obtaining cap ital to invest and expand their bus i ness or in 
getting into new ventures . 
Corporations don't att ract capital by i ss uing stocks or bonds 
domestically, but finance their investments from retained earnings , or 
obtain their funds f r om the mother company abroad , or from resale of 
t heir foreign assets in foreign secondary markets . 
'.los t of the profits of these companies, received from their invest-
ment , is again invested ab r oad and not reinvested in the country . The 
complaint is as usual: ab road they r eceive higher interest and have more 
oppo rtunities in diversifying their portfolio . These corporations have 
mor e confidence in the fo r eign stock markets . Only a small portion of 
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t heir profits i s main t ained on time deposits at comme rcial banks . Pen-
s i on funds a nd life insurance companie s , for the same reason as men-
tioned above, also invest part of their savings in the North American 
s t ock exchange market i n order to pro t ect th eir savers . 
The quasi- government ins titutions like the electricity company 
(KODELA) and t he telephone company (SETEL) also don ' t i ssue s t ocks or 
bonds to f inance their inves tments. The Cent r al Gove rnment issues 
bonds. The obta ined funds ar e t o be used fo r inves tment projects , 
which in turn will generate income and employment while the profits 
de r ived from this investmen t can pay back the annual interes t and 
the face value of the bond at the time of maturi ty . However, these 
f unds a r e used to finance deficits and cu rrent expenses of the gove rn-
ment l i ke wages and salaries and part of it a l so goes to unproduc-
tive investments . This behavior f r ustrates the role tha t th e govern-
ment could play in developing a small local capir~l market . Due to 
the high deficits in 1983 and 1984 , t he Centra l Governmen t had t o place 
bonds in order t o finance these defici t s , reducing the liquidity of 
f inancial institutions . 
The decline in economic ac tivity in the tourist sector , oil 
sector , and t ransportation sector caused a decline in gove rnment reve-
nues . Uncertainty about the futu re of the Shell o il refinery , t he 
offshore business and the poli tical s tructure of the Nethe rla nds An-
tilles also made the f inancial intermedia ries r eluc t ant to buy more 
gover nmen t bonds as they suspect that the government, ceteris paribus, 
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might not be able t o pay back the borrowed amoun ts of capital . Po-
tential investors have taken an attitude of waiting, hence, invest-
ment slowed down . 
The small size of the market , the lack of information on busi-
ness enterprises and their financial si tua tion a r e all factors that 
do not contrib ute to the establishment of such a market . As a r esult, 
there is a lack of confidence in the local market and funds flow out 
of the count r y to foreign markets . 
The gove rnment will have to change its cu rrent policy in order 
to restore investors ' confidence and the Ontwikkelings Bank van de 
Nederlandse Antillen (development bank) can become the cen t er for long-
term funds . These funds , for a great part , are now leaving the coun-
try . If they are put under control of the development bank they can 
be channeled into productive investment projec t s , and in this manner , 
fulfill the same role as that of a capital market . 
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5 . THE CENTRAL BANK OF THE NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 
5 . 1. History 
The Cent r al Bank of the Nethe r lands Antilles was founded in 1828 
with a capital of four hund red thousand guilder s . This bank pr ovided 
the Colony with bank notes and also extended credit to the business 
sector . The bank functioned as a government bank . 
In 1907 , the statute of the bank was changed and t he name of 
the Central Bank became the Curacaosche Bank. Its objective was the 
promotion of the economic development of the Co l ony of Curacao and its 
area of ope r a tion was limited to the Colony of Curacao . As the num-
ber of priva te banks were increasing , and hence their acrivities, 
t he Curacaosche Bank had to r elinquish a considerable part of its 
former functions such as its direct involvement i n the financing of 
agricultura l and conunercial activities , and almost a l l of its bill 
broking after a short period of intense act i vity . 
At the same time , however , the Curacaosche Bank was developing 
into a bankers ' bank , providing the p r ivate banks with the resources 
they required to pe r form their functions. In order to discharge this 
new responsibility satisfactor ily , the Curacaosche Bank had t o de-
vote more a ttention to the other half of its original mandate : the 
care of money ci r culation . Thus , the Curacaosche Bank ' s main activi t y 
was the car e of money ci r culation and the granting of cr edits . The 
bank notes were covered by gold and silver coins kep t in the vaults 
of the Curacaosche Bank . 
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In 1961, the charter of the bank was once again changed and the 
name of the Central Bank was changed from the Curacaosche Bank into 
the Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen and since then it has not been 
changed . The act i vities of the bank are res tricted to the Nether-
lands Antilles and it has a branch off ice on the Island of Aruba and 
agencies on the Island of Bonai r e and the Windward Islands . The 
statute of 1961 stipulates the rights and obligations of the Cent ral 
Bank or Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen . 
In 1972, the National Ordinance concerning the · regulation of the 
supervision of banking and credit came into force. The functions 
which the new law vested in the Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen fell 
into two main groups . Firstly, the Central Bank was empowered to 
decide whether or not t o admi t new financial institutions t o the 
Netherlands Antilles , a power which had hitherto lain with the na-
tional parliament under the terms of the State Regu l ations . In addi-
tion , the Central Bank obtained the power to exercise supervision 
over the institutions admitted -- in particular , with regard to their 
solvency and liquidity. In the subsequent sections , the position of 
the Central Bank or Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen will become more 
evident . 
5 . 2 . The Formal Structure of the Bank van de 
Nederlandse Antillen 
The Central Bank is administered by a management consis ting of a 
managing director , secretary , deputy secretary and board of directors . 
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The managi ng dir ector , secretary and deputy secretary ar e appointed 
by the Governor from a list of three persons nominated by the boar d 
of directors . The managing direct or represents the bank and is ap-
point ed for an indefinite time and so are the secr etary and deputy 
secr e t ary . 
5 . 2 . 1. The boar d of directors 
The board of directors consists of five members . The chairman 
of the boar d is called governor director and is also appointed by 
the Governor o f the Ne therlands Antilles . The remaining members of 
the board are appointed , each position to be filled by the Governor , 
from three persons nominated for each position by the board of direc-
tors , after consulting the management. They are appointed for a 
period of four years and can be r eappointed immediately. They can 
also be suspended , or prematurely dismissed by the Governor, by a 
National Decree including due grounds. 
The ma nagement must provide the governor director with all in-
formation and on his request submit books and documents which are 
necessary for the correct discharge of his duties . He also has the 
right to be present when the cash funds of the Bank are checked and 
ver ified . The board of directors are in charge of the super vision 
over the management of the bank, and the Cent ral Bank's budget needs 
their approval before it i s submitted t o the Minister . The other 
employees of the Central Bank are appointed and dismissed by the 
Government of the Netherlands Antil l es (Central Government - Minister 
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of Finance) . The Central Bank is a relatively independent government 
agency. 
5 . 2.2 . Independence of the Bank van de Neder landse Antillen 
The Central Bank is , i n fact , that agency of the gover nment r e-
sponsible fo r the conduct of monetary policy and in the Nether lands 
Antilles its main function is the maintenance of the internal and 
external stability of the value of the country ' s monetary unit . In 
other words , the Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen has to maintain t he 
convertibility of the Netherlands Antilles guilder (Naf . ) and has to 
prevent inflation . 
The Central Bank is a relatively inde pendent agency because it 
is not comple t ely outside the government . The Central Bank ' s deci-
sions about monetary policy can be made independently of the Central 
Government policy . However , the Central Bank , i n conducting monetary 
policy , tends to support the Central Gove rnment policy . 
The Cent r a l Bank can be considered independent in the sense that 
the managing director, sec r etary , deputy secretary and board of dir ec-
tors are not appointed by the Central Government but by the governor 
of the Netherlands Antilles . The managing direct or, secretary, deputy 
secretary and governor directo r a re appointed for a period that is 
unlimited and the other members of the board of director s a r e nomi-
nated and appointed for a period of four yea r s and can be reappointed 
immediately . 
Once the managing director is appointed , then he need not fea r 
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Government since he is nominated for an unlimited period and is 
appo inted by t he governor of the Netherlands Antilles and not by t he 
minister of finance or president of the Ne the rla nds Antilles . The 
management is free t o c r i ticize government policy when their policy 
will l ead t o balance- of- payment defic its a nd, as a r esult , a decrease 
in interna tional r eserves , thereby jeopardizing the external s t ability 
of the Nethe r lands Antilles guil der . Secondly , the Central Bank makes 
profits . Mos t of the profits come from interes t received on f oreign 
assets. These profits a r e used t o in c r ease the banR ' s capital , r e-
serve funds , and special r eser ve funds . Par t of the Centra l Bank ' s 
profit is transferred t o the Cent ral Gove rnment . 
Notwiths t anding the for egoing a r guments , t he government can s till 
exert its influence on the management of the Cent ral Bank because the 
Central Bank ' s empl oyees are appointed, dismissed and pr omoted by the 
Central Gove rnment . None of the befor e- mentioned actions can be exe-
cured by the managing director . Moreover , the Central Bank ' s budget 
needs the approval of the minister of finance (Central Gove rnment) . 
Hence , the Bank van de Nederla ndse Antillen can be considered r ela-
tively independent . 
There are many arguments with respec t t o public owner ship of 
Centra l Banks . Those favoring public ownership argue the fol l owing : 
1) In a democracy , the responsibi lity fo r economic 
management is solely tha t of the elect ed gove rnment . 
The conduct of monetar y policy is enhanced if the 
Central Bank is di r ectly within the Gover nment sec-
tor; 
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2) Hence , an independent Central Bank may thwart the 
pol i cy of a government which enjoys considerable 
electoral support; 
3) The p r ofits of Cent ral Banking should accr ue to the 
Cent r al Government . 
Othe r s favoring independence argue: 
1) Central Banks enjoy a special r elationship with 
cormner cial banks and other financial institutions 
and t his relationship can be consolida ted and en-
hanced by separation of the Central Bank and govern-
ment ; 
2) An independen t Central Bank may offer frank advice 
to the government . It may be able to'carry out un-
popular but necessar y policies , which the government 
may refuse to do in order to avoid electoral dis-
pleasure (Stanford , 1972) . 
In the Netherlands Antilles, the staff members probably favor the 
statements of those who favor independence , since they are trying to 
make the bank completely independent of government . 
5 . 3. Internal Organization of t he Bank van de 
Nederlandse Antillen 
The internal structure of the bank is composed of the following 
departments : 
1) Res earch department 
2) Accounting department 
3) Cashier's department 
From these three departments only , the resea rch department will 
be h i ghlighted , as this department ' s activities a re more related to 
the topic of this thesis . 
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The research department collec ts and analyzes data on t he econo-
my in the Netherlands Antilles. The data include information on the 
finan cial sector , money supply , and balance of payment . The research 
department also observes the movements in international reser ves , 
issues the Quarterly Bulle tin and annual reports which contain sta-
tis tical data and info r mation about the curre nt development in the 
economy , mone tary development s , and public finance information . They 
also do some economic fo r ecas ting . 
The r esearch division consis ts of fou r sec tions : 
1) Macro-economic section, 
2) Exchange con trol division , 
3) St a t istical division, 
4) Bank s upe r vision and credit regulat ion division . 
5 . 3 . 1 . Mac r o- economic section 
Th i s section observes the gr owth r a t e of the money supply , i ts 
effect on the balance of payments and international reserves as well 
as the behavior of government budget policy and its effect on the 
economy . They also study the deve l opments i n t he real sec t or of the 
economy . 
K~y figures are published in their mon thly paper and economic 
developments in the fo r eign exchange generating sectors, and the 
policies taken by the Cent r al Bank are published in the Quarterly 
Bulletin and Annual Report. In short, this section analyzes the macr o-
economi c devel opments in the Nether lands Antilles f r om a monetary 
vi ewpoint . 
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5 . 3 . 2 . Exchange control division 
This division is charged with the implement ation of foreign ex-
change controls and directives and sees that residents and nonresi-
dents adhere to the foreign exchange policies . 
5 . 3 . 3 . Statistical division 
The statistical division gathers data from the different sec-
tors and financial institutions and transforms these data into useful 
data fo r the Central Bank and other interested sect ors of the economy . 
5 . 3.4 . Bank super vision a nd c redit regulation division 
This division is charged with the supervision of credit inst itu-
tions and associa tions . This department receives monthly statements 
from the financial institutions , and sees that adher ence to the liquid-
ity and solvency regulations as well as credit r egulations are ful-
filled . 
5 . 4 . Functions of the Bank van de Nederlandse 
Antillen 
The National Ordinance of September 25 , 1961 gives the Central 
Bank the following important functions : 
1) Circul ation bank of the Netherlands Antilles , 
2) Stabilization of the value of the country ' s mone t a ry 
unit , 
3) Foreign exchange bank for the country , 
4) Supervision of banks and credit institutions and 
associations . 
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5.4 . 1. Circulation bank of the Netherlands Antil l es 
By the National Ordinance of 1961 , the Central Bank obtained the 
exclusive right t o issue bank notes in the Nethe r lands Antilles . The 
banknotes have the quality of legal media of payment until they are 
withdrawn from circulation. The form and denominat i ons of banknotes 
to be issued are determined by the management and a r e announced pub-
licly . Coins are issued by the government but via the Central Bank . 
5 . 4 . 2 . Stabilization of the value of the country ' s monetary unit 
Since the second World War , the Nether lands Antilles guilder has 
been pegged t o t he U. S. dollar . In 1971 , the Antillen guilder (~a£ . ) 
devaluated with respect to the U. S . dollar but since then it has r e -
mained stable at Naf . 1.78 per U. S. dollar . 
The task of t he Central Bank to maintain the stability of the 
value of the monetary unit is not an easy one . 
The value of a monetary unit consists of an: 
1) internal value 
2) external value 
The internal value of the money r efe rs to the purchasing power of 
the Antillean guilder within the count r y while the external value re-
fers t o the fixed exchange rate between the Antillean guilder and the 
U. S . dollar . In other words , the Central Bank tries to prevent infla-
tion and at the same time must try to maintain the convertibili ty of the 
Nethe r lands Antilles guilder, two things that in the Nether lands An-
tilles are incompatible . 
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To maintain the internal value of the monetary unit , inflation 
must be controlled o r avoided . 
The Netherlands Antilles is a very small and very open economy . 
Domes tic production is insignificant and consequently imports very 
high, and as the exchange rate is fixed to the U.S . dollar it cannot 
adjust. Hence, the price level becomes given. Hence , an inflation 
in the count r y of our major trading partner (the Uni ted States) means 
an increase in our price level (imported inflation). As a result of 
our small domestic production and high imports , an increase in the 
money s upply causes a slight increase in the domestic price level 
and thereafter a vast decrease in international reserves , which if 
not con troll ed jeopardizes the external value of the monetary unit . 
It seems that the Central Bank opted for the control of the exte rnal 
value of the monetary unit. In order to contro l inflation , or , more 
accurate l y , to lower the effects of a n inflation, the government has 
a wage indexation scheme. When prices go up wages are automatically 
adjusted. 
5 . 4 . 3 . Foreign exchange bank for the country 
The amount of international reserves is the vein of our economy . 
As a smal l open country , with a very narr ow produc tion base a nd where 
everything has to be imported, the amount of international reserves 
plays an important role . We may have an excess of Ne therlands Antilles 
guilders , but without sufficient foreign reserves the Antilles would 
not be able to finance imports . The Central Bank therefore carefully 
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monitors the level of international reserves as well as the payment 
transactions with foreign countries. The Central Bank 's foreign poli-
cy will be explained under the paragr aph of Foreign Exchange Regula-
tions . 
5 . 5. Supervision of Banks and Credit Regulation 
The Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen, the Central Bank, is vested 
wi th author ity to supervise and regula te banks and credi t insti t utions, 
by way of t he National Ordinance of June 26 , 1972 , no . 138 . This 
ordinance establishes that all credit institutions and credit associa-
tions will be s ubject to Central Bank supervision . 
Credit institutions are defined as enterprises or institutions 
(with the exception of credit associations) which substantially make 
it their business to accept monies on deposit and / or grant credit fa-
cilities , for example , the primary and secondary banks and institu-
tional investors . 
Credit associations are defined as institutions whose purpose 
is to assist their members in saving and/or the granting of credit 
and advances to such members , for example , c r edit unions. 
The above-mentioned definitions contain the following important 
components , namely , " substantially," "making their business ," " to 
accept moneys" and ' 'granting credit " that need some explanation . 
" Substantially" refers t o the total value of the financial transac-
tions . For local credit institutions , their financial transactions are 
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considered subs tantial when the total value of liabilities or loans 
exceed an amount of Naf . 50 , 000 . 
"Making their business" r efers to the scope and volume of activi-
ties involving either attracting money or granting credit . These 
activities must be exercised independently or autonomously . Activi-
ties conducted once or incidently do not fit the statement . 
"To accep t moneys" is related t o the deposit money and money on 
current accounts as well as the loans obtained by issuing of bonds, 
notes or certificates. Liabilit ies due to suppliers or buyers credit 
do not classify for this purpose , nor do bank loans or overdraft fa-
cilities to finance the assets of a company . 
Granting c redit refers to making available moneys from one ' s 
own account to other entities with the obligation of repayment. Claims 
due to deliver ies of merchandise or services rende red are not con-
sidered credits for this purpose , nor ar e investments in general ne-
gotiable securities (Beers, 1980) . 
Local credit institutions , offshore credit institutions, and credit 
associations have an obligation to register with the Central Bank so 
that the latter can have a global pi cture of the number o f banks and 
c r edit institutions operations in the Netherlands Antilles . 
Banks and all credit institutions and associations can start 
business afte r they received a declaration of no objection f r om the 
Central Bank . 
Before adnitting a bank , the Central Bank observes a number of 
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aspects . Some of them a re: 
1) The local market conditions , observing things like 
a) convenience and needs of the public, 
b) competition 
c) operating ef ficiency 
2) Cor por ate capital . For a bank, the minimum amount 
of capital amounts to Naf . 1 , 000,000 . In general, 
it depends on the type of financial business conducted 
and the degree of r esponsibility tha t the shareholders 
accept . 
3) The name and addr ess , and curriculLDn vitae of each 
super visory or managing director . 
4) The r eason f or es tablishing a branch in the Netherlands 
Antilles , descriptions of their activities, and their 
experience in banking and administra tion . 
5) The composition of the shareholders of the bank . A 
very powerful shareholder can drive the bank into a 
situation where it employs its resources in a manner 
which might jeopardize its liquidity and solvency . 
6) With respec t to a subsidiary in the Ne therlands Antilles 
of a foreign financial institution, the Bank van de 
Nederlandse Antillen might no tify the Cent r al Bank 
in the home country to obtain information about the 
position and reputation of the bank. 
In general , in admitting new banks, the Central Bank looks for 
r eputable names. Between 1970 and 1984, no new banks were admitted 
as the Central Bank thought that there were suffici en t banks to serve 
the needs of the local market . Only in t he offshore sector were new 
banks still admitted . 
To have some control on bank concentration and to prevent monopoly, 
established credit institutions a re not allowed to make long- term in-
vestment in, or take over, other entities whether or not s uch entities 
are credit institutions , or merge with other entities , whether or not 
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such entities a re credit institutions , or effect a financial reorgani-
zation or es t ablish affiliates , branch offices or cash operations under 
any name whatever, nor reduce their subscribed or paid up capital , 
without prior consent of the Central Bank . 
To ensure adherence to a sound monetary policy , the Central Bank 
of the Ne t he rlands Antilles consults with financial institutions . 
In the case of no full agreement or a l ack of cooperation in execut-
ing the agreed policy , the Cent r al Bank is vested with authority to 
release general directives governing the business operation of the 
financial institutions . These directives are issued , amended , extended , 
or suspended by means of a National Decree . 
5 . 5. 1 . Supervision 
Other aspects the Central Bank closely observes are : solvency , 
liquidity , and the fore i gn-asset position of coLl!1le rcial banks . This 
is done to ensure soundness and prudent operation . Offshor e banks 
are exempted from liquidity and solvency requirements and other super-
visory regulations . Bank soundness refers to the risk exposure of 
banks . In general terms , the more sound a bank , the greater is its 
ability to withstand adverse economic conditions . 
The solvency requirements in the Netherlands Antilles are pretty 
stringent in order to assur e that each commer cial bank has sufficient 
capital to protect depositors against unusual a nd unexpected losses of 
a bank and to put the branches of foreign banks on an equal footing 
with local banks . 
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5 . 5 . 2 . Solvency 
The solvency r equirements in the Netherlands Antilles are as fol-
lows : the Central Bank assigned a percentage to each category of 
bank asset. In Table 3 . 1 , we see that the solvency r equirement fo r 
"discounted drafts and pr omissory notes" is 5% as it i s less ris ky, 
but the percentage assigned to " part icipations engagi ng in credit-
activities" under the heading c redit, is 100%. Now , for each bank, 
the amount of assets placed in a certain category , say "discounted 
drafts and promissory notes, " is multiplied by the r elevant per-
centage -- in this case, 5% . After this is done for each category , 
the Central Bank takes the summation of all these categories, and 
the obtained sum is the r equired amount of networth that the conuner-
cial bank should have. 
If a deposit institution extends a credit that exceeds 15% of its 
net worth , then the col'DI:lercial bank needs an authorization from the 
Central Bank , and an additional solvency requirement equal to the 
solvency r equirement will be applicable. The following example high-
lights the foregoing : 
Suppose a customer of a bank takes a mortgage which exceeds 15% 
of the bank ' s net worth, say 25% . Then , in Table 3 . 1 , we see that 
the percentage fo r " covered by mortgage ," under the heading credits, 
is 5%. The amount between 0 and 15% of the net worth is charged the 
required 5% rate . The amount between 15 and 20% is charged an addi-
tional 5%, and so is the amoun t between 20 and 25%. 
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Table 3 . 1 . Di rect i ves concer ning solvency 
Calculat i on of the min i mum net wo r th 
Descr ip t ion 
To be cover ed by ne t 
wo r th : in % 
A. Di scounte d draf t s and promissor y notes s 
B. Cr ed its : 
1 . To t he Central and Island Governments 0 
2 . Suppor ted by a wr itten guarantee of the 
Cent r al and I sland Gover nments 0 
3. Cover ed by c r edit insur ance 0 
4 . Covered by marketable securities 0 
5 . Cover ed by mor tgage 5 
6 . To part icipa nts engaging i n credit act i v i ties 100 
7. Ot her credits 10 
C. Regulations wi th regard to large credits which 
are subject to solvency requirements . If credits 
represents : 
1 . 15- 20% of net worth , an additional solvency 
r equirement equal to the solvency requirement 
applicable to this item; this applies to the 
excess over 15%. 
2. Nore than 20% oE net worth , an additional sol-
vency r equirement equalling twice the norma l 
solvency r equirement which applies to the 
excess over 20%. 
D. Amounts receivable and amounts prepaid 
E. Secur ities 
F. Pa r ticipations : 
1 . In credit i nstitutions 
2 . In other institutions 
G. Real estate a nd movables 
H. Liabilit i es in connection wi t h guarantees issued , 
cont inuing g ua r antees and letters of credit 
I . Open fo r eign exchange posit i ons 
a 
Central Bank Annual Report , 1969- 1974 . 
10 
10 
100 
20 
30 
2 . 5 
2 . 5 
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With these measures, by varying the pe r centage , the Central Bank 
endeavors t o minimize the r isk of banks becoming insolvent . The 
higher t he r isk , the higher the per centage and vice versa . The sol-
vency position is monitored on a monthly basis . Banks must adhere to 
the minimum capital requirements depending on the composition , t ype 
and size of their assets . 
5 . 5. 3 . Liquidity 
Nex t to solvency , t he Central Bank carefully observes the li-
quidity of banks . Liquidity is a measure of the ease with which 
conune r cial banks can meet the demand for withdrawals by their de-
positors. This requires that banks maintain an adeq uate amount of 
cash on hand or possess the abi l ity t o readily acquire such cash . 
Economists, in general, believe that r equiring banks to maintain a 
stated level of r eserves would be a good way of ensuring adequate 
bank liquidity . Critics , on the con trar y , a r gue that requiring banks 
to maintain a given level of r eserves to a la r ge extent deprives 
those r eser ves of their liquidit y , because reserves that banks are 
required to maintain are no longer available to be paid out t o the 
bank ' s cust ome r s . But in a smal l count r y such as the Nether lands 
Antilles , with no deposit insurance company , r eserve requirements a r e 
a good way of protecting the deposits o f the public . 
The system used by the Bank van de Nede r landse Ant illen , the 
Central Bank , is a differ ent reserve requirement sys t em. This means 
the liquidity r equi r ement has been differentiated by t ypes of deposits 
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and the accounting period seems to vary between one and twenty- four 
months . Differential liquidity requirements when based on deposits 
affect bank liquidity . The higher the turnover of t he deposits , the 
shor te r the accounting period , consequently t he hi gher the liquidity 
percentage r equired. 
Liquidities ar e described as 
1) cash , 
2) deposits with the Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen , 
3) deposits with banks payable within thr ee months , 
4) deposits with the Giro service Curacao , 
5) t r easury bills , 
6) discounted drafts and promissory notes , 
7) marketable securities for 70% of the market value . 
When an individual item which is subject to liquidity require-
ments exceeds 1% of the total liabilities , the liquidity requirements 
will be doubled in order to prevent the risk that a bank canno t meet 
a withdrawal on demand . However, the total liquidity ratio per item 
can , of course , not exceed 100%. 
5 . 5 . 4 . Time deposits and borrowed funds 
Time deposits are defined as only corporate time deposits . Per-
sonal and other time deposits are trea ted by the Central Bank as "sav-
ings for the purpose of liquidity requirements . " The liquidity r e-
quirements depend on the time r emaining until maturity , as shown be-
low . 
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Due to banks payable on demand 
(debt from one bank to another) 
Due to banks payable in less than 
one mon t h 
Borrowed funds maturing in less than 
one mon t h 
Suspense items positive 
Bank ' s time deposits ma turing in 
1- 24 monchs 
Bo rrowed funds maturing in 1- 24 
months 
Accounts of nonbanks payable on 
demand 
Blocked a ccounts 
Time deposit s macuring in less than 
one mon th 
Time deposits maturing in 1- 24 months 
Unused ove rdraf t facilities 
Guar ant ees , l e t ter s of cr ed i t 
Per centage 
requirement 
100 
100 
100 
100 
10 
10 
20 
20 
20 
10 
10 
10 
Thus , the o riginal matu r ity of , fo r ins tance , a bank ' s time deposit 
and bo rrowed funds does no t matter . What matters is the time left 
until ma t uri t y . Thus , if the original maturi t y of , say a time deposit 
is six months, but it ma tures within two weeks , then it goes i nt o the 
ca t ego r y of "less than one month . When it is difficult t o determine 
the time left unti l maturity , then the r equir e d percentage , which must 
be he ld as liq uid assets , amo unts t o 10%, independently of the time 
left until ma turity . 
Savings a r e defined as both savings and time deposi t s of natural 
pers ons , societies and foundat i ons . The crite r ion used t o de termine 
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the proportion of savings deposits to be retained as liquid assets 
is the velocity of circulation of these deposits . Fo r example : for 
savings without withdrawal limitations (passbook savings), the require-
ment is one and one-half times the highest total amount of withdrawal 
of any of the preceding twelve months; for savings with withdrawal 
limitations (time deposits), the requirement is one times the highest 
t otal amount of withdrawal of any of the pre cedi ng twelve months . 
Reser ve requirements based on bank deposits and similar liabili-
ties is the most common reserve r equirement. This ·general t ype of 
reser ve requirement affords banks t he gr eatest liquidity as a r esult 
of the automatic adjustments in the level of reserves r equired in r e -
sponse to changes in the level of deposits. For the purp ose of money-
s upply control , basing required reserves on deposi ts and similar bank 
liabilities is administratively the simples t and most direct approach , 
as the control instrument , reserve r equir ement, is directly linked 
to the object of cont rol itself -- namely , deposi ts (Coats , 1983) . 
5 . 5 . S . For eign assets 
The Central Bank also controls the foreign asse t position o f 
banks. Deposit banks in the Ne therlands Antilles are not allowed to 
have a negative net fo reign asset pos ition, in order to preven t in-
c r eases in fo r e i gn debts . 
The computa t ional methods used by the Central Bank , in comput-
ing the fo r eign asset holdings of banks, are complicated. Thus , the 
description will be general r a ther than in detail . 
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In gene ral , the Cent ral Bank knows the total amount of offi -
cial reserves (gold and foreign exchange) . Howeve r , the Central 
Bank want s to ensure that there are sufficient foreign exchange re-
serves available to cover imports during some months , say two months. 
Therefore, the Central Bank calculates the average imports during a 
period of twelve months . These data are received from the commercial 
banks . Once the bank knows the ave r age imports and knows how much 
foreign exchange i s needed to cover , say two months of import pay-
ments, the Cen tral Bank then allocates the remaining reserves to the 
conuner cial banks , based on each bank ' s working capital and the amount 
of deposits it holds . ~ny a mount in excess of the resulting maximum 
foreign asset position must be surrendered to the Central Bank . In 
determining the maximum amount of foreign exchange to be distributed 
to connner cial banks , the Central Bank observes two magnitudes , name-
ly : the rate of growth in imports and the situation of the balance 
of payment . This division of f oreign exchange t o banks happens twice 
a year. 
5.6 . Foreign Exchange Regulations 
The foreign exchange regulations are laid do\-m in the Foreign 
Exchange Ordinance of 1940 . This o rdinance , established during the 
second World War , prohibited all financial transactions with other 
countries unless a license has been gr anted . 
After the World i.;a r and especially during the 1960s , it became 
evident that these measures were obsolete, and as a result the foreign 
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exchange authorities granted more freedom to the process of external 
payments . 
Banks are permitted to provide fo r eign exchange for most of the 
current transactions . Foreign exchange r ates are quoted on a da i ly 
basis by the Central Bank. The Ne the rlands Antilles guilder is pegged 
to the U. S. dollar. The fixed rate for a dollar is Naf . 1 . 78 when 
banks buy drafts and checks , and Naf . 1. 81 when banks sell banknotes , 
drafts and checks . 
Banks buy dollar banknotes at a fixed r ate of Naf. 1 .7 7 for one 
dollar . All local deposit banks are authorized by the Central Bank 
to deal in foreign currencies , and when dealing with the public they 
apply the official rate. Dealings between the Central Bank and deposit 
banks mainly occurs in U. S . dollar s and generally a t the interbank rate 
of Naf. 1 . 80 for one dollar . Foreign exchange held by residents must 
be handed over to an authorized bank , although this i s flexibly inter-
preted in order t o accommodate tourism . 
The r egulations on the current account are less restrictive than 
those on the capital account in order t o accommodate trade . 
5 . 6 . l . Current account regulation 
In the Netherlands Antilles , there are less restrictions on the 
current account than on the capital account . The reason is that al-
most everything has to be imported . Too many restricti ons , therefore, 
would impede the trade sector from functioning smoothly . Hence , busi-
nessmen , under a gene r al license , are not restrained to a ce rtain 
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amount of foreign exchange, but can make their payments for legally 
imported and e..xported goods fr eely and also finance their inventories 
or the insurance of goods . 
Payments for most current invisibles (services) , up to an equiva-
lent amount of Naf . 50,000 , are also not restricted. However, the 
bank has the authority to inquire for which purpose the money will be 
used, in orde r t o prevent the ab use of t he before-me ntioned privilege 
which might lead to deple tion of foreign exchange . 
The fo r e i gn exchange directive 1983/4 al l ows r esidents t o buy 
fo r eign exchange for payments to nonresidents, or t o s i gn contracts 
with nonre s idents, up to a n amount of Naf . 50 ,000 each time without 
permission of the Central Bank. The la tt er , however, may not exceed 
Naf . 250 , 000 per year . In case r esidents wan t to buy an amount which 
exceeds the latter , then permission from the Central Bank i s r eq uired . 
Examples of such payments are : wages , salaries , te l ecommunication , 
t antiemes , r ents , industrial cos ts . 
Some other restric t ions on current account transactions ar e re-
l ated to tuition o r educational expenses , cos ts of living expens es , 
hospital expenses and the like . For example , residents whose childr en 
a re studying abroad are allowed to r emi t to their childr en a n amount 
of Naf . 10 , 000 each time , up to a maximlilll of Naf . 50 , 000 per year. 
Permission is required in case the amount exceeds Naf . 50 , 000 per 
yea r. 
The fo r eign excha nge directives of 1985/1 also restrain the amo unt 
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of foreign exchange that residents can take with them when going on 
vacation . Residents can buy Naf . 200 pe r per son for each day spent 
ab r oad . The maximum amount that t hey can spend , in a year, on vaca-
t i on is Naf . 10 , 000 , without permission of the Cen tral Bank . These 
regulations were imposed as enormous amounts of foreign r ese rves were 
leaving the country . The Cent r al Bank suspected that uncertainty 
about the poli tical structure of the Nethe r lands Antilles ("Status 
Aparte " of Aruba and the distrust in Aruba ' s own cu rrency) , the 
economic recession that set in during 1983 and continued in 1984, 
the huge government deficits during the past two years as well as the 
closing of the Lago (Exxon) oil refinery in Aruba (its main economic 
pillar) as well a s uncertainty about the future of the oil refinery 
in Curacao (Shell Curacao N. V. ) induced expectations of a devalua-
tion of the Antillean guilder and caused many r es idents to get out of 
the local currency into foreign currency under the pretext of going on 
vacation, to safeguar d their wealth in foreign banks . 
Residents a re all owed to make interest payments to nonr esidents 
pr ovided that the loans we re obtai ned from the nonresidents (after a 
foreign exchange license had been g ranted). Trading companies in 
the Netherlands Antilles ar e also allowed to maintain accounts ex-
pressed in fo reign currencies with domestic banks . The banks also 
provide loans and overdraf t s exp ressed in foreign currencies , mainly 
U. S . dollars . 
Although many current accoun t transactions can be made freely , 
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up t o a certain amount , the situation fo r capital account transac-
tions , h owever, is differ en t as will become eviden t i n t he next par a-
graph . 
5 . 6. 2 . Cap ital account 
All capita l account transactions need a permission from t he 
Central Bank . Th i s measur e has been t aken t o preven t an outflow of 
international reserves . However, the r est r ic t ions a r e not such t hat 
it would inhibit capital mobility which in turn would f r ustrate 
f or eign investment , whi ch also requires a license , but allowed when-
ever it is in the socio- economic interests of the islands . 
Residents unde r certain conditions are allowed t o buy foreign 
secur ities . The buying of these secur ities has to take place by 
means of a local deposit bank , and the amount that can be invested in-
to fo r eign asse t s may not exceed the amount of Naf . 50 , 000 per year 
(foreign exchange directives 1982/1) . The au t horized local deposit 
bank r egister s all these foreign assets , and in this way the Centr al 
Bank has some cont r ol over the t otal amount of fore i gn assets . The 
advantage for the Cent r al Bank is that in an emergency si t uation (as-
Sllllle a deplet i on of all international r eserves) , the bank can orde r 
the deposit institution to sell off these fo r eign securities , and to 
turn out the pr oceeds in Netherlands Ant illes guilders t o the holder s 
of the befor e- men tioned secur ities . The purchase of mutual f unds , 
however, is pr ohibited , and residents a r e a l so not permi t ted to bor-
row in the domes t ic marke t and then take the ob t a ined f unds to buy 
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fo reign assets . 
In order to prevent foreign liabilities f r om becoming t oo high, 
the Central Bank pr ohibits r esidents from making foreign l oans with-
out thei r permiss i on . For example, if a resident wants to buy a house 
i n Miami , and wants to take a mortgage a t a bank in Miami of $95 ,000 
then this r esiden t needs a permission from the Central Bank , and the 
amount of $95 , 000 , is r ecorded in the balance of payment as a foreign 
liability . 
The Central Bank does allow residents to have a time deposit in 
a foreign bank (note: residents need a permission f irst) . Residents 
who have such deposits ab r oad , must report to the Cent r al Bank every 
quarter , and they a r e no t allowed to become debtors . The Central Bank 
must know in whi ch foreign bank the money is deposited , and these ar-
rangements have to be channeled through an autho rized local bank . The 
time span of these deposits varies between six months and one year . 
The Central Bank allows residents to avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity due to the lack o f a local sophisticated money market instru-
ments with high yields . 
On every amount of money that leaves the country, there is a 
fo r eign exchange tax of 1 . 3%. 
Investment companies in the Netherl ands Anti lles whose stockholders 
are living ab r oad can , with permission of the Central Bank , remit the 
profits to the shareholder s . 
Residents other than the monetar y autho ri ties and authorized 
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industrial users are not allowed without special permission to hold 
or acquire gold in any form other t han jewelry or coin, at home or 
ab r oad. 
Imports and exports of gold in any f orm o ther than jewelry r e -
quire a license gran ted by the Central Bank . Such licenses a re no t 
normally granted except for imports and exports of coin by a utho rized 
banks , and fo r i mpor ts and expor ts by or on behalf of t he monetar y 
authorities a nd industrial user s . 
Ins titutional investors (pension funds and life insurance com-
panies) in the past used to invest almost all their funds abr oad , due 
to absence of a capital marke t , a nd ab road the risk could be spread 
better a nd ob t ain higher r etur ns on investment, which i n turn bene-
fitted their depositors . In order to have some of th i s money r emain 
in the Nethe r lands Antilles , t he Central Bank required the pension 
fund s to invest 40% of thei r t o t al assets domestically and 60% ab r oad. 
For life i nsur ance companies , the directives are somewhat di fferent . 
The lis t on the next page gi ves an i l lus tra tion of require d percentages . 
In itself , this effort of the Central Bank i s good; however , there is 
a flaw in this direc t i ve , namely , the Central Bank does not tell 
these investors in which direc tion the domestic investment should 
flow . As a result , mos t o f this domestic inves t ment does not f l ow to 
produc tive inves tme nt projec t s that can create long- term employment 
and i ncome but t o low risk a reas (mortgages) . 
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Amount of liabilities 
Minimum amount to be held in 
Netherlands Antilles investments 
First 10 million 
Second 10 million 
Following amounts 
% 
40 
50 
60 
Amount 
(millions) 
4 
5 
60% of 
remainder=r 
5 . 7. Monetary Policy in the Ne therlands 
Antilles 
Total amount 
(millions) 
4 
9 
9+r 
Monetary policy is just one aspect of overall economic policy . 
The supervision on financial institutions, with the main purpose of 
con trolling the money supply and to maintaining the stability of the 
Antillean guilder, might be looked upon as a particular form of the 
government ' s inter vention in the economic process . Therefo r e , the 
objective must be regarded as being part of over all economic objec-
tives. 
The Bank van de ~ederlandse Antillen , the Central Bank , monetary 
analysis focuses on two magnitudes , namely: 
1) The quantity and composition of the money supply 
and, 
2) International reserves (Snoek , 1981) . 
Both a r e ve r y important for maintaining the external stability of the 
Netherlands Antil l es guilder . Hence, the Central Bank ' s policy tends 
toward the monetarist view which emphasizes the r o le played by the 
quantity of money . 
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The money supply i n the Ne therlands An tilles consis t s o f money 
and nea r money (b r oad definition) . Money is defined as cur r ency in 
cir culation , demand deposits o r checking accounts of t he Island 
Governments and the pr i vate sec t or held with the money cr eat i ng bank-
i ng inst i tutions . The latte r comp r ises : 
1) The Cen tra l Bank, 
2) Commercial banks , 
3) Giroservice of the Island o f Curacao , 
4) The Cent r al Governmen t by issuing coins . 
Demand deposits expressed in Net he r lands Antilles guilder s , 
a nd held by the offshore companies to cover domes ti c payments as a 
result of personne l expenditur es , rent and of fice costs , are also 
included in the definiti on of money . 
The foreign currency demand deposits of residents a t domest i c 
banks a r e also inc lud ed . These demand deposi t s can be converted into 
Ne t he r lands Antilles gui lder s a t any time . But fo r eign curr e ncy cash 
holdings ar e not inc luded (Beers , 1980) . 
Near money consists of time deposi t s of the Island Government 
plus time deposit s and savings deposits held by the priva t e sector 
with t he Central Bank, and the private depos i t banks . Time deposits 
are included irrespective of t heir maturity date . The moneyness of 
savings deposit s in the Netherlands Antilles is ver y high as s ave r s 
use their savings deposits as current accoun t s . 
Deposits that are securities for loans a r e excluded from the 
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definition of money , as are savings and time deposi ts a t secondary 
o r norunoney- c reating institutions . 
Factor s which affect the money supply a r e the Cent ral Govern-
ment , Island Gove r nment, private sector a nd money- c reating institu-
tions , as well as f oreign exchange reserves. 
The Central Bank closely observes changes in domestic c redit 
and fo r eign exchange reserves (monetary base) . In t he Netherlands 
Antilles , an increase in the money supply increases the domestic price 
level slightly, but as a result of the small domestic p roduction , the 
smallness and openness of the econ omy leads t o an increase in im-
ports and consequently a decrease in international reserves . 
Hence , we might say that there is a strong inver se relationship 
between domestic credit and international r eser ves in the Netherlands 
Antilles . As a result, the Central Bank tries t o regulate the expan-
sion of bank credit in order t o ob tain a balanced growth of the money 
supply in comparison with national income and t o maintain a balanced 
balance of payment . 
To influence the mo ney supply, central banks have diffe r ent 
policy instrument at their disposition . These po licy instruments 
can be divided into general or quantitative policy inst ruments , and 
selective or qualitative control instruments . 
Gene r al controls are techniques used by the Central Bank to de-
termine a country ' s total money supply , and affect financial condi-
tions in general . The use of these instruments does not discriminate 
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among the various financial submar kets such as consumer finance, real 
estate finance , and business finance . Changes in these inst ruments , 
rather, establish an overall framework of monetary ease or tightness 
for the economy as a whol e and individuals in the economy are then 
lef t free to adjust to this f ramewor k in a manner most suited to their 
own circumstances . 
The most common general cont r ols a r e : 
1) Open mar ket operations , 
2) Disco unt policy , 
3) Variations in rese r ve requirements . 
5 . 7.1 . Open market operations 
The purchase and sale of government securities by a central bank 
is known as open market operations . These transactions are conducted 
on an organized market, and they are one way by which a Central Bank 
can alter the total of its assets and , hence , of its liabilities . 
5 . 7.2 . Discount policy 
When coonnercial banks borrow from the Central Bank , the commer-
cial banks ' liquidity or reserves increase by an amoun t equal to the 
borrowings . When previous borrowings are repaid, bank reserves go 
down . The Central Bank can affect the t o tal volume of such borrowings 
by raising or lowering the rate of interest charged to commer ci al banks , 
and this rate is called the discount rate and the po licy , discount rate 
policy . 
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5 . 7 . 3. Variations in rese rve r equirements 
The original purpose was t o pr o te c t depositors by ensuring 
some minimum level of bank liquidi t y . In countries without broad 
and active financial markets , this has been a very effective instru-
ment . Increases in t he r equired reserves ac t as a restra int on bank 
lending . Decreases serve to encourage a n e xpansi on of bank credit . 
Changes in r equired minimum cash r eserve r atios can be used fo r mone-
tary con t r ol in co untries where open ma rket oper a tions are likely t o 
be an inefficient instrument of mone t ary policy . 
5 . 7 . 4 . Sel ec t ive cont r ols 
In addition t o general controls , central banks also have selec-
tive cont r ols . The purpose of the selective instruments i s to affect 
particular sect ors of the economy on a selective bas is. They may be 
used either to r einfor ce a more gene r al policy or to shield a pa r -
ticular sector from t he Central Bank ' s general policy . The most wide-
l y used selec tive controls are : 
1) moral suasion, 
2) consumer c r edit controls . 
5 . 7. 5 . Mo r al s uasion and consume r c redit controls 
Moral s uasion is a general term describing a variety of informal 
or nonlega l methods used by the Central Bank to persuade commercial 
banks t o behave in a particular manner . The obj ective of moral sua-
sion is t ypically t o restr ain the gr owth of bank credit (loans) going 
into partic ular sector s of the market . 
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The purpose of consumer credit contr ols in many i nstances is to 
stop an exi s t i ng p r ice inflation . 
I n the Netherlands Antilles , the Bank van de Nederla ndse Antillen 
has both genera l and s e l e ctive c r edit controls at its dis position. 
Howe ver, the selective cr edit control s ar e the mos t wide ly used poli-
cy instrumen t s . In fact , for a l ong time , mor al s uasi on , by way of 
the use of gentleman agreements , wer e used to induce banks i n r aising 
or loweri ng domes t ic credit . 
The policy instruments that the Central Bank has t o influence 
the money stock are : 
1) open mar ket operations , 
2) discoun t policy , 
3) direct c r edit regulat i o n poli ci es . 
5 . 8 . Policy Instruments of the Bank van de 
~ederlandse Antillen 
As ment i oned before , the three policy instruments o f t he Bank 
van de Neder landse Antillen are : open market oper a t ions , discount 
policy , and di r ect credit regulation . 
Open ma r ke t operations can be conduc t ed only i f t he r e is a 
satisfactor y ma r ke t for assets . The lack of a sophis tica t ed local 
money mar ket , and the absence of a capi t al mar ket , have made open 
mar ket oper ations an ineffective tool for implementing mo ne t ary poli-
cy . 
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The Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen does not have a portfolio 
of treasury paper, necessary t o conduc t open ma r ke t oper ations , 
even though these securities have been issued since 1977 . The Cen-
tral Government prefers to take advances at the Cen tral Bank as they 
do not have to pay interest on them, while by issuing bonds or treas-
ury paper , they must pay interest t o the holders o f bonds or t r easury 
pape r . 
In order to prevent excess ive monetary f inan cing , as this causes 
money t o expand direc tly by an inc rease in t he monetary base , t he 
Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen does not want t o hold a portfo lio 
of treasury paper and moreover they have put a limit o n t he Central 
Gove rnment financia l requirements . The Cent r al Government , by agree-
ment , canno t exceed the maximum of Naf . 110 million on its advance 
account at the Central Bank . The problem i s thdt the Cent r al Govern-
ment does not issue treasury paper t o promote the development of a 
local money ma rket or to fos t e r open market operat i ons , but to finance 
deficit s . 
On January 1 , 1984 , the Central Bank r e laxed its position with 
respect to portfolio paper t o r educe the oppor tunity cost r elated to 
the excess r eserves of comme r cial banks . Commercial banks , in the 
absence of investment opportunities , might dec r ease t he interest r a t e 
on deposi ts, wh i ch in turn , would discourage saving and encourage 
dissaving , in order t o r educe the ir excess reserves that could not 
be invested . 
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For example , dur ing the f irst six months of 1983, the interest 
rates decreased due to excess liquidity . On December 31 , 1982 , the 
average prime rate and mortgage rate were 11.4% and 12 . 8%, respec-
tively . But at the end of June 1983, these interest r ates were . 3 
and . 4% lower than on December 31 , 1982. The average interest rate 
on the time deposits also declined from 7 . 1% to 6.3% dur ing this 
per iod. 
To prevent these shifts in the interest rate on deposits and to 
have banks earn some interest on their excess reserves, the Cent ral 
Bank created the possibility for cotm:nercial banks to buy with their 
excess reserves, certif i cates of deposits , with a maturity of one 
month and an annual interest rate of 5%. The face amount of one cer-
t ificate of deposit is Naf . 50,000 . The benefit of this short- term 
instrument is that it a llows the Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen 
to reduce the excess liquidity of commercial banks . The latter can 
buy these certificates of deposit with their excess reserves and earn 
i nterest . 
The Central Bank is also a lender of last r esort to commercial 
banks . The discount rate is 8% . However, the effec tivenss of dis-
count policy depends on the dependence of commercial banks on the Cen-
tral Bank . The mo r e liquid banks are, the less their dependence on 
the Central Bank for assistance and consequently the less the Central 
Bank ' s effectiveness in regulating cr edit by way of this instrument . 
This is exactly the case in the Netherlands Antilles . Colillllercial banks 
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are very liquid . Thus , whether the Cent r al Bank raises or lowers th e 
discount r ate , the effect o f it on commercial bank lending is minimal . 
The reasons why commercial banks in t he Netherlands Ant i lles are 
very liquid a re as follows. 
Commercial banks in the Netherlands Antilles manage to mobilize 
large amoun t s of savings deposits as there is little or no competi-
tion between commercial banks and other savings institutions . In the 
United Stat es , fo r example , there is s tif f competition between com-
mercial banks , savings and loan associations , mutual savings banks , 
and c r ed i t unions . In the Netherlands Antilles , th i s is not the case 
anymore . 
The r eduction in investment due to the economic recessi on also 
lowers t he demand for loans , leaving the banks with more liquid funds . 
The fact that banks cannot invest all their excess reser ves in 
fore i gn assets , because the Central Bank imposes a limit on the amount 
t o be inves ted abroad , is ano ther cause of excess reserves for com-
merc i al banks . And , last but not least , are the lar ge transaction 
accounts of the island governments held at comme r cial banks . Most of 
the f unds on these accounts come f r om profit taxes r eceived f r om the 
offshore sector and oil refineries . Hence , the effectiveness of dis-
count policy is weak . Sometimes , commercial banks do follow the Cen-
tral Bank when the latter raises or lowers the discount rate , bu t then 
the driving force has been moral suasion , which causes commercial banks 
to lowe r or to raise the inter est r ate on deposits or mortgages . 
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With the two instruments of a lter ing discount rates and engag-
ing in open market oper a tions almost par alyzed , di rec t credit regula-
tion and indirect c r edit r egulations by using different r eser ve r a tios, 
depending on the t ype of deposit or asset , have become t he most widely 
used t ype of policy control inst ruments . The la tte r will not be 
explained again as it has alr eady been explained in par agr aph "Li-
quidity ." 
Before 19 70, the Cent r al Bank was a circulation bank, foreign 
exchange bank, and ba nker for the Cen tral Governmen t , and monetary 
policy was not consider ed impo r tant . Eowever , the rapid economi c 
change and expans i on of credi t during the ' 70s as a r esult of soci al 
we l fa r e improvements , wage increases , inflation and the demand for 
i nvestmen t to r ebui ld the city af ter the labo r r e vo lution of May 30, 
1969 forced the Central Bank to app l y c r edit restrictions for the 
first time . These restrictions were imposed by way of gentleman ' s 
ag r eements . When the Cent r al Bank uses direct credit policies they 
differentiate between productive c redit and consump tive cr edit. In 
times of balance of payment defici ts, the Central Bank usually imposes 
restrictions on consumer credit in an effor t to curtai l the use of 
c r edit for consumer purposes , wh i ch in turn might lead to higher im-
ports r einfor cing a trade balance deficit , and a dr ain on the so- needed 
foreign reserves, i mportant to the ex t ernal value of the Antillean 
guilder . 
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5 . 9 . Factors Constraining Mone t a r y Policy of 
the Central Bank 
In many developed countries , the Central Banks are concerned 
with contro lling the money s uppl y , preventing i nflat i on and high un-
employment and the like . 
In the Netherlands Antilles , due to the openness of the economy, 
fixed exchange r ate, and small domestic production , there is a link 
between the money supply and the balance of payments . A disequi librium 
in the money ma rket causes a disequilibrium in the domestic goods and 
service market and a disequilibrium in the balance of payment. The 
stock market can be excluded as there is none . For instance , an 
increase in the money supply {say a rise in domestic c r edi t) causes 
people t o have more funds , hence , they want to dispose of these funds , 
and as a result, the demand for domestic goods and forei gn goods rises . 
However , the demand fo r foreign goods rises much faster than the de-
mand fo r domes tic goods as domestic production is almost insignificant . 
Consequently , the rise in the domestic price level is small . But the 
rise in imported goods is large . This fact is innnediately reflected 
in the balance of payments (trade balance) , and as these fo r eign im-
ported goods must be financed with fo r eign exchange , it also depletes 
the stock of international reserves , endangering the stabil ity of the 
Antillean guilder. Thus , the balance of payment in the Ne t her lands 
Antilles is like an " open window." People di s pose of thei r excess 
f unds through the balance of payments . It is easier for t he Central 
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Bank to control domestic credit than to control international reserves. 
The inflow of international reserves is a function of the tourist sec-
tor, oil sector, transportation, offshore sector , and fo r eign develop-
ment aid. 
A world recession immediate ly affec ts the oil sector, tourist 
sect or , and transportation secto r in the Netherlands Antilles. Any 
adverse development in the offsho re sector in the Netherlands Antilles 
can affect the inflow of foreign exchange . And these four sect or s a re 
the main fo r eign exchange generators of the Netherlands Antilles . 
However, the Central Bank has no control on the inflow of foreign 
exchange from these sectors as the in flow depends on world developments, 
or exogenous forces . Also , the inflow of foreign a id depends on the 
donor countries, hence , beyond the Central Bank ' s control. Ano t he r 
p r oblem is that the U. S. dollar is freely used in the Netherlands An-
tilles, and in St . Maarten it has almost r eplaced the Netherlands An-
tilles guilder . Wha t the Central Bank can do is try to regulate the out-
flow (see foreign exchange regulations), and even that is not waterp r oof. 
Hence, the only component of the monetary base on which the Cen-
tral Bank has some more control is domes tic credit . In this c r edit 
approach, the Central Bank r ecognizes and stresses the interdependence 
between the balance of payments and the moneystock . The lack of a de -
veloped money market and absence of a capital market and the high l i-
quidi t y of commercial banks are other problems for t he Bank ' s monetary 
policy as they inhibit the effective use of open marke t operations and 
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discount policy . The restrictions on consumer credit, in order to 
curtail consumer spending and to promote productive investment , are 
less effective as there are no guidelines to which productive invest-
ments they ought to be dire c ted. Moreover, there is a lack of com-
me r cially viable investment projects, and banks have a demand- follow-
ing app roach , and the government does not have "high priority" a reas 
that could be used as a guideline for productive investment funds . 
Even though the Central Bank imposed a limit of Naf. 110 million 
that the Central Governmen t could withdraw from its advance account , 
it can still be considered doubtful whether the Bank will be able to 
enforce this limit on the Central Government in the event of any in-
creasing need for financing on the part of the Cent ral Government, 
due to the fact that the Central Bank is obliged to fulfill the request 
for an advance by the Cent r a l Government in case the latter requests 
it. 
Another fact that hampers the Central Bank ' s monetary policy is 
the fact that the island governments prefer to maintain large accounts 
at the local cormnercial banks, t o be us ed as transaction accounts, rath-
er than to maintain them with the Central Bank where they can earn inter-
est on these funds . These funds , as mentioned before, are obtained from 
profit taxes , received from the oil r efineries and offsho re sector. 
The effects of holding s uch large accounts at the local commer cial 
banks i s that they supply these banks with excess liquidi t y . By using 
these f unds for transaction purposes, they highly affect the money 
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supply . Consequently, there arises a conflict between the Central 
Bank ' s monetary policy and the goverrunent' s expenditure behavior, 
namely , while the Central Bank is trying t o control t he money supply 
by selling certificates of deposit and imposing credit restrictions, 
the Island Governments are expanding the supply of money by holding 
large accounts for transaction purposes, supp l ying t hese banks with 
excess reserves. In this way, t hey f rustr ate the use of discount 
policy even more . To make monetary policy i n the Netherlands Antilles 
more effective, both the Central Government ' s and the Island Govern-
ment ' s expenditure behavior have to be changed . 
5.10. Summary 
Summarizing the financial sector, we find that the Netherlands 
Antilles have a very well developed financial s ystem. Only two banks 
are completely locally owned . All the o thers are affiliated with a 
foreign bank . 
These commercial banks provide all modern banking activities , and 
are the largest financial intermedi aries in the Antilles . Commercial 
banks manage t o mobilize most of the savings deposits and t his type 
of deposits is also their largest source of funds . 
The savings deposits are used as cur rent accounts and hence their 
turnover is very high , which in turn constrains the banks from making 
medium- term and long- term lending . As a result, banks concentrate 
on short- term lending to finance imports, expo rts, inventories and 
transpor t . 
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Commercial banks in the Netherlands Antilles a r e very liquid , 
and most of their loans are di r ected t oward wholesale and retail 
trade and individuals fo r consumption purposes. A very small per-
cent age of th e ir t o t a l loans are direc ted to manufactur ing and agr i -
culture . Thus , their i nves t men t flows t o low r isk ar eas . Banks are 
conservative and r isk averse . The high liquidity of the banks makes 
the development of an int e rbank market r e dundant . Their fo reign 
assets also exceed their domestic assets due t o a lack of viable in-
vestment pr ojec ts and absence of a local capital mar ket , and abroad 
the interest yield is higher and risk spr ead bet ter . 
The offshore sec tor i s a very important fo r eign exchange gene r a-
tor . This sector pr ovides the gove rnment with substantial amounts of 
profit t axes and generates employment, especial ly in Curacao where 
most of the o ffshore companies are situated . 
The withholding t ax repeal on interest in t he United States had a 
negative impac t on the financial offshore in Cur acao . Hence , the fu-
ture of the financial offshor e i s unce rtain . This , in turn, will have 
its negative impact on the rest of the economy . Future possibilities 
may lie in the attraction of fo reign sales corpo r a tions , shipping 
comp anies or a development of an offshore stock e xchange . 
The Giroservi ce i s owned by the Gove rnment of the Island of 
Curacao , and its main function is supplying the latte r with liquid 
funds . 
Pens ion funds foreign assets exceeds their domestic assets. In 
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1982, foreign assets comprised 65% of total assets, due to the same 
reasons as mentioned about commercial banks . Life insurance companies' 
share of foreign assets in total assets is smaller . The domestic in-
vestment of these institutional investors also goes into low risk areas 
like mortgages. 
Credit unions are divided into district or barrio credit unions, 
and industrial or professional credit unions. The industrial credit 
unions have been growing at the cost of the district credit unions. 
The lack of expertise in how to manage a c redit union financially 
caused many delinquent loans in the barrio credit union. Even though 
credit unions should foster saving , the main reason for members to 
be in a credit union is to be able to borrow at low cost . Credit 
unions in the Netherlands Antilles a r e not of vital importance in the 
financial development o f the Netherlands Antilles . 
The Ontwikkelings Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen (Development 
Bank) provides the long- term funds needed for agricul tural projects 
and the like . The governments have the majority of the shares, and 
the commercial banks also have shares in the development bank . This 
bank, which is s till young , can play an important role in the develop-
ment of the Netherlands Antilles . The bank finances projects up to a 
maximum of Naf . 500 , 000, with an interest rate varying betwee~ 9 and 
12% for the industrial sector , tourism and transport sector . For ag-
ricultural projects, the interest rate is 7%. 
The money market is situated at the commercial banks but is still 
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underdeveloped . The most widely used instruments a r e time deposits 
and savings deposits . These deposit facilities are offered to in-
dividuals , firms , and corpo r a tions . The gove rnment issues t r easury 
paper, b ut mainly they are bought by banks. There is no capital 
market in the Netherlands Antilles . The capital market did not de-
velop as many business enterpr ises are sole proprietorships , and in 
case they need loans to finance their business they can get it at 
commercial banks . Corpor ations do not issue bonds, they mainly fi-
nance their corporation with retained earnings or funds f r om the 
mother company , and their funds can have higher yield in foreign capi-
tal markets at less risk. The smallness of the market is also hamper-
ing the development s -
The Bank van de Nede r landse Antillen is t he Central Bank o f the 
Netherlands Antilles. This bank is the oldest Central Bank in the Ca-
ribbean . The bank is r elatively independent of the government and is 
mainly conce rned with controlling the quantity and composi tion of the 
money supply , and inte rnational reserves which in turn is important 
fo r the ext ernal s t ability of the Antillean guilder. The inst r uments 
to its use a re open market operations , discount policy , and dir ect 
c r edit r egula tions, as well as indirect (solvency requiremen t s and li-
quidity requirements) . The use of discount policy has been ineffec-
tive due to the high liquidity of t he commercial banks . Open market 
operations have been less successful due to the nature of the market 
and the fact tha t the Central Bank does no t have a po rt fo lio of govern-
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ment security paper (to prevent mo r e monetary financing) . The treasury 
paper that is issued is used to f inance government expenditures . Late-
ly , the Cent ral Bank developed a rudimentary form of open market poli cy 
by allowing banks to buy cert ificates of deposit at an inter es t rate of 
5% annually. By way of this measure, they are able to contract or 
expand the liquidity of banks . 
5.11. Remarks 
The main problems the Ne therlands Antilles have been facing for 
the last few years are: 
1) High unemployment , especially on the Leeward Islands. 
On the Windward Islands there is less unemployment; 
especially St . Maarten has been doing very well. This 
island has been experiencing rapid growth in the tourism 
industry, offshore banking sector, construction and in-
dustrial activities (Antillen Review, 1985b) . 
2) A decline in economic activity in the majo r economic 
pillars of the Netherlands Antilles , namely, oil re-
finery, transport, tourism and offs hore sector . The 
reason for this decline in economic activity is due to 
the excess oil refining capacity in the world markets, 
world recession, devaluation of the bolivar, and with-
holding- tax repeal on interest for nonresidents in the 
United States . The effects of these developments were 
mostly felt by the Leeward Islands . 
3) High budget deficits, threatening the external stability 
of the Netherlands Antilles guilder . 
4) Uncertainty about the future operations of Shell Cur acao 
N. V. due t o excess oi l refining capacity in the ~orld . 
Note : The oil r efinery is the main economic pillar of 
the Antilles . Thus , uncertainty about its futu r e es-
tablishment on the Netherlands Antilles will create in-
stability in the economy . Note that economists estimat ed 
that a closing of Shell Curacao N. V. woul d reduce national 
income by 50%. The macro-economic effects of such an ac-
tion ar e obvious . 
5) Narrow production base . 
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With respect t o savings and investment, there have been many 
theories . The classical or neo- classical economist considered prior 
savings to be the most indispensable condition necessary for invest-
ment. However , t he decision to save and to invest are not inter de-
pendent , bu t independent. The fact that accumulation of savings 
should pr ecede additional investment is characte r istically only of an 
extremely primitive economy in which savers and user s of savings are 
invar iably the same , wh i ch however is not so in most of the develop-
ing countries (Kha tkhate , 1972) . 
In the Netherlands Antilles , there is no paucity of savings . The 
conunercial banks managed t o mobilize la r ge amounts of savings f r om the 
household sector , and so did the pension funds and life insurance com-
panies . 
However , these savings do not flow to the right type of invest-
ment (productive) in the Netherlands Antilles, but to the wrong type 
of investment (mortgages and fo r eign assets) . Although investment in 
mortgages provide more housing for the population and investment in 
foreign assets enhances the security of the depositors, from a macro 
viewpoint they have little beneficial impact on gr owth as they usually 
don ' t create long- term employment and income . The long- term funds of 
institutional investo rs should be channeled to those investors (locally) 
that need these funds and will use it the most effectively . 
The commercial banks , whose main resources comprise savings de-
posits , are concerned with self- liquidating loans t o the wholesale 
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and retail t rade sec t or . These loans are mainly short- term due to 
the nature of savings deposits . The proportion out of total loans 
t hat goes to the manufacturing sector and agricultur al sector is very 
small. The velocity of savings i s ve r y high , indicating that saver s 
are not willing to forego p r esent consumption for f utur e consumption . 
The complaints of instituti onal investors and co1IID1e r ci al banks 
coincide . Both complain that ther e is a lack of viable domes tic in-
vestment projects , that ab road the yield on their invested funds is 
higher , and that the risk diversification is bette r. 
Hence, chan ges are required . The mentality of savers should be 
changed to allow banks to make medium- term lending and long- term lend-
ing . Savers should be made awa re of alternative ways of hold ing assets . 
Commercial banks might provide financial asse ts fo r the sur plus sec-
tors t o hold their transfe r able savings in o th er types of domest ic 
financial asse ts with a higher yield . This would expand t he nar r ow 
money market size . 
What is more a t the center of things is that a channel is r e-
quired through which these surplus funds (savings) of the household 
sector can fl ow to those that need t he funds . 
This channel , however , 
1) needs the investo r s ' and financial intermediar ies ' 
confidence , due to their risk ave r sion and conserva-
tism, 
2) have the exper tise in analyzing and app r aising pr ojects , 
3) its operation should be consis tent wi th the government ' s 
high prior ity areas , 
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4) and operate in connection with the Central Bank , 
5) should be supply led. 
The government policy of not keeping expenses in line with r eve-
nues has led to enormous deficits in the past two yea r s . This situa-
t i on has been aggravated by the recent decline in government r evenues 
from the oil , tour ism , and transport sectors for reasons as mentioned 
before . The deficit was reinforced by deficits from the Curacao 
Dry Dock Company (C.D . M. ) and the national ca rrier , The Antillen Air-
line Company (A . L. M.) . 
To finance these deficits, the government relies heavily on ad-
vances from the Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen and c redit from the 
private sec t or . The selling of government securities , bonds and 
treasury paper is called monetary financing in economic jargon . This 
way of financing a deficit causes some problems in a small open econo-
my such as that of the Netherlands Antilles . 
By selling treasury paper to the public, the government , in fact, 
increases the money supply , since treasury paper i s highly liquid . 
Hence, this paper can be easily resold to the banks, and the public 
can obtain money tha t co uld be spent on goods and services . 
By selling bonds to the public, the government decreases the avail-
able credit to the private sect or, but by using the obtained funds in 
nonproductive act i vities (financing of expenditures like wages, sal-
aries) instead of productive investments , the money returns into the 
hands of th e public , and raises their disposable income and increases 
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their demand fo r goods and services . The demand for goods t hat cannot 
be satisfied dome s t ically must raise imported goods and , as a r esult , 
the international r eserves decrease . The use of advances from the Bank 
van de Nede r landse Antillen has the same expansionary effects . 
Looking at this mone t a r y financing of budget defi cits in ano t her 
way , ano ther conclusion can also be dr awn . If the to t al amount of 
nominal wealth of the private sector is cons i der ed to consist of 
money , government bonds , and gove rnment treasury paper, then a funded 
deficit wi ll affect the level and composition of nominal wealth . By 
incr easing the value of government debt outstanding , a funded deficit 
raises the level of rea l wealth of the pr ivate secto r, given a ce rtain 
rate of inflat i on . By having more wealth , aggrega t e demand will in-
cr ease (wealth effect) . Con t i nued deficit f unding in th is manne r 
will reach a point where the private sector does not want more govern-
ment security pape r or want less of it , reducing the aggregate demand . 
Now , fo r the governmen t to still be able to place these securities 
with the public sector will require a higher interest rate to make them 
attractive . In turn , this highe r interest rate will depress invest -
ment and reduce aggr egate demand . 
High budget deficits and t oo much monetary financing in a small 
open economy with a narrow production base , and a government whose 
reven ues ar e soaring due to adver se developme nts in the major economic 
pilla r s , will reduce investor ' s confidence and re i nfo r ce their reluc-
tance to inves t, awaken expectations of a devaluation of the Antillean 
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guilder , cause residents to shift int o fo r eign currency holdings and 
l ead to social unr est . 
The Central Bank hardly uses the open marke t policy and discount 
policy for reasons alr eady mentioned . Mo r e effective have been the 
indirect credit controls, like so lvency requirements and liquidity 
r equirements . Some comment could also be made on the consumer credit 
rest r ictions , imposed by the Cent r al Bank, in times of balance of pay-
ment deficits . 
Even though r estricting consumer c redit is a good step to prevent 
foreign exchange exhaustion , it must be said that it has some flaws . 
When one sour ce of borr owing is restricted ( consumer loans) , then 
borrowers wil l obtain the funds they desi re from other sources , o r 
they may change the stated purpose of the ir borrowing . For instance , 
borrowe rs can simpl y reduce their marginal propensity to save , and 
still be able to import their cons umer goods , or they can resell the i r 
government securities , treasury paper , or resell their foreign assets 
in the fo reign seconda r y market and still obtain the funds to buy 
their products . In the Netherlands Antilles , if the loans canno t be 
obtained from the cormne r cial banks , then they can be obtained from the 
barrio credi t unions or pr ofessional c r edit unions or by buying il-
legal lottery (number). Hence , the effectiveness of consumer credit 
r estrictions in the ~~ethe rlands Antilles depends on : 
1) the wealth position of the borrowers , and 
2) availability of alternative sources of funds . 
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Res tricting consumer credit to enhance productive credits also 
has its flaws . The fact that cotillllercial banks are pr ofit maximiz e r s 
means their understanding of productive investment may be diffe rent 
f r om t hat of a macro- economic planner . For a commercial bank , pro-
duc tive investment can mean investing in areas with low risk and high 
return . In general , comme rcial banks do not take into consideration 
the external benefits which expansion in the "high- priority" sectors 
will yi eld for the r est of the economy . In t he Netherlands Antilles, 
it becomes evident th at conuner cial banks always looked fo r low risk 
areas . The banks have concentrated heavily on short- term, self-
liquidating loans to finance foreign and domestic commerce . Medium-
and long- term loans , especially for the financing of manufacturing and 
agriculture , have largely been neglected . Hence, it is clear that the 
Central Bank of the Netherlands Antilles should be endowed with addi-
tional powers t o direct the flow of funds to other areas of the economy 
that will help to fortify the economic base . With r espect to s uper-
vision , it is necessary that this task be expanded to examining banks 
as this will enhance the confidence of the public in the financial 
system. The quali fied bank staff should tra in personnel to become bank 
examiners to check the portfolios of outstanding loans of these commer -
cial banks . 
5 . 12 . Some Comparisons 
If we compare fiscal policy to mane tary policy , t hen certain con-
flic t i ng situations arise that should be changed or adjusted . For 
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example : The Central Bank tries t o control the outflow of inte rnation-
a l reserves and to regulate excessive domestic credit. But when we 
look a t gove rnment expenditure policies , we notice t ha t the gove r nment 
is taking c redit t o finance defici ts by selling highly liquid trea s ury 
paper and bonds and taking advances f r om its advance accoun t a t the 
Cent r al Bank . These actions indirectly increase the money supply , 
and in an open economy with a fixed exchange r a te and small pr oduction 
base, the balance of payment becomes an "open window" and hence inter-
national reserves declines . 
Another fact is that the Central Bank , by selling certifica t es of 
deposit, tries to reduce the excess reserves of commercial banks, but 
on the o ther hand , the Island Gove rnments when receiving pr ofi t taxes 
from the offsho re sect o r and oil sector maintain these funds at com-
mer cial banks fo r transaction purposes and incr eas e the liqui dity of 
these institutions , and the money supply . 
The gove r nment should allow the Central Bank to use treasury pa-
per as a mone tary con trol ins trument t o con t r act or expand t he money 
supply whenever this is deemed necessary . Yet , it is used to finance 
expenditures . Another situation is that the institutional investors 
are the possesso r s of long-term funds . The Development Bank needs 
long- term funds and depends on fo r eign assistance fo r these funds . 
However , the i ns titutional investor s do not have shar es in the develop-
ment bank . 
The quasi-government institutions could issue bonds to develop 
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a small capital market and raise f rom the issuance of bonds their 
needed funds . However, they r ely on loans from the commer cial sector 
and subsidies of the government, which in turn crowds out gove rnment 
revenues. 
The current liquidity regulation of the Cen tral Bank prevents 
banks from being unable to fulfill a withdrawal on demand , but on the 
other hand , these same regulations encourage banks to focus on short-
term lending. It is like a two-edged sword. 
5.13 . Conclusion 
From the before- mentioned remarks and comparisons , it becomes 
clear that there is no consistency between the government policy and 
that of the monetary authorities . Government ' s behavior weakens the 
effectiveness of the Cent r a l Bank ' s moneta ry policy instruments . 
Another problem is that there is a lack of coordinat i on be tween the 
Central Government and Island Government which is reflected in the 
revenue sharing ag reement be t ween the former and the latter. The 
government does not have a development program in whi ch the high pri-
ority areas are clearly defined . Moreover , the high deficits a r e 
frustrating investments . The financial sector is too risk aver se and 
should become mo r e venturesome . 
5 . 14 . Suggestions 
As mentioned before, economic growth has been ground ed in the 
Netherlands Antilles , especially on the Leeward Islands . Investment 
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does not t ake place due to lack of l ong- term funds , lack of viable 
investment projects, uncertainty about the political future of the 
Antilles , and continuity of the oil refine ry . 
However, ther e ar e s ufficient savings at commercial banks and 
institutional investors. The nat ur e of the farmer ' s savings is short-
t e rm and the na tur e of the latter ' s savings is long- term. Thus , funds 
for investment are present . But institutional investors and commer -
cial banks ar e conser vative and risk- averse , and investors are re -
luctant t o inves t due to the economic conditions of the co untry . 
Savings depend on income , and efficient investment depends on 
en trep reneurial talents , knowledge , and willingness to take risk . 
Hith no investment , all sectors including the financial sector s will 
be affected ; national income will decli ne , unemployment incr ease , and 
savings and socia l welfare will dr op . 
In order to eliminate investor reluctance , and commer c ial bank 
and ins t itutiona l investor risk aversion and conser vatism , certain 
adverse condi tions have t o be changed , and a channel must be found to 
channel the savings of the household sector to the most efficient in-
ves t ors . 
The f irst ch ange that has t o be made is for the government to 
crea t e a better investment c limate. This means that government ex-
penditures must be r educed . A limi t should be imposed on the maximum 
amount of their expenditures . The government will have to r eadjust 
t he wages and salaries of government employees , as these wages and 
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salaries give a distorted view of reality when compar ed with the eco-
nomic situation . The automatic wage indexation will also need re-
consideration, as will the Dismissal Law, if the Netherlands Antilles 
want to be able to compete with other nations in the Caribbean where 
wages are much lower and consequently factor cos t s l ower . Due to the 
high dependen ce on foreign goods, there is imported inflation. Thus , 
the goods should be imported from other countries than the United States, 
where the pr oducts can be bought cheaper and in this manner prevent the 
continuous adjustment of wage indexation due to imported inflation . 
A reduction of the budget deficit will reduce the threat of ex-
ternal imbalance and increase investor confidence, reduce the expecta-
tion of a possible devaluation , curtail the outflow of funds into fo reign 
assets , and enhance political stability. 
The quasi- government enterprises or institutions should be urged 
to issue their own bonds to raise needed funds , a nd to ad just to chang-
ing market conditions in time . Government support should be used for 
transitory difficulties and should be accompanied by efficient measures 
that will help these ent erprises to viability without governmen t sup-
port. 
The ill-functioning revenue- sharing agreement should be re con-
sidered . When a n island, which is now exemp ted from the tax r_evenue 
sharing agreement , is doing economically well , as is the case with 
St . Maarten nowadays, then it should pay tax. The collection of taxes 
by the government also has to be improved . Arrears in tax collection 
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r einforces the gover nment ' s need to r ely heavily on monetary financ-
ing and on Central Bank cr edit . 
The declining revenues of the government will force t he govern-
ment to raise t a xes on certain ar ticles if it wants to be able to 
cover its expenditures in the futu r e . Res tric tions imposed by t he 
Cent r al Bank to cur tail consump tive credit, in connection with a 
tax increase on certain imported goods , can make the credit restric-
tion of the Central Bank more effective, especially if it is imposed 
on luxury goods such as cars and televisions and the like . 
Another suggestion is that the Cent r al Government should not use 
treasury paper as a primary instrument to finance short- term expendi-
tures , but leave it to the Central Bank to be used in open market 
operations to reduce banks ' excess reserves . 
Another important step of the government should be the develop-
ment of a development program. Absence of a clearly defined develop-
ment policy is like leaving the harbor without destination . A develop-
ment program can serve as an indicator showing to which projects the 
funds (development a id) should be directed . Beside the government , 
the financial intermediaries also have to change the nature of sav-
ings . 
The development oE other domestic financial assets , with higher 
yields and exp ressed in Netherlands Antilles guilders , may contribute 
to the expansion of a small domestic money market, especially if the 
newly developed instruments contain a degree of liquidity and other 
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characte ristics similar to those ab r oad . The amount of savings will 
also increase, if savers, through a marketing pr ogram, are made aware 
of the benefi ts associated with holding their wealth in fo r ms o ther 
than passbook savings . It should not be lost s i ght of that t hese 
instruments should be consistent with the savings preferences of the 
household sector. The advantages of cr eating a domestic instrument 
with f o reign characteristics is that it may t emper the outflow of capi-
tal . The obtained funds f rom the increase in savings should be chan-
neled t o th e productive investment areas that will c reate l ong- t erm 
employment and improve t he economi c conditions o f the count ry . 
Due t o the absence of a capi tal market, where t hose who ha ve funds 
mee t those who need funds , ano the r channel has to be looked for . The 
best equipped institution t o f ulfill this f unction is the Ontwikkelings 
Bank van de Nede rlandse Antillen (The Development Bank of the Ne ther-
lands Antilles) . They can set up a design and proj ect promotion unit ; 
they possess the necessary t echni ca l skills and expert ise to select , 
ana l yze , and appraise any pr oject from a commer cial as well as an 
economic viewpoint ; by designing a marketing plan , they can p r omote 
the island ab road t o attract fo r eign enterpri ses ; their development 
progr am t akes into account nationa l interest and reg i onal inte r es t; 
they a r e in a position which allows them t o pool the resources from 
coanner cial banks , i nstitutional i nvestors , government , and foreign 
sources of funds . If the development bank is used as a channel t o 
bring together t he suppliers of funds and t hose who need the funds , 
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t hen the problem of insufficient viable pr ojects can be e liminated , 
especially if t he Development Bank uses a supply- leading app r oach . 
The use of r esour ces , especially entrepreneurial talent s and mana-
gerial skills , and t he cos t s of expl i cit or implicit subsidies in the 
supply- l eadi ng appr oach of the Ontwikkelings Bank (Development Bank) 
should pr oduce sufficient benefi t s in the fo rm of st i mulat i ng real 
economic development for this app roach t o be justifi ed , as this 
app roach has its dangers with it . The conservatism and risk aver s i on 
of financial institutions may be t empered , and t he bottleneck of 
long- te rm funds eliminated , especi a lly if the Central Bank is given 
the powers to force the institutional investors like the pension fund 
to invest its required 40% of domest ic investment into the app roved 
projects of the Development Bank . Right now , it is my i mpress i on that 
t he Development Bank has been given an initial sizeable working capital 
from the government and commer cial banks (the shareholders) and some 
foreign organizations , and left to wo r k on its own . 
Beside the func tions that the Central Bank already has , its r ole 
and powers should be expanded th r ough legislation . Monetary policy is 
just one aspect of overall economic policy . Thus , mo netary policy must 
clearly be to help acceler ate economic development . The mone t ary 
a uthorities should encourage the cr edit institutions to develop finan-
c i al instruments that wi l l allow them to mobilize mo r e savings wi th 
medium- term to long- term cha r ac teristics, which will aid in the develop-
ment objectives of the Ne ther lands Antilles . The Cent r al Bank might 
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have to relax the r equirements on cer tain deposits , as they cause 
banks to focus on short-term lending . 
The Cent r a l Bank should have the power t o r equire the commercial 
banks and ins t i t utional inves t or s and c r edi t unions t o a l loca t e a cer-
t ain p ropor t ion o f t heir resources in t o pr oject s t hat a r e consis t en t 
wi t h the development objectives of the country . 
If the government defines its high pr ior ity areas in accordance 
wi th t hose of t he Development Bank , then there will be consistency 
o f national inter est . The plans to be carried out by the Ontwikkelings 
Bank will be in accordance with those of the government , and national 
interest will be best se rved . 
The Central Bank can then require the financial institutions to 
direct thei r funds toward the approved pr ojec ts of the Ontwikkelings 
Bank van de Nede r landse Antilles . In the case that the comme rcial banks 
would need funds , the bank could be a lender of las t resort . The ad-
vantage is : 
1) A continuous flow of funds to the Development Bank 
on which the Cent r al Bank has cont r ol , 
2) Less dependence on foreign resources , 
3) Consis t ency , coordination , and coopera t ion between 
the financial sector s , gove r nment sect or, Central Bank 
and Development Bank i n the best inter es t of the 
count r y , 
4) Resources are directed i nto the most socially and eco-
nomically profitable uses , 
5) Selective controls of the Cent r al Bank become more 
effective , as productive investments a r e now clearly 
de fi ned and so is the channel . 
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Another suggestion is as follows. In the long-run , the whole 
society will benefit from the activities of the high priority areas . 
So, the whole society should pay for the deri ved benefits. Hence, the 
government could impose an explicit tax on the connnunity and the pro-
ceeds used for the high priority areas . This tax should be in ac-
cordance with the es timated exte rnal benefits conferred from this area . 
Such a measure would involve the whole community and c r eate national 
awareness to work hard, t o build up the country and that this is a 
responsibility of all of us, not just the government o r the Central 
Bank o r financial institutions . 
In t he state in which the economy finds itself r igh t now, planning, 
cooperation , coordination, consistency , and hard work are required from 
each and every sector of the economy . If not, we shall all suffer . 
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Foo t no t es 
1 . Liquidi t y r equirements a r e set, and monitor ed fo r bo t h domes tic 
and fo r e i gn business of commer ci al banks . No distinction is made 
be cween currencies . 
2 . Residents a r e under s t ood t o be : 
a ) natural persons r esiding or hav i ng t heir place of business in 
t he Ne therlands Antilles , 
b) the legal enticies established or having their place of business 
wirhin the Netherlands Antilles . 
Nonresiden t s a r e understood t o be : nacural pe r sons and legal en-
tities not coming under the defi nition of res i den ts . 
- ~-a- 1 - - -------
and Surinam." The Hague : Hartinus Nijhoff Publishers BV , 1979 . 
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8 . APPENDIX 1 
Table 8. 1 
. . . a Primary institutions 
Algeme Bank Nederland N. V. 
Aruba Bank N. V. 
Banco di Cari be N.V . 
Banco Industrial de Venezuela C. A. 
Barclays Bank PLC 
The First National Bank of 
Boston 
Caribbean Mercantile Bank N. V. 
b 
Citibank N.A. 
Madur o & Curiel ' s Bank N. V. 
Maduro & 
N. v .b 
Curiel ' s Bank (Bona ire) 
The Bank of ~ova Scotia N. V. 
The Chase Manhattan Bank N.A . 
The Windwar d Islands Bank Ltd . 
b 
The Girodienst Cur acao 
Pierson Heldring and Pierson 
(N. A. ) N. V. 
Curacao Banking Cor poration N. V. 
aABA = Aruba 
CUR = Curacao 
BON = Bonaire 
SXM = St . Maarten 
SA = SABA 
STE = St . Eustatius 
ABA 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
CUR BON SXM 
x x x 
x 
x 
x x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
b 
These are subsidiaries of Maduro and Curiel's Bank N. V. 
SA STE 
x x 
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9 . APPENDIX 2 
Holding companies own 100% of the shares of foreign cor porations (pri-
marily in the United States) and receive dividends from those firms 
at reduced withholding tax rates; 
Investment companies include por t folio companies, mutual funds and 
privately owned famil y funds which manage a variety of financial 
investments; 
Real est a te companies are establ ished t o channel funds into real esta t e 
markets (primarily in the United States) ; 
Royalty companies own the rights to and re c ieve the income from patents 
and copyrights in both t he i ndus t ria l and artistic fields; 
Offshore trading companies carry out transac tions on international 
sales and purchases of mer chandise goods, and, in some cases, pe rform 
transshipment services ; 
Shipping companies are util i zed to regis t e r vessels in the Netherlands 
Antilles ; 
Factoring companies f ina nce t he operations of companies or retail and 
wholesale sale s t hrough t he purchase of account s receivable . 
